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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The modern Army depends on electricity to meet the needs of its

tactical military systems. The extent of the generating equip-

ment needed to furnish electricity in the field is a critical

concern. Generating capacity requirements can be minimized by

applying state-of-the-art load management techniques. This

report provides an overview of the techniques used, and points

out that smaller energy management systems (EMS) in particular

may be applicable to tactical military systems. Such systems can

turn off noncritical equipment and cycle a large number of electric
%

loads on and off so that a significant percentage of loads are

off at times of system peak demand. Other load management

strategies involve voltage reduction by utilities on a short-term

basis, customer-owned battery storage systems, and remtote

control systems.

Energy management systems usually consist of controllers, data

transmission links, field panels, modems, remote sensors, and

remote actuators. However, not all components are required for

an EMS to operate. The controller houses the CPU, memory, input!

output system and the power supply. Software is also

needed to program controller's functions.
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Many different applications exist for energy management systems,

with their ability to control conditions such as shelter -

temperature and humidity, system pressure, voltage, watts,

amperes, kWh, power factors, electric loads, air flow and

other process variables. Equipment and systems controlled by EMS

may include air conditioners, ventilation blowers, space heaters,

lighting, water heaters, equipment heaters, compressors,

autoclaves, X-Ray systems, lens fabrication machines, cooking

equipment, laundry equipment, maintenance equipment,

communication equipment, computers, lighting, and electro-

hydraulic/pneumatic systems.

The selection and acquisition of EMS requires consideration of

several user concerns. Users must clearly define the specific

mission objective, critical and noncritical loads, equipment

characteristics, schedules, operator effectiveness, comfort and

process concerns, reliability and flexibility considerations and

training needs.

Additional user input is necessary to define specific

applications and user considerations more precisely, to assure

that load management can be effected without detracting from the

military's ability to fulfill its mission. Information that

documents applications and user needs is required to identify the -S

type of energy management systems best suited to the user's

mission. A detailed feasibility analysis, with associated ,*

cost/benefits of EMS application to various tactical systems also

is needed. Design details and specifications must also be



i developed, and field demonstration of EMS should then be

undertaken. Operators manuals that describe system operating and

maintenance procedures are also required.
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Section 1 .0

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

Tactical military systems r-ely extensively on electric power in

the field. The capacity of the electrical generating equipment

needed to furnish this power is determined by peak demand, that

is, the maximum rate at which electric power is used. Systems

must be sized to meet the maximum demand likely to be required,

even though that maximum demand may be needed only on an --

occasional basis. Failure to accommodate maximum demand can

result in mission delay or failure. While it is vital to meet

maximum electrical demand, it also is important to minimize the

amount of generating equipment that must be carried in the field.

The universe of applicable electric energy and demand management

devices is broad and diverse, stimulated by two parallel

.

The first development was the 1973-74 OPEC nations' petroleum

embargo imposed on the United States, and, more particularly, the % %

rapid energy price escalation that followed. Prior to that time

virtually all forms of energy were inexpensive; so inexpensive

that the value of saving energy was not sufficient to justify the 0'

1-A%
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investment necessary to affect savings. Higher energy prices

made conservation financially rewarding, and thus created a

market for energy-saving equipment. Similarly, demand-

management technology has been stimulated by the higher demand

charges imposed by electric utilities, to encourage more

discriminate power use and thereby forestall the need to add

costly new generating capacity.

The other development comprises rapid technological progress in

the field of microelectronics. Over a 10-year span, this

technology has become smaller, more powerful, more reliable and

less expensive, and today is being used in buildings, automobiles

and even appliances. Applications in the area of demand and

energy management have been multifaceted, given the needs

involved and rapid paybacks available.

Electric load management devices can be applied to enhance the

military's ability to fulfill its mission in a cost-effective

manner. Such devices can help reduce the amount and size of

generation equipment required, while at the same time improving

equipment utilization and reducing fuel consumption and operating

costs. However, most of the applicable devices will require

"ruggedization" to meet the needs of tactical systems.

1.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVE

The primary objective of this project was to identify load

management techniques and equipment whose application will:

1-2



1) reduce the extent of generation equipment needed by tactical

systems; 2) improve equipment utilization, reducing fuel

consumption and operating cost, 3) improve system

reliability/availability, and 4) permit better management of

equipment operation and resources in meeting mission goals. In

this regard it was necessary to inventory existing and developing

technologies, equipment and techniques, and then identify those

which are most suited for military tactical systems applications.

Future development needed to exploit the full potential of such

technologies for tactical military systems was also defined.

1.3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

As an initial step, Enviro-Management & Research, Inc., (E-M&R)

undertook a comprehensive review of existing literature which

identified load management techniques, methodologies, equipment,

standards, testing procedures and manufacturers. Contacts were

made with several organizations including: Electric Power

Research Institute, Edison Electric Institute, National J

Electrical Manufacturers Association, National Electrical %r6

Contractors Association, Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers, American National Standards Institute, American

Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers,

Inc., Association of Energy Engineers, Underwriters Laboratories, -

Inc., National Bureau of Standards, U.S. Department of Energy and ."W

its various laboratories to obtain reports relating to electrical

load management and also obtain information on planned research

and development.

1-3 .,
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A comprehensive survey of manufacturers was undertaken to obtain

data and descriptive literature on current and planned electric

load management systems and techniques. Specifically the data

obtained on microprocessor-based EMS included:

a Model number,

* Type of controller (single-function, multi-function,

etc.),

* Programming (relay ladder, microprocessor-based),

* Number of inputs/outputs

e Functions that can be performed (demand control,

programmed on/off)

* Equipment size, weight, ruggedness.'.

* Operating characteristics

* Electrical characteristics

* Environmental criteria

* Equipment availability

, Program and data memory capability

* Factory tests

• UL listing

" Reliability data (MTBF)

" Cost (general ranges), and

" Ongoing research and development.

All data collected was analyzed in light of basic tactical '

military systems load management objectives.

1-



The data was also analyzed to determine the extent to which

current and planned EMS equipment can meet the tactical system

performance requirements of military equipment and the EMS

capability for militarization.

1-5
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Section 2.0

ELECTRIC LOAD MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES AND EQUIPMENT

The concept of electric demand or load management was developed

just after the birth of the electric utility industry. However,Y

it was not until the early 1970s that the concept was applied on

a widespread basis. Utilities generally apply load control in

order to bring average demand as close as possible to maximum

demand, to derive maximum use from available capacity, and thus a

maximum return on the investment.

Customers are anxious to effect demand management because

utilities impose a separate charge for demand, and this amount 'p.

can be substantial.

%, %.

The principal strategy that is being used by most utilities

involves turning off unneeded equipment and cycling a large

number of electric energy users on and off so that a significant

percentage of energy users are off at times of system peak

demand. Automated control systems which can accomplish these

peak demand control strategies are currently in widespread use.

Such systems can generally be categorized as remote control

systems or local control systems.

2-1
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Remote control systems affect load control utilizing a remote

communication system. The parameters of control (when, what and

how to control) are determined by the utility. The hardware on

customer premises consists simply of a communication receiver,

signal decoder, and switch for opening or closing the load

circuit.

Local control systems involve the use of customer-owned and

operated control devices to reduce electrical demand.

Other alternatives involve the use of voltage reduction, applied

by utilities on a short-term basis and customer-owned battery

storage systems.

A brief description of voltage reduction strategy and batteryA

storage systems is provided below. It should be noted that many

of the control systems described do not directly apply to

military tactical system needs, but are described here to provide

a better understanding of currently available load control

systems.

2.1 VOLTAGE REDUCTION

Utilities use this strategy only under emergency conditions.

Generally, voltage is reduced only when abnormal operating

conditions within a total system cause a seriously low level of

generating reserve. These conditions include multiple outages of

generating capacity, limitations of transmission capability, and

2-2



higher than anticipated demand due to weather sensitive loads.

Generally, voltage levels are reduced 3 to 5 percent, but in some

cases an 8 percent reduction is utilized. The load-limiting

effect of voltage reduction is difficult to determine. During

summer months, load reductions from 1.2 to 1 percent have been

reported to have been obtained from each percent of voltage

reductions.

2.2 BATTERY STORAGE SYSTEMS

Another potential load limiting strategy involves the use of

battery storage technology, which has been the subject of

extensive research and development, particularly for use with

electrically-powered vehicles. It is now being considered for

demand control in buildings. Any demand beyond a predetermined

maximum is met through the battery storage system (Figure 2-1).

The System is recharged during off-peak times.

Most battery storage systems have six cells and a normal voltage

of 12 volts. The power and storage capacity of the batteries

tend to vary with discharge rate, e.g., 300 watts for a 3-hour

discharge to about 210 watts for an 8-hour discharge. Storage

capacity varies from about 945 watt-hours over a 3-hour discharge

to about 1050 watt-hours for an 8-hour discharge. Systems whose

capacity is 10 kW or less are available as uninterruptible

power supply packages or as modular battery storage systems

consisting of the batteries, a charger, an inverter, and other

necessary switching and power conditioning components. These

2-3
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Figure 2-1. Basic Components of a Battery Storage Eerand
Management System
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3
systems occupy about 2-5 ft /kW.

2.3 REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEMS

All remote control systems consist essentially of three major

components: a central controller, the communication system, and

receiver switches. Several communication systems exist: radio

frequency systems (VHF-FM), ripple, powerline carrier, and a

combination radio frequency/powerline carrier. Of all these

communication systems, radio frequency systems are the most

frequently used, due to features such as low cost, simplicity of

operation, and proven high reliability. Further discussion on

these communication systems is contained in Appendix A.

2.4 LOCAL CONTROL SYSTEMS

Local control systems involve the use of load-control devices

that incorporate a switching function into some level of local,

on-site logic. These devices include everything from

mechanically programmable time switches to sophisticated

microprocessor-based energy management systems. All local

controllers are designed to limit or defer loads in a particuldr

location. They differ, however, in the method or level cf load.

control exercised.

Local controllers also differ in the manner ir whicti eacr, devce

is activated. The method of activation is important becau:e it

sp"
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determines when -- rather than how -- control will be exercised.

Local controllers can be categorized according to their method of

activation: site-specific activation, time-specific activation,

and temperature-specific activation.

Site-specific activation controllers are designed to limit the

peak demand of a facility regardless of coincidence with the

utility's peak. Time-specific activation refers to those local

controllers that perform their designed load deferral or load-

limiting functions only during certain times of the day.

Temperature-specific activation refers to those local controllers

that perform load cycling or deferral only when outdoor ambient

temperatures meet or exceed preset levels. Temperature-specific

controllers sometimes also operate in conjunction with time-

specific activation.

Four different types of local control devices are presently being

used.

2.4.1 .,jirit Relay/Apliance Interlock

3ne of the simplest forms of local control is the priority relay.

A pricr-ty relay, or "interlock" as it is often called, is a

lev.ce e ginec to iimit the maximum demand in any given

a4.,Icaticn Ly reventing two or rore high-load appliances fro.

oe~rE ;3eJ at the same time. The device monitors the current

iraw or a priority, or non-:nterruptible, load by means of a

current trar.forter or otrer type of sensing device. When the
4%
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priority load is turned on or when the current draw of the

priority load exceeds a preset maximum, the device cuts off power

to an interruptible load. When the priority load is turned off,

the device restores power to the interruptible load. This action

effectively prevents both loads from coming on at the same time.

As such, this theoretically decreases the maximum potential non-

coincident system demand by a value equal to the smaller of the

two connected loads.

2.4.2 Load Manaaement Thernost.atz~

.
Load management thermostats are thermostats that automatically

alter the temperature settings at a location in a manner that

best serves the needs of the utility's load pattern. These

devices operate on the same general principle of load management

as remote cyclic control of air conditioners and/or heating

systems. The major difference is that load management thermostats

control the duty cycle of a heating or cooling system indirectly

by controlling the temperature settings rather than by directly

controlling the appliance's maximum on-time.

2.4.3 Enetrg Management Syste"j

Energy Management Systems (EMS) are the most flexible local

controllers. These devices monitor electricity use, and when

demands are about to exceed a specified level, the EMS sheds some

loads. The control logic -- often microprocessor based -- turns I
appliances off according to the priority set by the customer.

The load shedding may be rotated between equipment and appliances

2-7
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every few seconds (for resistance heating loads) or it may '

disrupt service to selected equipment and appliances for periods

of several minutes depending on the customer's priorities and

needs. Because the user can change demand levels and priorities,

EMS are very flexible in their use.

The most common application of EMS to date has been in commercial and

industrial buildings. In this application most EMS normally

perform numerous functions as shown in Table 2-1. EMS hardware

configurations can range from small microprocessor-based .

systems to large centralized multi-minicomputer systems. Among

the newest EMS technologies are those known as fully distributed

systems, in which the high reliability of local dedicated

controllers is combined with the capability for sharing -

information among all of the controllers via a local network.

EMS devices are by far the most applicable to the tactical

military systems, and are discussed in more detail in Section 3

2..4L Time and Temerue ycle-

A time and temperature switch is a relatively simple device

designed primarily for the control of air conditioning systems.

This device contains~ a thermostat that senses outdoor air

temperature and an adjustable percentage timer. When the outdoor

temperature reaches the device's preset activation temperature,

the percentage tinier acts to regulate the duty cycle of the air '

conditioner. This timer is typically set for 50% duty cycles on

a half-hour basis (15 minutes on, 15 minutes off). Control

2-8



TABLE 2-1

FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITIES OF ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Function Terminology

Turn off equipment when building Start/stop control
is unoccupied according to a set .

schedule.

Restart equipment at the latest Optimal start/stop
possible time before reoccupancy.

Change temperature set points of Temperature setback!
thermostats during unoccupied setup
periods.

Use "free cooling" from outdoors Economizer control
when outdoor air temp. is suitable.

Reduce excessive heating and cooling Supply temperature reset
in HVAC systems.N r6

Reduce peak electrical demands. Electrical Demand Control

Turn off equipment a percentage Duty cycling
of the time according to an
established schedule to reduce
energy use and/or demand.

Logging conditions, equipment run Monitoring/alarm
time, energy use, etc.

continues until the outdoor temperature falls below a preset

deactivation temperature.

.r
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Section 3.0

ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Energy management systems (EMS) are being widely used in

buildings to control demand and minimize energy use. They

can automatically turn equipment on and off based on user needs,

minimize the amount of equipment required to meet the user's

needs and shut down selected equipment on a priority basis for

short periods of time. Many EMS devices can be adapted for

use with military tactical systems. However, the equipment used

must be rugged, compact in size and transportable. Equipment

meeting ruggedness criteria as defined by the Army must be

capable of withstanding various tests, including vibration and

shock tests.

.. P i.

.. 0~

Although traditional control manufacturers still dominate the EMS

industry, there have been innumerable newcomers to the field,

primarily companies which are more oriented toward

microelectronics than controls. This has resulted in aggressive

competition, introduction of continualiy more advanced and more

specialized equipment and declining prices.

The result of these developments is that some type of EMS is

almost guaranteed to be of value in almost any application.

3-1



During the course of this study, contacts were made with

several EMS manufacturers (see Appendix B). Data was obtained

from all those that manufactured small energy management systems.

This data is summarizid in Table 3-1, and described in detail in

Appendix C. Discussions with the manufacturers indicate that

their equipment, to date, has primarily been applied in

buildings, even though it can be used in field applications such

as those involved with tactical military systems. The EMS

equipment currently available has not been militarized. However, ,,,

some manufacturers indicated the control unit is typically

enclosed in a NEMA-approved metal enclosure and all the

components in the cabinet are securely fastened. As such, in

many instances equipment can be easily modified to meet the

ruggedness test as specified by the Army.

3.1 TYPICAL EMS FUNCTIONS

Energy Management Systems (EMS) can perform numerous functions.

Some of those that may apply to tactical systems are discussed

below.

w17
3.1.1 Automatic Start/Sto

Automatic Start/Stop function involves turning certain systemsN

(air conditioning, electric heaters, etc.) and devices on and off

at certain times as programmed by the end user. Some EMS can

also perform Start/Stop optimization, especially as it relates to

air conditioning and heating equipment, by monitoring outdoor air

temperature, solar effects, indoor temperature and humidity

3-2
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calculation and analysis of this data and determining when systems

S should be started and stopped.

3.1.2 Demand Contrgj

Demand control -- also known as demand limiting, load limiting,

load control, or load shedding -- is a technique used to monitor

energy use and limit the peak demand (Figure 3-1) by

automatically shutting down selected equipment, on a priority

basis, for short periods of time. Demand limits are

preprogrammed into the demand control software required for this

function.

3.1.3 Duty Cyclin"

Duty cycling (Figure 3-2) is used to stop and start (cycle)

electric motors that normally run continuously. A common

q application is control of the motors that operate the air

conditioning equipment. A typical example would be to stop

assigned electrical motors for 15 minutes out of each operating

hour. The program would be interfaced with space time

temperature sensors to override the cycling if pre-designated

conditions were not maintained.

Although energy use and demand reduction can be achieved, this

feature must be approached cautiously and only upon close

examination of the equipment to be controlled. Manufacturers

should be consulted on the application of duty cycle programrs to

3-7'
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include indications of equipment malfunction, such as

temperatures above or below the alarm limit setpoints of detector

sensors, relative humidity above or below the setpoint, and v

security violations. Status monitoring verifies functional

operation in terms of on/off, run/stop, fast/slow and open/close.

Monitoring system performance can result in both operaticnal and

maintenance savings.

3.2 SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
4

Energy management systems normally have several basic component'

as shown in Figure 3-3: controllers, data transmission links,

field panels, modems, remote sensors, and remrote activators.

However, not all components are required to operate. Field

panels and modems are not required with small EMS typically

having point (each sensor or activator represents one control

point) capabilities of less than 32.

32.1 C~nrJJ~ rs 
.

p.. .p.

Controllers are general purpose microprocessor based control.

units that accept inputs, evaluate them and generate outputs tc

control machines or processes. The major components of a

controller are the central processing unit (CPU), memory, %

input/output system, power supply and software.

3.2.1.1 CEU. The CPU is the "brain" of the controller and

organizes all controller activity. The CPU receives input data, VI"

performs logical decisions based upon a stored program, and drives

3-9 rdv ,A
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outputs. Normally, each controller has one CPU that can service

or control mar- I/O points.

3.2.1.2 Memory system. The memory system provides a means of

storing and retrieving data. The memory is divided into or .

executive program and application program instructions.

Executive program instructions that direct the CPU's activities %IF

are provided by the programmable controller (PC) manufacturer.

The user enters the application program instructions that control
._' %

machines or processes. The complexity of the control plan

determines the amount of application program memory needed. The

amount of memory required for an application is a function cf

program length, complexity of the user's requirement, and the

number of I/O points involved. Memories are available in many

forms and in specific increments ranging from 64 to 192K.

Currently, the most commonly used memory in controllers is a

CMCSRAM (complementary metal oxide semiconductor random access

memory). This is an integrated circuit-based memory that permits . .,

stored programs to be easily altered whenever necessary. Access

is random, which means storage locaticns can be accessed in any ,

order any number of times. No established sequence of accesses

iz required. The memory can be protected fror, power outages by

lithiur; batteries having service lives as long as four years. .- >

.' '.

Progranmable read only memory (PROM) is another pcpular

semiconductor riemory. PRCM automatically retains its remory

3-11
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during power failures, so battery backup power is not required.

A shortcoming of PROM is that information cannot be easily erased

once it is entered. .. ,

-!
Programming devices (hand held programmers or CRTs) are usually

required to enter the application programs into a PC's memory.

Exceptions are very small single-board ROM PCs programmed by the

manufacturer to do specific jobs.

3.2.1.3 Input/Output (I/O) System. The input/output (I/O)

system has point capacities ranging from 8 to 4096. An I/O rack

essentially consists of various groups of input circuit cards or

modules mounted in a cabinet. Typically, I/O modules contain 4,

8, 16, or 32 circuits. The input cards receive data from field

input devices such as limit switches, relay contacts, analog
(a, r I

sensors, or selector switches. The cards accept the incoming

control voltages acceptable to the CPU.

The CPU controls the output card signals that drive field output C""

devices such as motor starters, solenoid valves, indicator

lights, light emitting diode (LED) displays, positioning valves,

or reiay coils. The output cards transform the logic output

voltages into levels required to drive the field output units.

Controllers may have digital modules, analog modules, or both.

Digital input signals are typically supplied by pushbuttons,

switches, contacts, or sensors. Analog input signals are

3-12



provided by such items as process instrumentations or

transducers. Digital cards do not accept or generate analog

signals. They handle only high level on-off signals in the range

of 5V DC to 240V AC. A wide variety of I/O voltages, current

capacities, and module types are available. PCs handle analog

information in one of two ways. They compare the input signal

against the preset level within an input module with the

objective of developing an on/off limit signal; or they perform

analog-to-digit (A/D) conversion, where the continuous input is

transformed into digital code representing its numeric value.

3.2.1.4 Power . Power supplies provide all the voltage

levels required for the PC's internal operations. The power

supply can be packaged directly into the CPU or installed some

distance away as a separate unit connected to the CPU by a cable.

The power supply converts 120 or 220V AC line power into the DC

power required by the CPU and I/O modules. For example, power

supplies may convert 12CV AC into 5 or 15V DC, or 220V AC into

24V DC.

3.2.1.5 SoiLar. All microprocessor-based controllers require

software to operate. Three types are normally used: executive

software, command software and application software.

a comprises the basic programs which cause the

computer to function. It includes operating procedures for

input/output devices and programs which load and unload corr, and

3- 13 ''
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and applications software. System software is also used to

upgrade the operation of the EMS by refining existing programs,

expanding them, or adding new ones.

Command softwar refers to that group of programs which permit

the operator to communicate with the EMS to perform required

actions, such as monitoring a control point or sending an

instruction.

A]io~ftwar is that set of programs which specify

functions to occur, such as demand control or duty cycling.

In all cases, the small microprocessor-based EMS software is

supplied by the manufacturer. The operator may select or adjust

variable settings but cannot alter the programmed logic at this

time. All program modifications must be made by the

manufacturer.

3.2.2 f1, ?nel

Field panels provide an interface between the programmable

controller and remote sensors and actuators. There are two basic

types: field interface devices and multiplexors (MUX's).

Field interface devices (FID's) serve as a point uf consolidation

for many sensor and control points. Each sensor or actuator

represents one control point. Uncoded signals from sensors are

received, coded, and sent to the controller. Conversely, coded

information is received from the controller, decoded, and sent

3-14
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back to the actuators. The number of control points that can be

accommodated varies from 14 to 200. "Intelligent" or "smart" FID's

have their own controller to process information and respond with

instructions.

Multiplexors minimize necessary data transmission media by using

time-shared transmission, or multiplexing, to regulate the flow

of signals over a single channel. Prior to transmission, the

signals are coded to identify their origin. The MUX can also

receive and route multiplexed signals to appropriatee.

destinations. MUX panel capacity typically ranges up to 6~4

points. "Intelligent" multiplexors (IMUX's) transmit time-

shared signals on a "report by exception mode,"1 thereby

eliminating repetitive information on steady-state conditions.

3.2.3 MODEM'

MODEM is an acronym for modulator/demodulator. MODEM's

communicate between FID's, MUX's, and programmable controllers

when the controller is separate from the field panel. Upon

receiving a signal from a sensor or controller, the MODEM imposes

the information in binary form onto carrier waves. These waves

convey information over data transmission links. The

information is imposed on the wave by altering, or modulating,

the wave form; it is then extracted from the wave by ~~

d emod ula t ing. In the case of adigital signal from asenscr or

binary codes from programmable controllers, this process is

straightforward. Analog signals from sensors require
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analog/digital converters to condition the signal prior to -%

modulation.

Ole',

The speed of data transmission is measured in bits per second,

which are single binary digits, or in bauds. For EMS

applications, one baud is one bit per second, and speeds of 300,

1200, 2400, 4800 and 9600 baud are used.

3.2.4 Dt a Li 6

A communications network is necessary to transport the control

signals from the programmable controller's CPU to the individual

loads being controlled. Two methods can be used for this

purpose: parallel wiring from the CPU to each load, or

multiplexing a group of signals from the CPU over common data

transmission media to receiving stations conveniently located

near groups of loads.

Parallel wiring requires routing two wires fron! the controller's p

CPU to each load, so the presence of large numbers of loads makes

this method impractical. Multiplexing is usually the preferred

method when large numbers of remotely located loads are involved

such as in the case of field hospitals. The data transmission

media (DTM) used with these larger systems can be one of the

following types: twisted pairs; telephone lines; coaxial cable;

power-line carrier systems; radio frequency signals; and/or fiber

optics. However, in tactical system applications, only the

3-16
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twisted pairs or the radio frequency signals are most practical.

Twisted pair DTM consists of any two low-voltage conductors which .4..4

are insulated and twisted together to minimize interference by

unwa&.ted signals. Twisted pairs come in either 2- or 4-wire

configurations to support either half-duplex (nonparallel

transmission of signals) or full duplex (simultaneous

transmission of signals independently in both directions)

transmission.

For EMS applications lines are conditioned by adding protective

shields to cover voice or higher-grade twisted pairs in an effort

to minimize interference. If data transmission occurs at a rate

of 1200 bits per second or less, unconditioned lines are usually

used. For higher rates, specially selected and conditioned -"

twisted pairs must be used.

3.2.5

Sensors are remote input devices which are connected to the

terminal block usually located in the FID. Sensors measure the

condition of a variable such as temperature, relative humidity,

pressure, flow, level, electrical units, and position of various

mechanical devices. They also monitor relay, switch, or other

binary devices. The signal from a sensor or other input device

is either analog or binary. .
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An analog signal is a continuously variable signal which bears a

known relationship to the value of the measured variable. As an

example, a thermocouple measures temperature, and emits a signal

in the form of a voltage; a resistance temperature device (RTD)

measures temperature and emits a signal in the form of an

electrical resistance. Such analog signals must be converted to -

digital form before a computer can use them. -

A binary signal is an input signal equivalent to an electrical

contact (switch) which can only be in an open or closed position,

as determined by a predetermined condition. Examples include

firestats, door contacts, alarm devices, pressure switches, flow

switches, and motor-starter auxiliary contacts.

4-

Typical analog and binary inputs to an EMS are shown in Table 3-2.

3.2.6 .

Actuators are devices which perform control action at the remote

point in response to central system command instructions. ,. ,

Typical actuators connected to FIDs include control motors, valve

positioners, damper operators, switches, and relays.

< .4

As with input signals, the output signals to the actuators can be

classified as either analog or binary. A typical example of an "-',

analog output is a temperature indication for control point

adjustment.
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Table 3-2. Typical EMS Inputs

ANALOG BINARY (DISCRETE)

1. Temperature 1. Alarms for:
2. Humidity a. Safety circuit alarm
3. Pressure b. Firestat alarm
4. Differential temperature c. High-temperature alarm
5. Differential pressure d. Low temperature alarm
6. Voltage e. High pressure alarm
7. Watts f. Low pressure alarm
8. Amperes g. Transformer alarm
9. KWH h. No flow, flow failure

10. Power factors i. Dirty filter alarm
0' 11. Electric loads/demand level j. Security alarms

12. BTU/totalizing
13. BTU/Hr.
14. Air flow 2. Status of:
15. Position devices (valves, a. Motor operation: iA

dampers, etc.) i. On/Off
16. Process variables ii. Run/Stopiii. Fast/Slow

. b. Occupied/Unoccupied
c. Day/Night operation
d. Heat/Cool
e. Manual/Automatic
f. Open/Close

3.3 APPLICATION

Tactical systems are diverse and thus are very difficult to

categorize. In most cases the missions of Army units require

electrical power. This power is supplied by a variety of power

generation devices, ranging from 1.5kW to 750kW, which are listed

in MIL-STD-633E, Mobile Electric Power Engine Generator Standard

Family General Characteristics. The power required is usually

one or more of the outputs in Table 3-3. These outputs are

further classified by type (tactical or prime) and class (precise

or utility). The type refers to highly mobile (tactical) or

~~3-19 f
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Table 3-3. Standard Military Voltage Connections

1. 28 volts, dc .:
2. 120 volts, ac, 60 or 400 Hz, 10
3. 240 volts, ac, 60 or 400 Hz, 10
4. 120/240 volts, ac, 60 or 400 Hz, 10
5. 120/208 volts, ac, 60 or 400 Hz, 30
6. 240/416 volts, ac, 60 or 400 Hz, 30 (>10kW)
7. 2400/4160 volts, ac, 60 or 400 Hz, 30 (>200kW)
8. 2400 volts, ac, 60 or 400 Hz, 30 (>200kW)

semi-fixed (prime) configurations and the class refers to the

quality of power produced. The precise class outputs are more

rigidly controlled with respect to voltage and frequency than the

utility class. MIL-STD-1332B, Definitions of Tactical, Prime,

Precise and Utility Terminologies for Classification of the DoD

Mobile Electric Power Engine Generator Set Family, contains

detailed information on the electrical performance

characteristics, weight and voltage connections needed.

3.3.1 Controllable Loads

A sufficient number of noncritical loads must exist in order to

make investment in EMS cost effective. Such loads typically may

include:

* air conditioners,

• ventilation blowers,

* space heaters,

" lighting,

" water heaters,

" equipment heaters,

3-20



9 dental compressors,

autoclaves,

e X-ray systems,

* lens fabrication machines,

* cooking equipment,

a laundry equipment, and

0 maintenance equipment.

3.3.2 Configuration of Tactical Military Systems

Tactical systems are diverse and thus are very difficult to

categorize. In all cases, however, field forces need 28 volt dc

and/or alternating current to fire, deploy and communicate.

These electric demands are being met by a variety of gasoline,

diesel and turbine engine generators, producing up to 200

kilowatts of power.

One small mobile unit currently being used by the Army is a

communications terminal (Figure 3 - 4 ) which is air conditioned.

The unit typically comes with a 3kW generator. Such a unit does

not lend itself to an EMS application unless several units can be

grouped together with a single generator supplying the needs of

1':5

all units. In this application, an EMS can be used to control

various noncritical equipment (air conditioning units, heaters,

certain communications equipment etc.) in a priority manner to

limit the overall demand so that a smaller generator can be used.

The priorities are generally established in the field by the

user.

3-21
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A standi alone multifunction microprocessor based EMS (Figure 3-5)

3is typically used in this application. The executive software is

contained within the microprocessor and the applications software

is supplied by the vendor. Field panels are not necessary and the

controlled equipment is generally hardwired, typically using

two wires to the controller.
.

EMS can also be used to control lighting and other equipment

loads associated with small field shelters. However, current

electric distribution system designs may have to be miodified in

order to permit reduction in load throug h selected switching off

of certain branch circuits and utility receptacles. The EMSV

equipment and configuration involved is similar to that shown in

~ Figure 3-5.

The EMS can also be used in applications involving multiple

generators (Figure 3-6). EMS can assume that both generators are

poperated at peak efficiency. It will also reduce overall peak

* demand by controlling user specified noncritical loads, thus

resulting in the use of smaller size generators.

A field hospital is yet another possible application for EMS.

The hospital has a variety of noncritical loads (laundry,

sterilizing, water heating, cooking, etc.) which can be

controlled by an EMS. The number of control points can range up

to 100. As such, the equipment configuration typically will

involve the use of multiple field panels (Figure 3-7). Field

interface devices may be considered in very large hospitals.
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The success of any EMS application is dependent on user

acceptance. This acceptance can be gained only when the

equipment installed performs demand control and other functions

in a manner which does not interfere with the mission objectives.

*Factors influencing user acceptance include: equipment

J reliability, serviceability, maintainability, ease of operation,

cost and adequate operator training, all of which are discussed

in Section 4.
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Section 4.0

SELECTIC" AND ACQUISITION CONSIDERATIONS

1%

Numerous factors must be considered in selection and acquisition

of load management systems. The following discussion highlights

many of the specific factors involved.

4.1 USER NEEDS AND EQUIPMENT SELECTION

The success of any application is highly dependent on how well the

user needs are defined. In all cases the user must be consulted

in order to clearly and objectively define the specific mission

objective, critical and noncritical loads, equipment characteris-

tics, schedules, comfort and process concerns, reliability and

flexibility considerations, and training needs. A few of the

major considerations are as follows.

L1.1.1 Functional Reguirements

Most of the EMS devices available today provide for multifunction

capability. The type of functions to be performed (start/stop,

demand control, monitoring, etc.) must be defined before

selecting the equipment. Note, the equipment selected should

have functional capabilities that closely match needs.

~4-1



4.1.2 Input/Output Requirements

The input/output requirements are influenced by the type and

number of loads that are being controlled and the functions that

are being performed. An input/output summary list that defines

each point is normally developed during the design phase. This

list provides the basis for sizing of the controller and

interface devices.

~4 .1.3  ReliabilityA

Reliability is an important consideration in equipment selection.

Both operational and hardware related reliability must be

considered.

Oprtoa e1allt is the overall probability that a system

will operate in a generally trouble-free mode, without failure or

interruption, for some predetermined period.

This is generally expressed by manufacturers as "mean time

between failures" (MTBF) and average "downtime" per failure.

Depending upon the manufacturer, these factors may or may not-

include average human operator reliability.

Hardware rel.jabjijj is usually categorized into three modes:

infant, normal, and aging failures. Infant failure is associated

with malfunction due to poor design, workmanship, or material

quality. This mode is characterized by a failure rate that is

high in the early stages of use but rapidly decreases with time.

1-2



Therefore, the length of time the equipment is guaranteed is very

important. A guarantee period of a year usually is sufficient to

cover infant failures.

Normal failures are random failures of mechanical or electronic

components. This mode is characterized by a relatively constant

incidence of failure over time. How much normal failure can be

* tolerated will determine the amount of redundancy or backup

equipment needed.

Aging failures are caused by malfunctions due to excessive wear

once the design life expectancy is exceeded. The aging failure

S-period is characterized by an increasing rate of failure over

time. Thus, the life of a system must be considered, along with

the cost of system replacement versus component replacement.

The data processing and distribution system portion of an EMS is

Pmost vulnerable to failure resulting from attempts to defeat
controls, poor installation and commissioning, and environmental

interference such as line surges.

Energy management systems have generally proven to be reliable.

However, for an EMS to function properly and perform the duties

for which it was installed, there needs to be a thorough system

check-out, adequate operator training and regular maintenance.

Without these, an EMS cannot be expected to operate as wel 1 as it

should.
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4.1.4 .L.nyironmental a dl~rSe lCj.iea n

Tactical system applications normally involve environmental

conditions that are more severe than those involved in buildings

where most EMS applications have occurred to date. Such

conditions (temperature and humidity) should be defined and

the equipment selected should be certified by the manufacturer

to operate normally under these conditions.

Transportability and ruggedness of equipment are other special

considerations. Most EMS equipment applicable to tactical .

systems is relatively small in size and easily transportable.

However, none of the current equipment has been tested for

ruggedness as required by the Army. As such, before the final

equipment is acquired the Army will perform factory tests and

certify that environmental and ruggedness criteria are met.

4.1.5 Cost Effectiveness

Cost effectiveness is the basic criteria used in evaluating which

type of EMS is best for the application involved and that will

result in maximum return on investment. Both cost and benefits

are considered in this analysis. The costs of EMS hardware and

software varies between manufacturers and the numrber of points

involved. In general, the hardware and software cost for the

small microprocessor based systems generally ranges between

$7,500 to $10,000. The installation cost typically will amount

to an additional $2,000 to $3,000.
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The benefits involved with the use of EMS typically are:

Vdecrease in dollars spent for usage, more effective utilization
of smaller size generation equipment, increased equipment life

Ndue to more effective operation, and overall better management of

operations.

4.2 DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS

Once an EMS has been decided upon for a certain application,

drawings and specifications -- the contract documents -- must be

prepared.

Vp

N 4.2.1 Drawnilg

hThe factors generally to be included in a set of drawings are:

N.f

% 4.2.1.1 Bock Dia . Block diagram of the entire system

9. identifies all major components and how they relate to each other

(system configuration).

4.2.1.2 Dat a j LinkDnfgur . Data transmission

0link configuration details the network between programmable

controllers, field panels (if used) and the various loads.

4.2.1.3 . Detail diagrams are needed to convey

the designers precise intent to contractors who are called upon

to supply and install the equipment. Typical details should be

shown for mounting each type of sensing device.
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4.2.2 Specification

Some of the major concerns which should be addressed in a

specification are:

4.2.2.1 Detailed Component DescroEBL. In the component

specification, the type of EMS and the individual components to

be used, the quality requirements for accuracy and repeatability,

and the software programs to be included must be well defined.

4.2.2.2 Seguence of Operation. A detailed sequence of operation

of the system and the equipment to be controlled must be

developed and specified. In addition to initiation and normal

operation, failure modes are essential.

4.2.2.3 Ins a t i on Procedures. The procedures used in

locating and physically installing all EMS hardware (controllers,

sensors, activators, etc.) should be fully described in the

specification.

4.2.2.4 D~gt =jQn. The operators and other documentation of

the procedures for operating the system are the keys to a

LA
successful installation. Their requirements should be fully

detailed in the specification. As a minimum, the operator's

manual should include the fcllowing information:

* System initialization procedures

* Command descriptions
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* Alarm processing

* Failure-recovery procedures

o Backup equipment operation

o Reports/alarm message

o Formats

o Preventive maintenance schedule

o EMS nominal operations

The documentation should describe the system where sensors are

located, typical performance ranges and will also include the

requirements of the operational software system of the computer.

4.2.2.5 Startup Requiremnjts. A detailed description of how the

system is to be put into initial operation and how each point is

to be calibrated and checked is essential. This description

should also tell which programs will be used initially and how,

and in what sequence other programs will be implemented.

4.2.2.6 rjnte. The guarantee requirements of the various

components and the entire system are an inherent part of the

specification. The key determination is when the guarantee

period begins. This subject should be spelled out as part of the

commissioning procedure and is usually based on when the owner

begin receiving "beneficial use" of the system. i is important

that a full service contract be specified to run concurrently

with the guarantee period. Further, final acceptance of the

system should be clearly noted.
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4.2.2.7 Non Qchnic. Specification Information. The

specification must include the necessary legal and administrative

information, usually referred to as 'oiler plate," to assure

that the responsibilities of all parties are understood and are

binding.

4 .3 SYSTEM PROCUREMENT

An EMS is procured much in the same manner as any other major

purchase.

Procurement methods range from the simple negotiated sale to the

more detailed two-part procurement and request for proposal

methods. The selected method of procurement, however, depends on

a number of factors greatly influenced by the needs of a

particular facility or its owners.

Regardless of the procurement method used, potential vendors

should be screened to gather additional information about them,

such as their track records and references, and their specific IM

approach to the project.

Bids should be obtained from several reputable suppliers. All

bidders should be required to utilize generic terminology, as

defined in the specifications, and should indicate those elements

of plans and specifications with which they are unable to comply;

available alternatives which provide a similar function; and
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alternatives and options, which may not have been considered

along with the cost of the hardware and software.

Contract award should not be based on low bid alone. Rather, it

should be based on value, employing an evaluation of the cost-

benefits of each proposed system.

4.4 TRAINING

Personnel must be trained so they understand the concepts

involved, how to perform their individual functions, and how the

functions interrelate with those of others and the operation of

equipment.

4.5 INITIAL OPERATION OF A SYSTEM

The system should be started up in its simplest mode. Care

should be taken not to allow it to control functions or actuate

alarms until its basic performance is verified and its

reliability established.

4.6 ACCEPTANCE TESTING

After the system has been installed but before it has been

accepted, a comprehensive program of acceptance testing should be

pursued. In this regard, it should be noted that the Department

of Defense has sponsored the development of a series of EMS

acceptance tests and checks to help ensure that new systems will

perform properly and reliably prior to their being turned over to

the government.
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Specifically, all EMSs to be installed on military bases are now

subjected to rigorous factory tests prior to being shipped, and

they are given a 30-day operating test after installation and

prior to acceptance. -51

.- 4

4.7 FINE TUNING

As the system is operated, the actual performance of the

controlled equipment will be apparent, and the program changes %

will be desirable. Sensors should be rechecked for accuracy and

the overall system fine tuned for optimal performance. r

4.8 MAINTENANCE

Planned preventive maintenance and regular servicing of the

system are required to ensure reliability. Even if minimal

service is required, it should be planned and performed by well

qualified personnel. Updating of software and ongoing training

will be necessary parts of the planned maintenance program.

4-10
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Section 5.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

EMS equipment can be used to manage the electrical demand imposed

by tactical military systems, and to thus minimize the extent of

generating equipment needed in the field. More research is

required to develop specific recommendations for application.

5.1 DOCUMENT APPLICATIONS AND USER NEEDS

More information is required to define military tactical systems

and to identify specific user needs. This information comprises

knowledge of the tactical systems equipment and configurations

and the electrical characteristics and requirements of the

equipment to which load management would be applied. Electrical

and operational data on all electrical equipment should be

developed along with usage and load profiles. It is recommended

that such data be developed through meetings with users.

5.2 CONDUCT A DETAILED FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS OF EMS APPLICATION

A detailed feasibility analysis of EMS application should be

undertaken after applications and user needs have been

identified. The feasibility analysis will specifically document

cost/benefits associated with EMS in various applications. Only
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those applications that are cost-effective and are likely to gain Z

high user acceptance will be considered for the demonstration

effort.

5.3 DEVELOP DESIGN DETAILS AND SPECIFICATION

Design details should be developed for systems that are cost-

effective and meet user needs. Performance specifications should

also be developed for different application needs and system

configurations.

5.4 DEMONSTRATE APPLICABILITY

At least two applications should be selected for field

demonstration of EMS. These demonstrations will involve working

with two different types of manufacturers involving two different

types of EMS (one that can only perform demand control and

another that can perform demand control, duty cycling and

optimized start/stop, logging and monitoring functions as well).

All aspects (EMS cost, equipment characteristics, operating

parameters, generator size and loading, reliability and user

experience) will be fully documented.

5.5 DEVELOP OPERATOR MANUALS

Operator manuals should be develcped in order to describe

sequence of operating as well as system operating and maintenance

procedures.



Section 6.0

GLOSSARY

Actuator: A device, either electrically,
pneumatically, or hydraulically
operated, which changes the "o
position of a valve or damper.

Address: A coded representation of the
origin or destination of a data
message.

Aarm: A warning signal indicating that a
condition is not normal and not
within operating limits.

Algorithm: A rule or procedure for solving a
recurrent mathematical problem.

ALU. Arithmetic/Logic That part of the CPU which
Uinit: executes, adds, subtracts, shifts,

ANDs, ORs, etc.

Analog to Digital A circuit or device whose input is
Converter: information in the analog form

and whose output is the same
information in digital form. .

Annunicator: A device to bring to the attention
of the operator the condition or
status of a point.

Application Program: A program which performs the
specified functions of a syste.
All programs other than the
executive system and routines
common to all systems fall into
this category (e.g., a trend log
program).

ASCII(American Standard An 8-bit coded character set to be
Code for Information used for the general interchange
Interchange): of information among information

processing systems, communication
systems and associated equipment.
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.yc.hQrnou.: Having a variable time interval A
between successive bits, characters
or events. A nonconstant rate.

Asynchronous Computer: An automatic digital computer in
which each operation starts as a
result of a signal generated by
the completion of the previous
event or operation, or by the
availability of the parts of the
computer required by the next
event or operation.

Backaround Programming: A feature of computer hardware to
provide a means of writing,
testing, and debugging a software
program on the computer at the
same time the computer is
performing other "Real Time"
programs.

BASIC: An acronym for Beginners All-
Purpose Symbolic Instruction Code,
a high-level, English-like
programming language used for
general applications.

Battery Backup: A feature which causes the
computer to use standby battery
power to maintain memory and
supply critical circuits if a
power failure occurs.

Baud: A unit of signalling speed. Speed
in bauds is the number of
signalling elements persecond
(Bits/sec). While baud can be
expressed in bits per second when
each signal event represents only
one bit, some codes permit each
signal event to represent other
than one bit per baud.

Binary: Capable of occupying only either
of two states, such as on/off for
a motor, high/low for a logic
circuit, etc.

Binary Point (Sensor): A sensor whose output indicates
that either a monitored character-
istic exists or it is zero.

A data element which is either a
"zero" or a "one."

6-2
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Bit Error Rate: The number of incorrect or
erroneous bits divided by the
total number (correct plus
incorrect) over some stipulated
period of time.

A group of eight bits.

Insulated electrical conductor(s)
covered with a protective sheath.

Card:A hardwired piece of equipment
located in the remote panel that

* is specially wired for remote
* point functions.

Cathode Ray Tube (CRT): An electron beam tube in which the
beam is focused to a small1 cross
section on a luminescent screen
and varied in position and intensity
to produce a visible pattern.

Charge-Coupled Device (CCD): A special MOS fabrication process.

Central Memory: Core or semiconductor memory
communicating directly with a .

central processing unit. (Also,
* main frame memory.)

Central Processina The portion of the computer (CCU)
.Unit CPU): that performs the interpretation

and execution of instructions. it
does not include memory or I/O.

Characte: One of a set of elementary symbols
which normally include both alpha
and numeric codes plus punctuation
marks and any other symbol which is
read, stored, or written.

L ~ A device or a part of a device
that generates all timing pulses
for the coordination of a digital
system. System clocks usually
generate two or more clock phases.
Each phase is a separate, square
wave pulse train output.

Closed-Loop Control: An operation where the computer
applies control action directly to
the process without manual
intervention, measures process
response and automati call1y appl ies
any additional corrective action
req u ired .



Computer: A device capable of solving
problems by accepting data,
performing prescribed operations on
the data, and supplying the results
of these operations.

Controller: A device that measures changes in
controlled variables in rooms,
ducts, and liquids and sends an
appropriate signal to adjust such
system functions.

Controls.1: Devices which govern the
performance of a system.

ControlJ Seouence: Equipment operating order
established upon a correlated set.
of data environment conditions or
variable computer program.

Control Set Point A method by which the analog set
Adjustm nt: point of a controller is changed to

a new value.

Core Memory: A magnetic type of memory where
each storage element is usually
made up of individual miniature
toroids. Each toroid (core) can
be magnetized in one direction or
the other, representing a "0" or a
"1", that is, a single bit. This
type of memory is permanent in that
if power is removed, the stored
information remains.

Data: A collection of facts, numeric and
alphabetical characters, which is
processed by or produced by a
computer.

Data Communications A communication interface device
Equipment: for converting digital informatior,

to and from a communicable form.

Data Transmission Transmission equipment includirPI
Media CDTM): cables and interface modules

(excluding MODEMs) permitting
transmission of digital and analo,
information.

Deb]a: The procedure of running a progran,
to detect and correct errors in a
program.
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Demand: The term used to describe the
maximum rate of use of electric
energy averaged over a specific
interval of time and usually
expressed in kilowatts.

DemultiDlexer(DeMUX): A device which separates combined
multiplexed signals from a common
medium to individual lines.

ignoic Program: Machine executible instructions
used to detect and isolate component
malfunctions.

Diaital: A non-continuous or pulsed signal
which is either on or off (zero or
one).

Direct Digital Control Sensing and control of processes
(DDC): directly with digital electronics.

Digtl~ to Analog (D/A) A hardware device which converts aConverter: digital signal into a voltage or

current proportional to the digitalinput. "

Dsrte: Separate, distinct.

Distributed Processing A system of multiple processors
System: each performing its own task, yet

working together as a complete
system under the supervision of a
central computer, to perform
multiple associated tasks.

Downlc,11j: The transfer of digital data or
programs from a host computer to
another data processing system
such as central computer to micro-
computer.

Dupl: - Simultaneous two-way independent
transmission. e.

Energy management system. ,.

Encoder A remote device that responds to a
IN request to transmit its encoded
1%" information to a central station.

In its simplest form, a relay.

Executive Software§.,: The main system program designed
to establish priorities and to
process and control other programs.
Sometimes called the Operating System.

J
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Fjild Interface DeliSe A small, intelligent hardware
(FID): device containing software which

implements the distributed
processing aspects of operation
with the central computer as well
as maintaining effective control
of field control loops in the
absence of higher level influence.
Operating constants are changed by
down-line loading from the CCU as
well as from within the FID.

Formt: The predetermined arrangement of
fields, lines, page numbers,
functions and similar characters.

Full Duplex Transmission: The transmission of data in two
directions simultaneously over two
pairs of wires.

Graphic Display: A pictorial representation of a
control system. Usually engraved
in formica or silk-screened. A
multicolored projection of a
system schematic or floor plan
showing the address of all inputs ".
to the addressed automation
system.

Hardware: The mechanical, magnetic,
electrical and electronic devices
of which a computer is built, as
well as the similar components of
peripheral devices.

H a r drw. i Pertaining to wiring systems in
which conductor pairs for each
signal are run between the control
center and the signal source or
destination. Non-multiplexing.

High-Level Lanauaze: A high level language in a
problem-oriented or procedure-
oriented programming language
allowing the programmer to express
operations in a less direct form
than machine oriented or mnemonic
languages.

A visual display of status.

In;.w~/Qutput (I/O) Dea.=: Hardware that transmits or
receives data.
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1/0 Bus: The connection through which data
is transmitted and received from~peripheral devices wishing to

interact with the processor.

Intelligent Multiplexer A device that combines data from a
IMUX):number of points in the data

environment and communicates on a
single channel in the "report by
exception" mode.

Interactive: Functions performed by an operator
with the machine prompting or
otherwise assisting these endeavors,

while continuing to perform all
other tasks as scheduled.

: A common boundary between

automatic data processing systems
or parts of a single system.

. J U :A signal requesting that current

operations be suspended to perform
more important tasks. The interrupt

-" can be internal or external and "

can be originated by a hardware
device or by software.

K: (as in 614K words) 1K = 10214.

Loader: A program used to prepare and

store other programs into memory
locations in preparation for

machine execution.

Local Loop Control: The controls for any system or
subsystem which existed prior to
the installation of an EMCS and
which will continue to function
when the EMCS is nonoperative.

Machine Language: The binary code corresponding to
the instruction set of the CPU.

Memory: Any device that can store 'cic
bits in such a manner that a single
bit or group of bits can be
accessed and retrieved.

Memory Address: A binary number that specifies the
precise memory location of a stored
word.

Memory Modules: Increments of memory, usually 4K,
SK, or 16K words in length.
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Microcomputer: A computer system based on a
microprocessor and containing all
the memory and interface hardware
necessary to perform calculations
and specified transformations.

.Microprocessor: A central processing unit
fabricated as one integrated
circuit.

Minicomputer: A small computer with short word
lengths, and limited processing
capabilities.

MODEM: An acronym for MOdulator/
DEModulator. A hardware device
used for changing digital informa-
tion to and from an analog form to
allow transmission over voice
grade circuits.

MOS, Metal-Oxide One of two key solid-state
Semiconductor: technologies for the fabrication

of large, low-cost memories with
very high input impedance MOS
variations: P (p-channel), N
(n-channel), D (double diffused), V
(v-groove), etc.

MultiDlexer (MUX): A device which combines multiple
signals on one transmission media.

ecCode: A term used to describe machine
language.

Open Loop Control: An operation where computer-
evaluated control action ib applied
by an operator.

Operating System: Software which controls the
execution of computer prograrrs and
which may provide scheduling,
debugging, input/output controls,
accounting, compilation, storage
assignment, data management, and
related services.

Opti±.ization: The process of operating an
environmental system at maximum
efficiency, i.e., obtaining the
desired environmental conditions
at all times with the least
consumption of energy. The
computer, is instrumental in
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simultaneously evaluating multiple
variables and controlling the
environmental equipment accordingly.

Parameter: An element which can be assigned
constant or variable value in a ".

particular computing process.

fni beral: Input/output equipment used to
make hard copies or to read data
from hard copies (typewriter,
punch, tape reader, line printer,
etc.). Paper tape is considered
hard copy for this definition.

A

Point: Actual input to or output from the
EMS from or to the systems being
monitored and controlled.

Point (analQg): Finite address having a variable
value such as: 456 psig, 60 gpm,
72F, 20 ma.

Point (discrete): Finite address having a discrete
value such as: On, Off, Opened,
and Closed.

Pr:gra A sequence of instructions causing
the computer to perform a specified
function.

Protocol: A formal set of conventions It
governing the format and relative
timing of message exchange between
two terminals.

Random Access Memory Volatile semiconductor data
(RAM): storage device in which data may

be stored or retrieved. Access
time is effectively independent of
data location.

Real Time: A situation in which a computer
monitors, evaluates, reaches-
decisions and affects controls
within the relaxation time of the
fastest loop or specified response
time.

Receiver Controller A device that accepts the signal

produced by a transmitter and
converts it for suitable operaticn r
of the controller device.
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A device for converting an
electrical or pneumatic signal e_
into an electromagnetic switching
device having electrical contactors *"

energized by electrical current
through its coil.

.O. PRQM, EPROM, EEPROM: Read-Only-Memory, Programmable
ROM, Erasable PROM, Electronically -

Erasable PROM. All are non-volatile
semiconductor memories.

2sist n=_Ct emrat A device where resistance changes
D~tec _Qr__MD): linear as a function of temperature.

To examine stored information for -

a specific purpose as for content
and arrangement; to examine the
status of input/output channels to
determine whether data is being
received or transmitted.

That part of the transducer that
responds directly to the measurand.

Sens rs: Devices used to detect or measure
physical phenomena.

The process of making one computer
act like another through software.
Also, the process of running a

program using artificially hypo-

thetical data.

A term used to describe all
programs whether in machine,
assembly, or high-level language.

flmQfl : A term used to designate a device
or system which can perform its
function totally independent of
any other device or system.

Ir DnjLir: A device that provides a useful
output in response to a specific

measurand. Generally, any device
converting one form of erergy to
another, such as mechanical to " *'

electrical, electrical to
mechanical, etc., in which the
output is some analog of the
input.

6 1
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Trnsmitter: A device that conditions a low
level signal for transmission to an
indicating device for indicating
and/or to a receiver controller
for conditioning into a final
control signal.

UMS: Uninterruptable power supply.

YVlo.Qja.Memo y: A semiconductor device in which
the stored digital data is lost
when power is removed.

Word: A series of bits, generally of
consistant length, containing
numerical or coded information.

/:
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APPENDIX A

REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEMS

All remote control systems consist essentially of three major

components: a central controller, the communication system, and

receiver switches. Several communication systems exist: radio

frequency systems (VHF-FM), ripple, powerline carrier, and a

combination radio frequency/powerline carrier. Of all these

communication systems, radio frequency systems are the most

frequently used, due to features such as low cost, simplicity of

operation, and proven high reliability.

CENTRAL CONTROLLER

The central controller, typically computer-based, determines

when and how control is to be exercised. A message generator, a

sub-component of the central controller, creates the actual load

control command and receiver switch address messages. These

messages are then transmitted to the receiver switches using the

system's communication vehicle.

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM -"

The communication system: utilized is the principal element

differentiating one system from another. Several different

communication systems are presently being used. Information cn

each is provided below.
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The VHF-FM radio system (Figure A-I) is the most widely used

remote control system in the United States: about 60% of all

utility remote control systems are VHF-FM radio systems. The

relatively low cost, simplicity, and proven high reliability of -.

FM radio systems have led to their wide utility acceptance. The

simplicity of a radio system, however, also imposes limitations.

Geographic and man-made structures reduce radio signal

propagation to an effective range of 8 to 40 kilometers (5 to 25

miles) for a 300-watt transmitter. This power limitation, .

imposed by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)

regulations, can be circumvented by adding remote transmitters

with an overlapping signal range, but such additions increase

costs. If the utility already has a radio communication system

in place -- for mobile communications and service crew dispatch -,

-- existing transmitters can often be used. This ability adds to

the attractiveness of radio control.
4P

Most radio systems used today operate at a frequency of .

approximately 15 4 MHz, but several systems have been installed

that operate at 48, 138, or 174 MHz.

A radio receiver switch is a combination self-contained FM

receiver (tuned to the system's operating frequency), message

decoder, and relay. The message decoder, which is the device's

logic section, allows it to operate only when it receives a

preprogrammed address command.
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responds by opening its relay, thereby interrupting operation of

its designated control load.--

The most ccrimcn type of radio receiver used today is a s Ingle-

functicn (designed to control only one lbaa) receiver switch

with a 24O-vac, 30-amnp or a 24-vac, S-amp control relay.

Ripple control system~s have been used extensively in Europe and
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other parts of the world for many years. Approximately 13% of

the remote control systems in the United States are of this type.

A ripple control system, sometimes referred to as low-frequency

powerline carrier, uses a utility's transmission and/or

distribution network as the transmission medium.

In this system, audio frequency impulses, typically in the 200-

to 150-Hz range, are superimposed or "injected" on the normal 60-

Hz line voltages via ripple control transmitters typically

located in distribution substations. At these low frequency

levels, signals propagate over long distances and through

transformers and capacitors with little attenuation. Conversely,

normal line noise is relatively high at these frequencies;

therefore, the injected impulse must be at a high enough power

level to maintain an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio.

The impulses generated by the transmitter are injectec onto the

lines in preset patterns of various coded sequences which are, in

turn, received and decoded by ripple control receiver switches.

A. \,
LQ .r..1Lg r~,ca:<..

A powerline carrier system operates on essentially the sa:.e

principle as a ripple control system; that is, the mediur for

transmitting signals between the point of origin and the pcir.t of

control is the utility's distribution system.

A powerline carrier system, nowever, operates at hizner freqoercy

levels, in the 3- to 1-k<Hz range. Tre ose of trese
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frequencies offers several advantages. At frequency levels above

3-4 kHz, normal powerline noise (resulting from harmonics, for

example) drops off rapidly; consequently, a signal transmitted at

or above these frequency levels requires less signal power for an

acceptable signal-to-noise ratio than would a signal operating in

lower frequency ranges.

I-

With the higher frequency systems, signal generation is easier

and less expensive, and there is greater potential for bi-

directional communication (used for remote meter reading and

status monitoring). Conversely, signal propagation is shorter

because of the signal attenuation on a line designed for 60 Hz

and when passing through transformers and capacitor banks.

Approximately 9% of the reported remote control systems used are

combination radio and power line carrier systems. This type of

system is a hybrid application of two communication technologies

and uses the same major components as a radio control system with

the addition of several elements of a powerline carrier system.

Functionally, the system closely resembles a radio control systen..

because load management signals originate at a control center and

are then transmitted, via an FM radio transmitter, to radio

receivers located throughout the service territory.

In this hybrid system, the radio receivers are located on

distributicn transformer pcles. This pole-mounted receiver is

%%
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connected to a small powerline carrier transmitter, the output of

which is coupled to the secondary of the distribution

transformer. The pole-mounted receiver, upon receiving the

proper load management command from central control, activates

the powerline carrier transmitter which relays the control

commands over the secondary powerlines to the customer lecations

via a frequency-modulated carrier signal. These commands are

received and decoded by powerline carrier receiver switches at

the customer's location.

Several additional remote control technologies are available to

the utility industry although none has been as extensively

applied as the systems already described.

Like ripple and powerline carrier systems, one relativelv new

system uses the utility's distribution system as the

communication medium. Unlike ripple and powerline carrier,

however, this system signals by altering the time between zero

crossings of 60-Hz sine waves. This alteration is achieved by

the addition of a low ltvel, single-phase 'ycle (60-Hz) sine wave

voltage whose phase angle is dispiacd 90 degrees from the supply

voltage. This system, with the trade name TWACS, (two way

automatic communication systems), was developed by the New -.

Ergland Electric Systems.

. ines have beeo used to carry load control commands.

. -. le.ze dedicated telephone lines for controlling
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large commercial and industrial loads. A few utilities have

secured agreements to interface with telephone company central "'

switching systems thereby gaining access to a high-quality

communication network that reaches thousands of end users. The

inter-relationships between two utilities (telephone and

electric) and the complications arising from the issues of system

control and ownership and use tariffs have created many

institutional problems that remain unresolved. Because of these

problems, the use of telephone on a scale larger than just a few

dedicated points has been extremely limited.

Existing cable TV (CATV) systems have also been recognized for

their extremely high-quality utility communication potential.

Constraints, such as limited CATV penetrations in given service

territories and institutional factors (as described with

telephone lines), have limited the use of CATV networks for

remote control applications to just a few cases.

Another technology being applied for remote load control on a

limited basis also requires that the utility interface with an

outside entity. Commercial AM or FM radio systems have been

developed to allow load management signals to be "piggy-backed"

on the subcarriers of powerful commercial radio stations. Using

these powerful signals offers the potential for using lower-cos',

lower-sensitivity receiver switches, and promises a highly

reliable communication network. The Federal Communications

Commission (FCC) has authorized the use of these subcarriers for

A-8



load management. Previously their use was permissible only under

special case-by-case authorization. This technology is, however,

being tested by several utilities, and several others have WN.tu

expressed interest in it.

RECEIVER SWITCH

The receiver switch is a combination signal receiver, decoder,

and switch that responds to a remotely sent message by energizing

a relay coil, thereby opening a circuit and interrupting power to ..

a controllable load.

Most receiver switches used today are single-function devices

intended to control only one load. Several utilities are,

however, using dual-function receiver switches with two relays

to independently control two separate loads. Some equipment

manufacturers offer optional receiver switches with up to six .

independent control functions.

Most receiver switches have a fail-safe feature that allows the

controlled load to resume operation within a set time-out period.

The receiver switch automatically restores the previcusly

switched-off load after the tine-out interval unless it first

receives another control signal.

Control message decoding is an important characteristic of a

receiver switch. Control strategies employed typically stagger

the on and off switching of loads in order to achieve a desired %

A-9



level of control that causes minimal discomfort to individual

customers. Thus, utilities benefit from the ability to signal

small groups of receiver switches that can respond independently

from all other switches on the system. To allow this approach,

receiver switches are designed to respond only to signals that

carry a preprogrammed code or address.

A.-0
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APPENDIX B

SELECTED LIST OF EMS EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS

AET Systems, Inc.
77 Accord Park
Norwell, MA 0201

AMF Paragon Electric Co. 4
606 Parkway Blvd.
PO Box 28
Two Rivers, WI 54241 '4..

(414) 793-1161

Advanced Micro Systems<"
9076 N. Deerbrook Trail

Milwaukee, WI 53223(414) 355-7535

Allen-Bradley
A Rockwell International Company -

Industrial Control Division
1201 S. Second St.
Milwaukee, WI 53204

American Auto-Matrix Inc.
1 Technology Drive
Export, PA 15632

Andover Controls Corporation
York & Haverhill Streets
Andover, MA 01810 -v

(617) 470-0555

Barber-Coleman Co.
Environmental Controls Div.
1354 Clifford Avenue
PO Box 2940
Loves Park, IL 61132
(815) 877-0241

B-i
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Butler Manufacturing Co.
P0 Box 2249
Kirkland, WA 98083
(206) 823-7100

Computer Controls
54 Industrial Way
Wilmington, MA 01887
(617) 658-5690

Controlled Energy Systems Co.
1240 N.E. 175th Street
PO Box 55548
Seattle, WA 98155

Enercon Data Corp
7464 W. 78th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55435
(612) 829-1900

Encon Systems, Inc.
502-F Vandell Way
Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 866-1711

Energy Management Corporation
9 Schilling Road
Hunt Valley, MD 21031
(301) 683-3500

Honeywell, Inc.
Energy Products
1985 Douglas Drive North
Golden Valley, MN 55422
(505) 831-7000

IDEC S&C Corporation
1213 Elko Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94089-2211
(408) 747-0550

Klockner-Moeller Corporation
4 Strathmore Road
Natick, MA 01760
(404) 952-0258

B-2
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Fargaux Controls

2980 N. First Street
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 942-0909

MCC Powers, a Unit of
Mark Controls Corp.

2942 MacArthur Blvd.
Northbrook, IL 60062
(312) 272-9555

*" MicroMizer, Inc.
3280 W. 14-Mile Road
Royal Oak, Michigan 48073
313-435-2210

* MicroControl Systems, Inc.
6579 N. Sidney Place
Milwaukee, WI 53209
(414) 351-0281

Savergy, Energy Systems, Inc.
1404 Webster Avenue
Ft. Collins, CO 80524

Seaboard Energy Systems, Inc.
PO Box 5459
Va Beach, VA 23455
804-490-9261

* Solidyne Corporation
2207 Hammond Avenue
Schaumberg, IL 60195
(312) 397-8500

Spartan Technology, Inc.
PO Box 1784
Albuquerque, NM 87103
(505) 892-5300

Square D Company
SY/MAX - Dept. SA
PO Box 472
Milwaukee, WI 53201
414-332-2000

B-3
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Synergetics International
PO Box E
Boulder, CO 80306
(303) 530-2020

Toshiba Houston
13131 West Little York
Houston, Texas 77041
1-800-231-1412

Trane Company
12320 Parklawn Drive
Rockville, MD 20852-1786

Triangle Microsystems, Inc.
8600 Jersey Court
Raleigh, NC 27612
(919) 782-2367

7.
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tET SSTEMS INCENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND
AE SSTMS IC.DIRECT DIGITAL C NR LE

, U DESCRIPTION
The AET 816/32 is a mir ropfrce ,sor p( I rgi1T rrJ i'3e
controller designed for the mdnagcmrntn of meochanical

equipment and energy loads as well as specific process[iL ~. functions. 1t ciperates stand alone, as an element of a con-. ~

Strot network, or as an intelligent peripheral in a central
processor bl-sed control monitoring system.

2~~] TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
* Night & weekend setback 0 Sequenced start-up

0 Duty cycling 0 Holiday scheduling %~.
Load shedding 0 Chiller control
Optimized start-stop e Boiler control

Cf Enthalpy control 0 Pulse Width Modulation
__________________________________ Outdoor reset e Emergency and alarming%

e Temperature control * Power loss response
SFloating temporature control

FEATURES
* User programmable u tp to 16 indc-pend-ent programs HARDWARE
* Calendar ye--ar programmability AET 8 16/32 employs a Motorola 6803 mnicroprocessor

STae fhoe cm unidion all nputs o ts with proprietary analog and digital 1/O circuitry plus 16K
* Teephne ommuicaion anddianosicsof on-board 2K by 8 byte wide CMOS RAM, and 16K of

* Full batle-ry back-up 4K by 8 UIVE PROM Screw terminal access is provided
* Security i;a-.,ordrng for 16 analog inputs, 8 ds-crele digital inputs. 8 ocay out-
* Auto jiar ird ijarrning caodiities prits plus 4 bits and a 2OinA current :oop for nter unit

0 ,0i-njus r;.na Igrsl Coirirfnurr1Cali0nS An HS5232C poirt is .,!iiorird Pie .-.1rca
r~mnrn~l diagnosticscables vith eofinec2ors are provided for oers;o.

9R,?rmute indjication of override -.vil(ch positionsbterbcupudS32coctis oOeC
* Full m-ath cdpdbility for DDC. PID arid PWM badisl
* Clear Fnglish :'-,belling of inp ,ts aind outlputS lIndicatiion of overri de sw oih j,-, or011 s A i s LJer- 6

* Automatic engineering unit conrvf.rsiun uf jnal()g -3lues prograrmedc auto dial and'f-r iarn S gnaw are v-, i ble
and digital inputs via the RS232 port

SYSTEMS, INC N
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ALT jj j," (-_ )1~ . 1--r

SOFTWARE OPERATIONAL
Ficn AET 816/32, fs'uunished with a programming manual Inputs - Variable 16 Analog 0-5 1 VDC for iujr'pera-
aind user iistructions based on clear English AET- ture and other sensors Accuracy
CONTROL language 35 Common mechanical terms are to 20mV Accuracy at 1 25m-V
,,jymbal-deined and factory-loaded into the unit's PROM available.
alonrg Aith +-,X, <,> and = capability tar ease ot :niputs - Switch 8 On-Off sensed inputs w tlh indica-
tuser programnming AE T816/32 can sustain 16 independent tar LED's No external power
pr ugrarns at 64 lines each @ 59 characters/line Full alge- required.
bric c~ipability tar PID. PWMV and DDC is inherent in the
-,u".Arie U',er can pragiamn iny desired interreationship Ot~s8Itra PTsldst ny
of Q to o,0 Oulu(s) A ,ilety at ec(sting prograins tar vith ridicatar LIFD's Prcvnde 24

p ~cal l1-VAC atldior -lergy mna~gernunt situations are VDC amp flrlafuDD re
()p! ctrabiy a, iii itbe 7 Bit pssAUdinig to provide aiccessreacnrl

s tly S si~ir-iard Intler-unit Status 4 Lilies . ihndicalor L F D's for
u11r 10 unit s 'rln

Programns 16 If I -' ,emtTh v ': s 64

ELECTRICAL -iis pt- progrLIm (,-9L .r 'S
Powe 1 5 VA 60Hz, 5 Wlls axline

Power 11 5 VC 60Hzl55Wattnma Data I ogging Total mitinoring of vpiad cut-
AC/C flteingputs showing percenita.ge at On

Prnr&-Ctron Circuit breaker timne and average v arralb:esvalues

over user-dletned time inlervais.

PHYSCALClocking Real time clock gives seconds,PHYSICALminutes, hcurs. days. dJay-to-m-onth,
Size i 73, l4 5crml h . 191/" (49 5cm) w., year. and elapsed tine

4 (10 2cld Varable Input 8-Pole dipswitch permis uscer 10

,'1e,( iht1 1 7 'h-s atptrox I Bypass soalte the system voa'+-je ,as l<-c
Srnppig Aeght 1 9 lbs (apprax) sensing dev ices wit h erern-al ;r-)c.,er

sure all-mnunted metal enclosuire Supply
with locking, hinged face panel Event Counters 4 Counters user prugrani ' ;e to
Te~rminal board with weiring trough any s,,slem event U[) 1o 65,D35
knock-out at eajch end cycles per couinter

Baittery Back-Up Non- voa ale RAM anlfd ! me -1! iay -

hack-up 'or oue'onso-s uip 0o
ENVIRONMENTAL 1 week.
ArpUL t-r Oriraing 18 to 490C Q0-1 20-F) Commnnu nicat ions RS232C port ASCII r yhi ard corn-

T eriqer atu re paubility Selectable an.id r ite fromn
H-i (--1 y Rdrje 5 to 95'1 non-c~fuensngl 11010o 24100 bps at t(,ory 300 to

1200 brms field :eecTh OrniA

C- imydaba loop s!anoiard
E'i-'-<.-rh for sc- ae. 7 ti

,,;in I-, At,! Alarr 16 iiser de'rre(d a jini '' cer-
nfg '"u(t Cof rn/lls Cr HAC .ns10

rarsi.-. ed o ron ' rinter '

I X SYSTEMS, INC. 77 Accord Park Norwell, Mass 02061 (617) 749-8210
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ElT SYSTEMS, INC.

ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
'-" AND DIRECT DIGITAL CONTROLLER

DESCRIPTION
AET 448 is a microprocessor-based programmable

controller designed for the management of mechanical
S:r. __.. . . 1 :equipment and energy loads, as well as control of

_specific process functions. It operates stand alone or as
an intelligent peripheral in a central processor-based

control and monitoring system.

FEATURES TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
" 4 Digital outputs 9 Night & weekend o Sequenced start-up

" 4 Digital inputs setback e Holiday scheduling

" 8 Analog inputs *Duty cycling e Chiller control

" Fail safe output e load shedding aBoiler control

" User programmable - up to 9 independent programs * Optimized start stop *Pulse W'idth Modulation

" Calendar year programmability a Enthalpy control *Fmirjency and

" Data file maintained on inputs/outputs 'Oudoor reset a arming

" Telephone communications and diagnostics (standard) *Temperature control e Po',,er ors response

" Complete memory back-up o Floating tenuer-ture control

" Security pass'wording

" Auto dial'alarm reporting (standard) HARDWARE
AET448 t-r nloy s a I Iachi 6303 nicroproci-i(, or .. th pro-

SCont,nitous infternal d eagnos wics priefary ,i,,,,ug and cdigtal 1!O circujitry. frc'uding 16K
"Rfrnotc iniyton of ovede swich posions od CWMOSRM and 16 (,!.rida]le oO10K) of UVE
" FI r- h 'i or DDC, PID arid PWM PROM Sor-,. ILrrnrinl acc-;s is frovdud for 8 .'nalog
" CJ.r " :'sh -The-rig of nputs and outputs inputs, 4 dscre digital npus. 4 SPST re!ay ouipu S An

* Ar -tor 1r j ir f2 , r nj urit conversion oI analog RS232 port , saii dard Pi-r d c aL 05 .21i conreclors'
,i rij ! npr tS are provded for pc.ver ci,,pply unm',riory !,-ck ,p .nd

RS232 connections to the PC tioard"
OPTIONS Indication of overrde s.vith in ,r usad , -,er

" Built r "3.0 " anr'C d modem prograr med aito (J 'a.r i ',;ljrs. , ..a . -bte

" tlandheld or ' cute prograirnrg key pad through the RS232 port

SYSTEMS, INC.
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Spcficatons Continu d

SOFTWARE OPERATIONAL
Each AET 448 is furnished with a programming manual Inputs - Variable 8 Analog 0-5 1 VDC for
and user instructions based on the clear English AET temperature and other sensors _-
CONTROL language. 35 Common mechanical terms Accuracy to 20mV.
are symbol-defined and factory-loaded into the unit's Inputs - Switch 4 On-Off sensed inputs with
PROM along with +, -, -, >. </ and indicator LED's. No external V

capability for ease of user prograriming AET 448 can power required v ']

sustain 9 independent programs of 64 lines each @ 59 Outputs 4 Internal SPST solid stale relays
characters/line. Full algebraic capability for PID, PWM, with indicator LED's rated at 24
and DOC is inherent in the software User can program VDC, 3 amps max outputs for
any desired interrelationship of input(s) to output(s). A DDC or field relay control
variety of existing programs for typical I IVAC and/or Programs 9 Independent user prograins
energy management situations are available. 64 Linos per proujrn ?' 59

characters.hne. -,

Data Logging Total inon-itor rg of ,nputs -ind
ELECTRICAL outputs shovwingp ,rc-n. e of

Power 115 VAC 60Hz, 85 watts max., "On" trne and a-,L'.ge , .;e ',
AC/DC filtering values over irer-uc rd tne,;ne

Protection 4/1OA fuse ntervals.
Clocking Real time clock gives seconds, ,'"

minutes, hours, days. day-of-

PHYSICAL mcnth, year. and elapsed time
Automatic daylight savings

Size 12112" (31 6cm) h.. 14" (35 6cm) adlustment.
w., 4" (10 2cm) d. Variable Input 8 Pole dipswitch permits user to

Weight 17 5 lbs (approx.) Bypass isolate the system voltage and
Shipping Weight 19 5 lbs (approx.) utilize sensing devices with exter-

Enclosure Wall-mounted enclosure with al pCV.ier supply

locking, hinged face panel. Ter- Capactor Back-Up Non volalile RAM and tirne of
minal board with wiring trough, day back up for po.-.er '.ses up ,
knock-out at each end and bottom. to 1 .veek, maintenance free. %

Communications RS232C port ASCII keyboard
compathbity Selc&,b'o baud

ENVIRONMENTAL rate frorri 300 to 9600 bps
Ambient Operating - 18 to 49°C (0-120IF) Security Two 5-character pas.-.ords

Temperature Auto Dial/ 8 User-defined alarm reports

Humidity Range 5 to 95/0 (non-condensing) Auto Alarm detailing ''out of limits' condi-
tions, HVAC status and preven- .
lve ma,. tenance procedures to .*

hard .%ired or remote printer.

Fil-Safe O-e ,'ternal n ormaly clc aid ail- ,
Output safe output raied at 24 VDC, 100 "N

mA maximum for pn,% o, oss or
syslem failure net catOn

'.

r SYSTEMS, INC. 77 Accord Park, Norwell, Mass 02061 (617) 749-8210
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2_al. r13
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AIL.

1. 27' 3"'. Indiate tm -ofda and 7, ... F £-,,.., .- • .. -. -. ~b eitv

2. " -.. ..SATUS t3.- Showthe ven as --- -._T 24 and .2I2 5/6 H

,-, <..- ..

6. . -. . 1. .S. .day st o a . en

1R eplae L l Indicates time-of-day and 7. - -. ' 10A resistive
events being programmed or reviewed. at 24 Vac or 120240 Vac. io o n2V

2.. ..._--, STATUS I.Er'S Show the event as 8. T "'. -', 24V and 120/240V, 50/60 Hz "-,

oitherON or OFF durtinm g programming or duty self-adapting.cycling. 9. C , i -' -_: '. " ' I C onnect relay outputs

3. u.. (tU;T -" -T.-D LEDs Indicate status to loads.of the four output relays during normal opera- 10. D--L _ Use o oncint ,-
tion. (Assumes common to N.O. wiring). During pro- system fornd conetont
gramming they show circuit being programmed. sytm rud

4. ,"Y L£23Indic ate the current day of week 1.;:' . 'v~ ,Rcse wtht ee
or th dayof wek beng pogramedthe control and clear program. ;

or the d-C week Useig programed.e 12. -. iYLED Indicates holiday being,,,'

schedule, and manually override relay outputs. rgamdo eiwd
6. " - '-7-- ,:. ., ' - . ,--- 13. ':!, L .E '" Show day status of an event

Replaceable lithium battery provides aortmofdy
minimum of four months accumulated carry- 14. S -- /$CP-. Used for isolation on 24 Vac ,
over for both time and program during power versions. On 1-261240 Vac versions, transformer ,
outages. (Battery is behind face plate). is used to step down Voltage to 24 Vac. ,,.

C-8
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Paragon EC74 Programmable
Time Controls

Paragon EC74 Series controls offer an electronic, Holiday Programming
microprocessor based alternative to electro- The EC74 has the capability for 32 single day
mechanical time clocks. These timers are holidays each year. For holiday periods or shut
designed with four independent channels which downs longer than a single day, up to 16 holiday ,'
operate from a single time base and provide durations can be programmed for 2 days to 11 ,
greater programming flexibility and accuracy. months. The holiday program can be entered up to-_
The solid state design and internal logic of the a year in advance. Each channel may have dif-
EC741192MA and EC74/120D controls expand ferent holidays applied to it.
programming capabilities for use with: energy
management programs, heating/ventilating/air Daylight Savings Time
conditioning systems, indoor and outdoor lighting The appropriate dates are entered with the annual
anis ideallycsuite to cn tio bells, synthe EC74/192MAll program, and the control automatically adjusts for .'daylight savings time when appropriate. No needclocks and latching relays. to call a serv-
The EC74/192MA and EC74/120D are offered in 24 iceman to
Vac and 120/240 Vac versions. reset clocks. OCTOBER -

Leap year . JAJ.UA G
Time-of-Day Scheduling correction NEW TIME

The EC74 Series controls provide time-of-day automatically Y RS

(TOD) scheduling which is the simplest method for programmed.
cutting electrical use. Scheduling involves de- V,
energizing indoor and outdoor lighting systems,
heating, air conditioning, ventilating, process and Automatic Seasonal Adjustment
many other electrical loads during unoccupied C;rcuit 1 of the EC74/192MA and 120D provides
periods. The length of time a load is scheduled the ASTRO DIALfeature. The ASTRO DIAL feature',*
OFF and the power rating of that load are the conserves energy by accurate
keys to time-of-day savings, control of parking lot lights, -, P

security lights, and outdoorng and HVAC Scheduling signs. It will turn lights ON at

dusk and OFF at dawn. Initial .' ,
An indoor lighting circuit rated at 10 kilowatt (kW) programming includes enter-
and energized 24 hours per day consumes 240 ing sunrise and sunset times,
kilowatt hours (kWh) )lOkW x 24 hr.) per day, 4 northern or southern
days per week. A time-based control is installed to hemisphere, and latitude. The
shut lights OFF during unoccupied times from control will then automatically .
5:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. or 14 hours per day. The adjust to seasonal changes in I"
resulting electrical savings would be 140 kWh per sunrise and sunset times,.- L_ ..
day or 36,400 kWh per year. With a typical elec- without the cost of installing Electronic
trical rate of 6 cents per kWh, annual savings of a photocontrol. ASTRO DIAL ®

$2,184 would result.$2,184 would result.Power Outage Carry-over,,"" :
This same procedure employed throughout a build- Pe
ing or facility can result in tremendous reduction A minimum of 4 months of accumulated carry-over
of electrical costs. for time-of-day and program is provided by a

lithium battery. When power is restored, circuits ,

Typical Time-of-Day Scheduling stagger and the control assumes the program .. :
,- OO N -. .N mode of operation.
"______ _ ___._.. __._l Manual Override
___.__ 77____- 7'_ _ _ __I When temporary alterations to the program are

: '. .N o. needed, output relays may be energized or de-
I f , i lb ,' I , , , energized manually via the keyboard. The program

,, _ Noo override remains in effect until the next scheduled".-
" ",... o ,= .. ,opposite event occurs or momentary output is ,r"  P

initiated. The EC74 will then return to its pro- e
grammed schedule. P

C-9 "-
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EC741120D Special Features

How to Specify
True 7-Day Time-of-Day Programming EC74/192 MA *, -

The EC74/120D Installer shall furnish and install AMF/Paragon
features true 7-day EC74/192MA Programmable Time Control with 24V
programming 1)U (12OI240V), 50/60HZ self-adapting. The solid state
capabilities. Each 365-day time-based control shall have the capability
circuit can be vON' , (' 2 of being programmed each day of the week. Up to
independently - 32 single day holidays or 16 holiday durations,
programmed for ALI- . .6? with 11 month maximum duration length, can be
each day of the programmed as well as daylight savings timeweek. ,.- . changeover. The control has been leap year cor-

TheEC..12...- -' .... . rected to the year 2100 A.D. The control is to have
h 3C7410/OFF -- .--- ASTRO DIALfeature. Keyboard shall provide access /..vhas 30 ONOFF N -  to all programming, program review, and circuitforatot apof 12annel override. LED display shall display time-of-day

events., o1FR, with one minute resolution, day of week, and cir-
events. - -- -- , cult status. The system shall control up to 192
..SAT :O1.: events with 48 events available per circuit. Each

. . output shall be programmable for maintained or
momentary contact. Programming shall provide A,
b, C or SKIP programs assignable to the days of

Duty Cycle Program the week and holiday. The A, b, and C programs
of each output can contain up to 8 ONs and 8

Typical Time-Based Duty Cycling OFFs or up to 15 momentary contact closures.
Each circuit can be programmed with up to three

uN ;i. I !!! ).
7 . , ON different durations, programmable from 1 to 99

Un ON *" " ON seconds to provide momentary contact closure.
No, 2 ON e) j Outputs shall include 4 SPDT relays, contacts3 ON N. rated 10A resistive at 24V or 120/240V.

No 4..O.-'"ON :':'1ind7. .i." -_ rON During power outages, control is to maintain
I ouR I ouat program and time-of.day for a minirn~um of four

months of accumulated power outages with a
The EC74/120D provides a duty cycle on all cir- replaceable lithium battery. "
cuits with ON and OFF durations independently
programmable from i to 99 minutes resulting in EC741120D -
ON/OFF cycle lengths from 2 to 198 minutes for Installer shall furnish and install AMF Paragon
each circuit. EC74/120D Programmable Time Control with 24V
HVAC equipment typically has excess capacity for (120/240V), 50/60Hz self-adapting. The solid state
extreme outside temperature conditions and 365-day time-based control shall have the capabili- "-,.,
future growth. Subsequently, the equipment may ty of being programmed each day of the week as
be cycled ON and OFF on a time interval basis so well as daylight savings time changeover. The
that minimum operating time is required to main- control will be leap year corrected to the year 2100
tain comfortable environmental conditions. This A.D. The control is to have duty cycle capability,
electrical energy management technique not only timed override from 1 to 99 minutes and ASTRO
reduces demand peaks but may reduce total DIALfeature.
energy consumption for the equipment being cycled. Keyboard shall provide access to all programming, -,%

Four 20 kW air handling units that are cycled OFF program review, and circuit override. LED display
for 15 minutes out of the hour could result in a shall display time-of-day with one minute resolu-
reduction of 20 kW per hour demand or a 25% tion, day of week, and circuit status. The control
savings on HVAC system energy costs. shall have up to 120 ON and OFF events with 30

events per circuit. Outputs shall include 4 SPDT
Timed Override relays, contacts rated 10A resistive at 24V or

120/240V. During power outages, control is to
The EC741120D features a timed override that can maintain program and time-of-day for a minimum
be programmed from 1 to 99 minutes of override of 4 months of accumulated power outages with a
time for each of the 4 circuits. replaceable lithium battery.

C-0
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EC74 Series Programmable Time Controls

Specifications

Programming capabilities Power Outage Carry-over
1. 7-day programming 1. Program and time-of-day backup-4 months of

- open scheduling-EC74/120D accumulated carry-over by means of a
- ope schedulnA,-EC74112 replaceable lithium battery.
- 3 schedules (A, b, C)-EC741192MA 2 F

2. 365-day calendar with automatic adjustments 2. Following the power outage, circuits stagger
for daylight savings time and leap year ON and the control assumes the program mode

3. 32 holidays per year programmable by date of operation.
4. 16 holidays per channel with duration setting Accuracy
5. 30 ON/OFF events per channel-EC74120D

16 ON/OFF events per program per channel- 1. Time-of-Day Maintenance of time is as accurate
EC74/192MA as line frequency.

6. Duty cycling and repeat programming- 2. Programming-Time-of-day and ON and OFF
EC74/120D program time resolution is one minute.

7. Momentary contact closure from 1-99 seconds Applications
- EC74/192MA

8. ASTRO DIALon.channel 1 The EC74 controls are applicable to facilities such
9. Manual override as retail and convenience stores, schools, offices,
10. Timed override from 1-99 minutes per channel industrial buildings, churches, etc.

- EC74/120D
11. 1 minute resolution for time-of-day and events Typical loads

Controllable loads are: heating/ventilating/air con-
Electrical ditioning systems, indoor and outdoor lighting,
1. Power Requirements security systems, bells, synchronous wall clocks,

24 Vac Model- 24V (+ 10.15%), 50/60 Hz, latching relays.
10VA maximum Physical

120 Vac Model-120V (+ 10-15%), 50/60 Hz,
10VA maximum 1. Enclosure Type -NEMA 1- Metal housing with

240 Vac Model-240V (+ 10.15%), 50/60 Hz, left hinged, locking, front cover access.
10VA maximum 2. Mounting -Vertical mounting

2. Output-4 SPDT output relays rated 10A 3. Finish-Dark brown enamel.
resistive 4. Dimensions-

24 Vac Model-40VA pilot duty at 24 Vac Width 7.4 in (18.7 cm)
120 Vac Model-200VA pilot duty at 100 Vac Height 10.9 in (27.6 cm)
240 Vac Model-345VA pilot duty at 240 Vac Depth 3.0 in (7.7 cm)

3. Wiring -Terminals can accommodate 14 to 24 5. Weight-Approx. 5.25 lb. (2.4 kg)
AWG wire 6. Shipping Weight-Approx. 6.0 lb (2.8 kg)

Environmental
1. Temperature

+32OFto + 122°F(0°C to + 50'C)
2. Humidity

10-95% RH (non-condensing)
A'd' t F= Model Selection Chart

MOEL VOLTAGE FUNCTI~ONSParagon :c:9M2 v , n:o, :
EC74/l192MA 24 -- 24 Vac T-,e~of-dayscfnedutlm A01uJslable n,,men.

EC74/192MA 1201240 10241)VaC Jary contact tapathIy plus ASTRO DIAL
EC741120O 24 24 Vac¢ T~ineol-day scheduh-t; duty cychn9 Plull -

A WORLD LEADER IN TIME CONTROLS EC7,, o4o'o,2o 1201240 Vac ASIRO DIAL

PARAGON ELECTRIC COMPANY INC.
606 Parkway Blvd., Two Rivers, WI 54241 USA 414/793-1161

INTERNATIONAL SALES OFFICE:
Two Rivers, WI 54241 US.A.
Cable: PECO Telex 26-3450 AMFPARA TWOR

IN CANADA: PARAGON ELECTRIC
Division of AMF CANADA LIMITED
52 Royal Road, Guelph, ONT NiH 7H1 5191822-1576

AMF Paragon Printed in U SA. Bulletin 2124EL C- 11
S' '' ,: ,:. '3 '.,•." P ' ,-, ', ''',',:,",.:'.:',,,,.;':' .,,. *. .. ,. ' '.r '.r,. ... ,..-,
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" Meter Input
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e365-day Calendar-
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The Paragon EC128 Energy Monitoring and Control System has the features
of a big energy management system in a smaller, affordable control. It is
specifically designed for small to medium sized buildings such as supermarkets,
department stores, schools, home centers, banks, offices and auto dealerships.

With 12 loads and 8 analog inputs, the EC128 fills the gap between multi-
channel controls and larger energy management systems. It is competitive-
ly priced to provide a quick payback by uitilizing demand control, adaptive %

duty cycling, optimized start and stop, daylight savings time adjustment, meter
input and Astro-DialT".

With the remote communications module, all programming, control and data
of the EC128 may be handled from a remote computer. In addition to remote
communications capabilities, the EC128 can load and store the entire con-
troller memory and programming into its Memory Storage Module. This module
allows the copy of the programming to be reloaded into the controller at any
time and by designing this module with erasable and reprogrammable memory,
the program is stored indefinitely without an external power supply.

Traditional Paragon reliability and technical support are matched with state- %
of-the-art capabilities to make the EC128 Energy Monitoring and Control System
a controller to be reckoned with.

Time of Day Scheduling Variable Sensor
75 on and off events for single day or multiple days and for Control-Reset
any number of outputs to give precise load control to switch V ec i s q eequipment off during periods of non-use. Variable sensor control involves a unique 'master/slave

arrangement where the value of one sensor interacts and VR

modifies the conrot range for a second sensor. Outdoor
Duty Cyclng-Time based temperature modifying boiler tank temperature is an exam-

or adaptive pie of an application for variable sensor control.

Duty cycling can reduce energy demand and equipment wear D mand Scheduling
by cycling equipment on and off. By adding sensor control D a Sh u"
the duty cycling rate can be adapted or automatically varied. Demand control is shutting off or shedding noncritical loads
Comfort can be maintained along with the reduction of KW during peak demand periods to reduce KW demand charges.
demand. When utilizing the staggered option start-up, KW The EC128 monitors KW via Its pulse input port which receives I.

can also be reduced when more than one load is assigned pulses from a remote power meter. ."..,
to the duty cycling program.

Sensor Control Astro-Dial"4
The Astro-Dial feature allows you to control outdoor and security

The EC128 may control HVAC equipment directly by monitor- lighting loads in conjunction with the seasonal changes of %
ing temperature or KW comparing the value(s) to a programmed the rising and setting of the sun without the need of a photo "
setpoint(s) and taking proper control action. This eliminates cell. By programming the date and your local sunrise and sunset ..
tampering of thermostats and allows efficient temperature and times, the EC128 can 'track' the sun and allow loads to be on ,

equipment control. only when the sun Is down.

C-13



1 PARAGON EC128

Holidays "

Unlike many other energy management controllers, the EC128 -Z 'C Y- f"I "{* -
has four different holiday schedules. This allows programming '""
of half-days, full days or special holidays. Up to 32 holiday dura- -.. . - . . i."-. 1
tions are available, each lasting up to 366 days. The flexibility -" l

of this feature is evident in a typical school application where C..- -
there could be an unscheduled half or full day holiday, as well I

as the regularly scheduled holidays. - - ' -'
4 . .. . -- ' _ -

User Configuration Setting
Allowing configuration of the EC128 to your specific needs _

Il one of the many user friendly design standards found in -..

this controller. Some things left for your configuration include: . -..... 1.
relay logic (reversed or normal); maintained or momentary
ouptputs, clock format (12 or 24 hour); temperature format
(Farenheit or Celsius); input type (digital or analog); adjustable .
stagger-up rate from 0 to 9 seconds; and minimum and max- ' :
Imum on and off duartions for each load.

Performance Log
The EC128 is designed with half of the memory allocated to
data storage. By recording such items as temperature history, Accessories and Options
demand history, and load run times, a performance profile
can be developed to demonstrate the system's ability to effi- Sensors
ciently control equipment and costs.

Indoor Temperature Sensor Model TS2-ESecuri'ty Lochout 32°F (0' C) to 1220F (50c C)

Outdoor Temperature Sensor Model TS2
An entry code may be programmed into the EC128 to allow -40°F (-400 C) to 140OF (600 C)
restricted access when and where necessary. This prevents
changing or possible erasure of programs by unauthorized Remote Communications CM-1
persons.

Performs Interfacing function for Hayes compatible modems.Remote Communications Enhances data collection feature for EC128 and allows remote
programming, monitoring, and alarm dial out capability.

and Dial Out Transfers at 300 or 1200 baud rates depending on baud rateaor Interfacing computer modem.

The remote communications module provides for Interfac-
ing with the IBM PC, or compatibles, whic!- facilitates all pro- Memory MSM-1
gramming and operation of the EC128 from a remote site. It

I 1r-q Is possible to program two telephone numbers Into the EC128 This memory storage module allows permanent memory
which will be automatically dialed in the event of an alarm situa- storage In E2PROM. Connects to remote communications port
tion or at a specified time of day. You have complete access and Is guaranteed that it can be erased and reprogrommed
to the EC128 providing more efficient control and reducing a minimum of 100 times. The memory module can upload or

the need for site visits. download programmed data to or from the EC128.C- 14 Y
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APPULCATIONI OF 01M VJTY ISENSOR SENSOR STARTI DEMAND MOMEN ASTRO COAMUN. -

DY CYCLE CONTROLeO. STOP CONTROL TARY DIAL CATIONS

Applications -- 14 4

Summary -1VA
-Unit Heaters, Bodiefs. Roo! Tops • • • 0

Most buildings, no matter what the Heal Pumsps. Coohn TowrI * . "
size, have many of the same basic wall un ts. Fans. Dampers 0 0 0 • 0 •
needs-heating, cooling, ventila- GENERAL . .i •

Motorstion, Indooroutdoor and security rec _ --lighting. The Paragon EC128 Energy - ,-......... .

Monitoring and Control System Is _Horns

designed for small to medium sized -MA-NCE 00-0.....RV..

buildings and takes advantage of Temperalure Hisory_

a wide selection of the moRnst cur- Load R T me- -"
rent energy cost management Output Status ± - _ I

techniques. Repor Generation I Oial Out. __- ___ _ .. -

Specifications ,
Electrical Environmental
Input Power 24Vac(+ 10% -15%), 50or60Hz(self selecting) Operating 320 F (0°C) to 1221F (500 C)
Maximum Power Consumption: 10 Va Storage 00 F (-20°C) to 1400F (600 C)
Output Relay Contacts: 12 SPDT rated at 10A resistive Relative Humidity: 10-90% RH (noncondensing)
Input Analog Temperature Sensors: Up to 8
Temperature Range: - 400 (- 40 0 C) to 2150F (102 0 C) Physical
Demand Input: X pulse-maximum input rate Dimensions: 8.75" W c 13.25" H x 4.24' D

(22.22 cm x 33.65 cm x 10.80 cm) ' .Carryover% Enclosure: Nema I metal housing with removable, left hinged,
A minimum of 4 months memory retention provided by a primary locking door access. Transparent window in door. Conduit
lithium battery. knockouts for top, bottom, and side entrance.

PA ERA (a O1 i
PARAGON ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC,
606 Parkway Blvd. P 0 Box 28
Two Rivers. Wisconsin 54241 U SA.
1414) 793-1161 TELEX- 26-3450

02821 __1986
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EC732
Energy Management .
System Features --- _-.-.--_ -u--.- - --- - ._. -- T

.4-32 outputs-I
* Time-of-day scheduling

9 Keyboard programming and override 0 4

e 4-digit access code to restrict pro- __ _._
gramming access VI

* Programmable time, day, date and
year

* 12 hour clock with AM/PM indication
* Daylight savings time and leap year

automatically calculated
016 holiday durations from I to 127 -

days each programmable one year in
advance

* Battery powered carryover to main-
tain program memory and time during
power outages for up to 7 day-

-

* Reverse relay logic programming
The AMF/Paragon EC732 Energy Management System is a modular
microprocessor based system which provides control of 4 to 32 ;

Optional Features different loads expandable with 4 and 8 channel output relay .I
0 40 to 16 analog inputs modules. Analog inputs are expandable from 0 to 16 using 4 and 8 I
* Adaptive duty cycling based on tern- paint input modules. Other optional modules include: override,

perature or electrical demand rote omuncatio ie

0 Analog control and variable analog demand, voice communication, remote communication, dial-out,
control of HVAC equipment and local printer interface.

e Optimized start/stop
* Demand Control to reduce kW de- The control is programmable using a membrane-type operator

mand charges panel mounted within a lockable enclosure. The enclosure has a
* Data gathering and logging of analog removable door with a window for viewing the LED displays when

inputs, outputs, and overrides
e Remote Communication allowing the enclosure is locked. A 4 digit access code entered through the
EC732 to interact with a remote keypad allows program review and data analysis while restricting
computer program modification to authorized personnel only. Optional voice

* Local Printer Interfacing to obtain a
printout of data stored in the EC732 prompting provides programming assistance and audio review of

* Voice prompting for programming as- programs.
sistance and program review The EC732 controller operates using a 12 hour clock with AM/PM

indication and the Gregorian Calendar. Leap year and daylight
savings time are automatically calculated and implemented.

Program and time are maintained during power outages for up to 7
days with a rechargeable battery. After power is resumed, controller I
will update all outputs sequentially in 1 second intervals.

BC737
Energy Management System

Data Sheet
rd

c-16
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EC732 Energy Management System
Fou Chatirnel Egi Channel 4 Point Analog 8 Point Analog Demand Control Posion Pulse InputlRelay Output Relay Output Input Module Input Module (Current Sensing) Demand Control Demand ControlMEdule ModuleL IE _ 1 1 __'I <i d

0 II 1I 11 I.

7---

IL

L 

-9

ommunica Commuocaton Da-out Override Temperature Rechrgable Local Prner

C o m ln M o d u leat no u c i M o d ule S e n so rs Batter y ne r a c in g

Time-Of-Day Scheduling Duty Cycling
Time-of-day scheduling reduces electrical consumption and equip- Duty cycling reduces kW demand and kWh electrical consump-
ment wear by programming loads to switch OFF during hours of tion by cycling equipment ON and OFF so minimum operating
nonuse. time is used to maintain comfortable environmental conditions.
Each output can be programmed to the minute with a separate, ON and OFF duration lengths for each load are individually defin-
independent program for eight day types. Sunday through Satur-
day, and holidays. Up to 30 ON or OFF set points for time-of-d able from 0 to 127 minues, with one minute resolution.
scheduling are available for each day. Up to 32 loads can be The staggered or rotating duty cycling feature automatically
assigned to a set point, assigns loads to an internal schedule that aligns ON and OFF
Thesystem maybe programmed for up tosixteen (16) holidays by times in rotation to minimize electrical kW demand.
date, automatically using a separate set of operator defined holi-
day programs for each load. Holidays can be programmed up to Adaptive or temperature compensated duty cycling automatically
one year in advance with durations of 1 to 127 days. adjusts the ON and OFF durations in accordance with indoor .

To accommodate unscheduled occupancy periods, and load(s) temperature, outdoor temperature, or electrical demand,
may be programmed with a temporary ON or OFF up to one week When duty cycling is combined with analog control, a high or low
in advance. Temporary programs are automatically cleared after temperature set point may override a duty cycle program.
use.
Any load may be overriden to an ON or OFF state from the key-
board With the addition of an optional ORM-8 override module(s),
up to 32 independent loads may be overriden from a remote con- .
tact(s) closure. The module also provides accumulation of hours .-
and minutes in the override mode for each output. "

C-17 7W



Analog and Variable Analog Control Data Gathering and Logging
The EC732 may control HVAC equipment directly by monitoring Data logging functions providc information necessary for deter-
temperature, humidity, kW, etc., comparing the value(s) to a pro- mining energy savings, tracking building system performance and
grammed set point(s) and taking proper control action. Up to 16 "fine tuning" the system.
analog inputs (two IPM-8 modules) are available for this analog
control function. a Accumulated consumption (kWh or other) on all 16 analog

inputs.
Variable analog control involves a unique "master/slave" arrange- * Records the maximum or minimum readings, temperature or
ment where the high and low setpont of any analog input control- demand on the first 8 analog inputs.
ling a load is linearly varied in response to a second analog input. * Records 15 minute average analog reading, temperature or kW
This function is utilized for energy saving outdoor reset, boiler and on the first 2 analogs for the past 48 hours.Nchiller optimization functionsonhefrt2aaosortept48ou, o

c Records ON time of each output.
A Records override time of each output when optional override

module is used.
O Continuous scan of analog input values are displayed.

Optimized Start/Stop ,

Optimized start reduces heating/cooling energy consumption by
delaying warm-up/cool-down to the last possible minute before
occupancy. Optimized stop reduces energy consumption by shut- A
ting off heating/cooling loads prior to end of occupancy without Local Printer Interfacing
loss of comfort.

A printout of data logging and system status reports are obtained
Theoptimizedstartandstoptimesarebasedonoutdoortempera- with the RCM communication module, OMM-2 memory module,
ture, indoor temperature, heating/cooling thermal efficiency fac- and a local 80 column serial printer.
tors, building loss factors, occupancy temperature setpoint and
history.

The optimized start and/or stop programs are self-adapting to the
building requiring no adjustments and may be utilized independ-
ently. Non-adaptive start/stop may be programmed.

Remote Communication
The EC732 remote communication auto-answer options allow

programming, data gathering, and interrogation from a remote %
location without travel to the site. An auto-dial option allows the -

Demand Control EC732 to call a remote monitoring computer to report that an
analog input set point has been exceeded V

Demand control is shutting OFF (shedding) noncritical loads dur-
ing peak demand periods to reduce kW demand charges. Remote communcation modules with modem (Model RM-)l~and without modem (Model RCM) may be connected to local or

The system utilizes a PDM-3 power demand module to monitor kW remote computer via voice-grade telephone lines Auto-answer
demand directly from a pulse-generating utility demand meter. If software is available for Apple II, I1+, and lie computers, TRS-80
pulses are not available, a PDM-2 watt transducer and CT-2000 Model III and IV computers, and IBM Personal Computer. Alarm
current transformers or a PDM-1 power demand module and CT- auto-dial software is presently available for Apple I1, 1-, lie
300current transformersare required to monitor building demand. computers
A PDM- 1. 2, or 3 output is connected to one analog input.

The RCM or RCM-1 communication modules and software pro-
Maximum and minimum ON and OFF times are assignable to each vide the ability to.
load for environmental (comfort) purposes and equipment
protection * Remotely display and/or modify all data that may be entered at

the EC732 operator panel.
* Display all status available in easy-to-read formatted reports
0 Report the current days temperature, demand and consump-

tion data.

Voice Prompting * Report toad statusV Report accumulated ON time and override time for each outpu t

The EC732 assist function provides step-by-step programming channel.

assistance using voice synthesis with the VCM and OMM-1 0 Report analog data for every 15 minute average of the previous
modules Program review, error messages, and power failures are 48 hours on the first 2 analogs
indicated verbally 0 Transfer and restore all programs

* Report up to a 35-day history ofdaily high or low temperatures.

high or low demand, time that high or low temperature and 'or
demand occurred, and kWh consumption of all connected
analog inputs.

Fail-Safe Connections * Transfer report data to a printed format by using a computer
and printer.

The EC732 controlled loads will remain in the powered condition if * Dial a remote telephone number if an analog is exceeded or
power to the controller is interrupted This requires wiring to the upon a contact(s) closure
normally closed contacts of the respective load output relays If * Assign special access code(s) to ensure security and allow only
desired, the reversed logic can be accomplished by jumper cuts on authorized personnel to program, interrogate, or niodify thu
the keyboard panel control activities.

C- 13
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Specifictions and Dimensions

Electrical Physical
Input Power. 24 Vac (t 10%), 50 or 60 Hz Dimensions: 17.85" W x10.3" H x4" 0 (45 cm x26 cm x10 cm)
Maximum Power Consumption: 24 W Weight: Approximately 15 lbs. (6.8 kg)
Output Relay Contacts: SPOT rated 5 A resistive at 24 Vac Enclosure: NEMA 1 metal housing with removable locking door
Input for Analog Temperature Sensors: Up to 16 and panel. Transparent window in door Conduit knock-

Temperature Range: -20OF (-29 0C) to +2000 F (93 0C) outs for bottom, side, and top entrance.
Voltage: 2.443 V at -20 0F, 3.665 V at 200*F Mounting: Vertical

Input for Optional Override Module: dry contact(s) Finish: Nitro-blue enamel
Carryover - 7 days of memory retention provided by recharge-
able gel-cell.

Environment
Temperature: Operating 00 F (-18 0C) to +120 0 F (49 0C)

Storage -40OF to +1501F (65 0C)
Relative Humidity: 0-90% non-condensing

iCat's a rmg srl,. lladjel'drk ol No.atlon Inc
Apple 11 Apple I-' and Apple Ilie are eg-.sirea

Trademnarks of Apple Computer Inc

IBM and IBM PC are reg~sited l'dnr5ofL i Infernatronal Btis~r'r.s ',acines Inc
RS 80 s a -ug sere d i rlem arr of andy '

Corporation

Paragon
PARAGON ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.
606 Parkway Blvd. P 0. Box, Two Rivers, Wisconsin 54241 U.S A. AMF Paragon Fie.Tr'C Comfiany Inc resp'ves

thre right under is ptrduct ,rnpro~en eni polic5 to I
INTF-FRNATIONAL SALES OFFICE: Two Rivers, Wisconsin 54241 U S.A. change conslruct on or cesign delails -,tnoui
Cable. PECO Telex: 26-3450 PARAGON TWOR ot)!galion regarding prewOUS Models, and fur

n:Sn equ~pmeni when so altered As houl refer-
IN CANADA. PARAGON ELECTRIC, P.0 Box 3620, Guelph, ence to Ilustiations or speciicaions used here
Ontario NiH 7H1. Division ot AMF CANADA LIMITED

Pujlrel~n n2'22 M
C Copyrghr AMF Paragon 1984 Prntod In US A
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v a C D PRODUCT DATA
IIIIISYSTEMS Corporation VANGUARD"" RIM

9076 North Deerbrook Trail Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53223 (REMOTE INTERFACE MODULE)

_________digital control of points, metering,
. .time management including 365

programmable holidays, PIDs, .
multiple point digital interlocking
and calculated points, time-of-day• :, .... ... i~r '  and cycling control, r un t ime

performance logging for control
---- -optimization and preventive .

0. . ... maintenance. Control software is
also supported by adaptive parameter
reset (optimization) and extensive
parameter scheduling. Scheduling
allows parameters to be
automatically changed ,on a daily,
weekly or yearly basis. Data
reporting can be done on a change-
of-state basis, or on a daily or
weekly schedule. Trend reports
allow point and meter data to be ,d
accumulated.daily or low, average, .

and high daily data values can be
IL . . accumulated monthly for each day of

the month. Each report is set up to .5
collect data on it's own group of
points or meters and operate on a
sample period of one minuteresol ut ion.

VANGUARD RIM r l n
(Remote Interface Module) User

The RIM is an intelligent, All programs are stored in permanent ,:
standalone controller that monitors memory in each RIM and all user
input points and performs DDC programming is stored in
(direct digital control) of output reprogrammable, permanent memory
points. A RIM may accommodate up to which is expandable to 64K bytes per ,.

16 or 32 installed I/O points within RIM. Battery back-up is not ,A.
a standard database of 256 points required to protect memory data "
and 16 meters. As a Building during power failure. Restart is
Automation System the RIM performs automatic, without operator
HVAC, lighting and process control, intervention or the need for I

energy management, fire, security, reloading from floppy disc or
smoke purging, secured access and cassette tape. A real-time clock is
data acquisition. A VANGUARD system provided with battery back-up
can be a single RIM or a Local Area providing one year continuous power
Network with multiple RIMs and failure protection. User
Workstations configured to build a programming can copied to/from a
system of any size to accommodate Workstation and a RIM for additional -
the user. backup.

Prful Functions ht/Lto

The Building Automation functions in Inputs and outputs to the RIM are %
a RIM are managed by an extensive handled by Point Modules. PMs
library of standard programs that provide 4 channels of I/O of the
perform: operator interface, direct same point type. The SA-16 RIM will .

c-21 -"
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support 4 PMs and the SA-32 RIM will Printe In fag
support 8 PMs. PM interfacing O
includes: voltage, current, Optional printer interface supports
frequency, digital, and pneumatic 80 column printouts at character
inputs and voltage, current, rates in excess of 600 CPS.
digital, PWM and pneumatic outputs.
The PMs can be intermixed in any RIM SPECTETCATIONS
combination in a RIM. All output EE
PMs include full-range, manual Enclosure: NEMA Type 1
override controls for each channel. SA-16 24"H x 16"W x 7-D

SA-32 24"H x 20*W x 7"D
LAS Interfa NEMA Type 4 & 12 available

In the Local Area Network (LAN), Power: 120 V +- 10%, 1A max
each RIM controls it's own access to Operating Temp.: 35-105*F, 0-40*C
the network to share data and Humidity: 0-95% RE (non-condensing)

resources with other RIMs or
Workstations on a real-time event or LAN Communication Link: Single

as needed basis. Because the shielded, twisted pair cable, 18-22
network is controlled by each RIM or gauge. RIMs and Workstations are

V Workstation, there is no requirement connected in a daisy chain fashion
of a central, head-end computer. The to simplify installation and
RIM functions in the LAN with any expansion. Protection against
number of Workstations for voltage transients to the
multistation monitoring. The RIM communications trunk is integral to
supports optional plug in modules to the RIM and Workstation.
accommodate installation on other
LANs such as MAP", Ethernet", Token- Trademarks: MAP - General Motors,
od Ringt. Ethernet Xerox, Token-Ring IBM

The optional modem interface allows
RIMs to dial-up or answer calls from
remote Workstations over telephone
lines. The interface supports
standard 212A, 1200 baud, auto
dial/auto answer modems. An
additional modem option incorporatesthe National Bureau of Standards

Data Encryption Standard for all
transmissions for maximum system
security.

The RIM supports a portable Vanguard
terminal interface to provide a user
local access to RIM data and
programming. The portable terminal
can be mounted on the RIM or located
up to 1000 feet away. In a LAN
system, Vanguard Workstations
provide a network based operator
interface to the RIM which supports
multi-user access to RIM data and
programming. A single user network
interface is provided by the
optional modem interface. The modem
interface allows RIMs to be
programmed or monitored from remote
Workstation locations.
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- £.}.iW.Zi]\h PRODUCT DATA
I OT ooVANGUARD RIM

9076 North Deerbook Trail Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53223 (REMOTE INTERFACE MODULE)

Sdigital control of points, metering,

!1" 5! time management including 365 04
• •,. . .. programmable holidays, PIDs,

. , , ,multiple point digital interlocking
-I 4l ;and calculated points, time-of-day

I and cycling control, runtime Z1

S.i. performance logging for control
- - optimization and preventive .

" .maintenance. Control software is -
also supported by adaptive parameter /-*

-- .reset (optimization) and extensive
parameter scheduling. Scheduling
S1 1 allows parameters to be 

'' . . automatically changed on a daily, ,
. weekly or yearly basis. Data

reporting can be done on a change-
of-state basis, or on a daily or q

j.. .weekly schedule. Trend reports .
--. allow point and meter data to be

t accumulated daily or low, average, .
-- '.c: _.-1C " and high daily data values can be

-4 accumulated monthly for each day of :
the month. Each report is set up to

j.. , collect data on it's own group of .

. . .points or meters and operate on a
sample period of one minute
resolution.

VANGUARD RIM
(Remote Interface Module) User Memo_

The RIM is an intelligent, All programs are stored in permanent
standalone controller that monitors memory in each RIM and all user
input points and performs DDC programming is stored in
(direct digital control) of output reprogrammable, permanent memory
points. A RIM may accommodate up to which is expandable to 64K bytes per
16 or 32 installed I/O points within RIM. Battery back-up is not
a standard database of 256 points required to protect memory data '
and 16 meters. As a Building during power failure. Restart is ,.
Automation System the RIM performs automatic, without operator
HVAC, lighting and process control, intervention or the need for
energy management, fire, security, reloading from floppy disc or
smoke purging, secured access and cassette tape. A real-time clock is
data acquisition. A VANGUARD system provided with battery back-up
can be a single RIM or a Local Area providing one year continuous power
Network with multiple RIMs and failure protection. User
Workstations configured to build a programming can copied to/from a
system of any size to accommodate Workstation and a RIM for additional
the user. backup.

P..ow 1_£ul Fu_Vctions lnw utpmt Modle~ ,

The Building Automation functions in Inputs and outputs to the RIM are

a RIM are managed by an extensive handled by Point Modules. PMs
library of standard programs that provide 4 channels of I/O of the
perform: operator interface, direct same point type. The SA-16 RIM will

C-23
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support 4 PMs and the SA-32 RIM will PainLe" Inte¢1AsC
support 8 PMs. PM interfacing

includes: vol tage, current, Optional printer interface supports
frequency, digital, and pneumatic 80 column printouts at character

inputs and voltage, current, rates in excess of 600 CPS.
digital, PWM and pneumatic outputs.
The PMs can be intermixed in any Rb IIQ
combination in a RIM. All output
PMs include full-range, manual Enclosure: NEMA Type 1

override controls for each channel. SA-16 24"H x 16"W x 7"D
SA-32 24"H x 20"W x 7"D

LAS In-terface NEMA Type 4 & 12 available

In the Local Area Network (LAN), Power: 120 V +- 10%, 1A max

each RIM controls it's own access to Operating Temp.: 35-1050F, 0-40 0C

the network to share data and Humidity: 0-95% RH (non-condensing)
resources with other RIMs or
Workstations on a real-time event or LAN Communication Link: Single
as needed basis. Because the shielded, twisted pair cable, 18-22
network is controlled by each RIM or gauge. RIMs and Workstations are
Workstation, there is no requirement connected in a daisy chain fashion
of a central, head-end computer. The to simplify installation and

RIM functions in the LAN with any expansion. Protection against

number of Workstations for voltage transients to the 

multistation monitoring. The RIM communications trunk is integral to
supports optional plug in modules to the RIM and Workstation.
accommodate installation on other
LANs such as MAP', Ethernet", Token-
Ring'. Trademarks: MAP - General Motors,

Ethernet -Xerox, Token-Ring - IBM

Mod m In-t-e rIA"

The optional modem interface allows
RIMs to dial-up or answer calls from
remote Workstations over telephone
lines. The interface supports
standard 212A, 1200 baud, auto
dial/auto answer modems. An
additional modem option incorporates
the National Bureau of Standards
Data Encryption Standard for all
transmissions for maximum system
security.

The RIM supports a portable Vanguard
terminal interface to provide a user
local access to RIM data and
programming. The portable terminal
can be mounted on the RIM or located
up to 1000 feet away. In a LAN
system, Vanguard Workstations
provide a network based operator
interface to the RIM which supports
multi-user access to RIM data and ..
programming. A single user network
interface is provided by the
optional modem interface. The modem
interfa e allows RIMs to be
programmed or monitored from remote
Workstation locations.

C-24
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A Compact Controller The heart of the controller is the processor unit, which integrates

that is Powerful and processor, CMOS RAM memory (with battery back-up), and I/O
circuitry for 10 inputs and 6 outputs. An optional EEPROM memory

Expandable. module can be plugged into the processor unit for program
loading and storage.

Expansion units can be connected to the processor unit to
increase the I/0 capacity of the controller to a maximum of 112.
The processor and expansion units are available in several voltage
versions and you can mix different versions to meet your
application requirements.

Processor and expansion units can be DIN rail mounted for quick., O

easy installation. There are also 4 holes in the base of the units to
accommodate panel mounting.

Battery Compartment. Auto/Manual Switch. Output Wiring Terminals.

Programmer Connection EEPROM Module Port. Diagnostic Indicators.
Port. "..

Wiring Terminals for 10 Input Status Indicators.
Incoming Power Inputs. ,
Tcrminals. Output Status Indicators.

C ilP w e•i i
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THE POCKET PROGRAMMER

3 A Pocket Sized The Pocket Programmer is used with the SLC 100 Programmable
Programmer with the Controller to program, monitor, edit, and troubleshoot. An

Features You Need for interconnect cable, attached to the programmer, can easily be
connected to the processor unit.Fast, Accurate
A comprehensive User's Manual and Self-Teach Manual are

Programming and included with the programmer. The User's Manual guides you
Monitoring through installation, programming, operation, and maintenanceof the controller. The Self-Teach Manual is a self-paced teaching

guide featuring questions, answers, and examples to assist the first

time user.

The SLC 100 Pocket Programmer features raised keys, a large LED
display, an ON/OFF switch and password protection to guard
against unauthorized use.

The programmer also features prompting messages to help guide
you through the programming process. For your convenience, a
table of modes, addresses, and error codes appears on the back
of the programmer.

Pocket Programmer Display

Square LEDs indicate the instruction being
entered, edited or monitored

Seven-segment LDdslyshows

instruction address, rung, mode. error codei " """" and other information.

Force OffandForce On function keys

enable you to energize and de-energize
'inputs and outputs for rapid program

v. -check-out.

Mode function key allows selection of nine
01 -operating modes including the foilci.'ng

- -. , .0 CLEAR MEMORY a SAVE TO EEPROM
e 0 PROGRAM 0 READ FROM EEPROM

-' 0 RUN 0 PASSV/ORD

t,- 0, TEST-SINGLE SCAN * DIAGNOSTIC TEST-
S .-- / - *- TEST-CONTINUOUS PROGWM.4ME1

- ' SCAN

Cancel Command key wll cear an

1W. instruction

Z4 Instruction keys ar- convr, enty located
in the cefer oftkctxdTe

0- 4" represent the oilcwing

*RELAY - TYPE INSTRUCTIONS.0 * TIMERS
COUtfTERS' ,' . t •SEQUENCEP'S

* ZC, 1  CO!i,:OL LAST STATE
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PROCESSOR UNIT Incoming Voltage 85-132 VAC. 50/60 Hz: 170-265 VAC. 50/60 HL 18-30 VDC
Memory Type CMOS RAM with battery back-up. Optional plug-in EEPROM Memory Module
Memory Size 885 words
Baftery Backup Replaceable with 2-year typical life
Scan Time 25 microseconds per contact instruction, 15 milliseconds per typical program

(based on 500 word program)
Infernal Relays 181 maximum
Timers, Counters, Sequencers, 32 total (a0y combination, retentive)
Shift Registers
Timer Range 0.1 seconds to 999.9 seconds in 100 millisecond increments. In addition.

fine-time base instructions down to 10 milliseconds are provided.
Counter Range I to 9999
Sequencers 8 bit groups, 100 steps. time or event driven
Shift Registers 8 bit groups. cascadable, time or event driven
Programmer Access Code User defined password for program security
Input/Output 10 input. 6 output
Dimensions 3.75' (95mm)H x 9.81' (250mm)W x 488" (124mm)D
Weight 4.1 lbs. (1.9 kg)
Environmental Ratings 0-600C. 5-95% humidity without condensation
Installation Mount via choice of screw fasteners or DIN rail mount. Mount on custom panel

or motor control center.

EXPANSION UNITS Incoming Voltage 85-132 VAC, 50/60 Hz; 170-265 VAC, 50/60 HL 18-30 VDC
(INCLUDES EXPANSION ConnectlIon 15.5' quick disconnect ribbon cable
CABLE) Input/Outpou 10 input, 6 output and 0 input, 12 output ei

Dimensions 3.75' (95mm)H x 9.81' (250mm)W x 4.88' (124mm)D LA
Weight 3.9 lbs. (1.8 kg)
Environmental Ratings 0-600C. 5-95% humidity without condensation

SLC POCKET Supply Voltage Supplied from Processor Unit
PRO NGRAMMER Connection Quick-disconnect, 6-foot (2m) cable (supplied with programmer) ,.
(INCLUDES Communication rS422
INTERCONNECT Contact Matrix Virtually unlimited
CABLE) Modes of Operation Clear Memory. Program. Run. Test-Single Scan. Test-Continuous Scan.

Save RAM to EEPROM. Read EEPROM to RAM, Enter/Change Access Code.
Diagnostic Test

Dimensions 7.52' (184mm)H x 3.00" (76mm)W x 1.08' (27mm)D
Weight 0.57 lbs. (0.26 kg)
Environmental Ratings 0-50*C. 5-95% humidity without condensation

INPUT CIRCUIT Circulft Per Unit 10 or none
(PROCESSOR AND Voltage 85132 VAC. 170-265 VAC. 10-30V AC/DC
EXPANSION UNIT) Solid State Compatibility Can withstand 2 mA leakage current per AC input circuit

Isolation All inputs optically isolated. All inputs current sinking.
Terminal Covers Protective terminal covers with write-on area
Indicators LED indicators for each circuit

OUTPUT CIRCUIT Clrcults Per Unit 6 or 12
(PROCESSOR AND Starter Size Compatibility NEMA Size 0 through Size 5
EXPANSION UNIT) UL Listed Contact Ratings m

246VAZ 7.5A 75A
2 ov Ac I5A ISA

12i5 VVC 22A

Isolation All circuits isolated
Output Form Hard contact relay (Normally Open)
Contact Material Gold overlay, silver-nickel alloy
Terminal Protection Protective terminal covers with write-on area
Indicators LED indicators for each circuit

£ AL LEN -BRADLEY II
A Rockwell International Company

Industrial Control Division
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204

Publication 1745-1.0 - February, 1986
Supersedes Publication 1745-1.0 Dated June, 1985 C 29
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THE MICRO CONTROL UNIT (MCU)

The MCU is a 16-point, stand-alone A multi-tasking firmware executive agement, and multiplexed position-
control panel. The MCU features English program makes the decisions neces- proportioning control of motorized
language, menu-driven operator inter- sary for local monitoring and control. positioners or E/P switches.
face, local programming, data trend- The program manages all of the
ing and dial-in/out communications microprocessor's resources including MCU FEATURES

In stand-alone applications, the memory and communications. Microprocessor-based, stand-alone
MCU is a component of the The terminations serve as the sys- and networted operation
A12100/REX System. MCUs may also tem's interface to plant equipment. User friendly. English language, ,

communicate with a SAC in All wires from sensors and controlled menu-driven operation

A21OO/MAX and other AJ2100 host equipment are connected to screw e Nonvolatile memory; saves entire

systems using various communico- terminal& datse am a es feoru

tions networks. The input/output circuitry features database and all attributes for up

The MCU is a single module contain- eight analog inputs and eight binary (10-year battery life)

ing the microprocessor, memory, outputs The use of firmware config- , Battery backed-up clack/calendar ,.

communications interfaces, clock/ ures the MCU for specific applications. ' Multi-tasking, real-time executive L

calendar, support circuitry, power Firmware packages are available for program
controller, terminations and input/ applications such as motorized direct Modular firmware to tailor panel to

output circuitry, digital control, fire and security man- application tao n 1
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IV (U (OVERALL DIMENSIONS 17.0 in x 14.5 i 43,2 cmx 36.8 cm)

-00
ANALOG INPUTS MCU

A BACKPLATE V Optional memory back-up car-
tridge for uploading and down-
loading of database and programs

V Applications include: direct digital
control, optimum start/stop, load
shedding, enthalpy control, utility
reporting, valve and damper mod-
ulation, heavy equipment start
sequencing, maintenance man-

" F] agement, run-time totalization and
R @fire and security management

V Built-in power isolation relays (10 A,

0F]J 240 V, Form "C")
V Can store up to 40 custom-designedTU programs

MICRO CONTROL UNIT POWER
U SUPPLY MCU SPECIFICATIONS-

Power Supply Unit Input Power
115/230 VAC, 50 W

Operating Temperature:
32 0-1580 F. 00-70C C

RAM Battery Back-up:
1.5 years (10-year battery life)

I/O Capability.
Eight analog inputs, eight binary
outputs

]e N Communication Speed:

oDC POWER 300-9600 baud for each interface
CABLE (software selectable)

Communication Interface(s):
; One RS232C, one RS232C/RS485 1' .

selectable (additionalo RS232C/RS485 interface option
___ ®available)

Shipping Weight:
(MCU, Backplate, Power Supply)

Seven local DDC loops V Transient and noise protection C0.0 Bbs., 22.0 kg.
V Eight analog inputs and eight including full optical and mag- 10s2 k

binary outputs netic isolation of communicationsBuilt 'AI2100/MAX and A12100/REX are
'.* Built-in thermistor support for lines ea istered trademarks of AMERICAN AUTO-

analog inputs V Watchdog timer and auto-restart MATRIXO INC., and are not to be used for
', Flexible network communications after power failure publication without the written consent of

options: T 115/230 VAC operation AMERICAN AUTO-MATRIX INC.optin, 115230VAC peraion*Smartmodem is a trademark of Hayes

a. up to 9600 baud over two-wire, V Easily accessible field terminations Microcomduter Products. Inc.
balanced line network similar to " ROM-based system firmware

RS422A (RS485) up to 5000 feet ' 2K bytes system RAM, 18K battery

b. leased-line network (1200 baud backed-up RAM, 64K bytes ROM, -

using 202T modems or 9600 expandable to 961K
baud using "short haul" V Diagnostic indicators for commun- American Auto-Matrx@ Inc.
modems) ication and processor status One Technology Drive

c. dial-up using Hayes Smart- V True multi-tasking execution of mul- Export, Pennsylvania 15632%
modems' (300. 1200. 2400 tiple concurrent programs (412) 733-2000
baud) T User-programmable trending of up TELEX; AMERICAN EXPO 902805

d. (optional) redundant commun- to 160 variables; up to 32 samples T A

icat ions interface fcv critical of each variable can be stored 2-1F .u/

applications using a trend >' . '- -
e supports Public Host Protocol Complies with FCC rules Part 15,nohce 48.C

(PHP) Subpart J, Class B Computing AL10-MATRIX °

Device

1986 1E-05-00 13 "Specifications t to change without notice. 486MCU
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# RU [ DO 0Product Data
CORPORATION

ACNET LCU8
Local Controller Unit - 0

The LCU8 is an intelligent stand alone controller
that is used for cost effective Direct Digital Con-
trol of equipment such as VAV boxes, fan coil
units, smaller air handling units, perimeter radia-
tion, lighting, etc. The ACNET communication - -

protocol provides the LCU8 the ability to com-
municate with an AC256 Master Plus or AC8 Plus .

as well as all other LCUSs on the network. Up to
64 LCUSs can be networked on one AC256 Master
Plus Controller, and up to 3 LCUSs can be net-
worked to one AC8 Plus. -0

Communications to the LCUSs are handled
through the ACNET bus. The bus is essentially a
twisted pair, half duplex RS-485 interface. LCU8
communications are actuated through the asynchronous serial communications port on the A(:2-6 Master p
Plus or AC8 Plus. Data transmission rates are switch selectable for 300, 1200, and 9600 baud.

Driven by a microprocessor accessing 8K bytes of RAM and 16K bytes of EPROM, the LCU9 provides a user
with eight locally controlled inputs and outputs.

Each input channel is capable of being wired to accept digital, pulse (2 HZ), or voltage input. In addition, the
inputs provide appropriate circuitry to interface a specified thermistor temperature sensor.

Each Universal output of the LCU8 can be configured as a Form C relay, variable Voltage, or a variable cur-
rent output. To facilitiate field maintenance, all input and output points are accessible through detachable
connect ors.

LOCAL OPERATION FEATURES

Each LCU8 is a stand-alone, microprocessor-based, * Stand alone Direct Digital controller.
intelligent local control unit that provides 8 inputs
and 8 outputs for monitoring and control of build- - Real-Time clock.
ing equipment. The ACNET provides a transparent
bus structure for communication with other • Global data exchange.
LCUSs, AC256M Plus, or AC8 Plus controllers.
During each ACNET scan the AC256M Plus or • User programming capability.
AC8 Plus will broadcat its shared system varia-
bles to the LCU8 units Likewise each of the • Network transparency.
LCU8 units will broadcast, in their turn, all of its
stored data base of system variables to the AC256M • Twisted pair network.
Plus or AC8 Plus. In this manner the ACNET
allows for the implementation of a flexible building * Detachable input output connectors.
control network, in which important control infor-
ination is shared globally throughout the ACNET - Unicrsal inputs and outputs.
network.

- Battery Backed up R..k,%/
Programs are created for individual LCUqs on the
network using an AC256 Master Plus or AC8 Plus.
Through a series of simple commands, the AC256
Plus opens co; munications to the particular LCU8
being programmed. The program is created using
standard Andover Controls programming com-
mands. Once completed, the program is stored and
controlled by the LCU8.

Andover Controls Corporation
York and Hoverhill Streets

r Andover MA 01810 USA
617 470-0555 Telex 948045 C- 3
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SPECIFICATIONSN

Memory: 16K EPROM and 8K RAM -

Output Type: 8 single pole double throw 1S1'DTI Form C relays, 8 current outputs 10-2OmA), or 8 voltage 6

outputs (0-20 volts).

Output Rating: 5 amips at 50 VAC (Form C), O-2OmA, 0-20 volts.

Termination: Removable two-piece terminal strip type (seven termination points per output) laibelled C, Vr

NO, NC, 1, V, + 24, return.

Operation: Each Universal output can be wired for Fon C, 0-2OiA, or 0-20 volt operation.

Output Resolution: 0.1 sec. for Fonri C, 0.1 mA for variable currcnt output, and 0.1 volt for variable voltage 4

output.

Input Voltage Range: 0-8.19 volts DC.

Input Protection: All inputs can withstand continuous shorting to 120 VAC or to plus/minus 1500 volts for w

50 microseconds.

* Power ~ 24 VAC power supply.
115 VAC power supply available as an option.
2.30 VAC/5O HZ power supply available as an option.

Dimensions: 17 inches x 14.5 inches x 4 inches.

Ilk

Andover Controls Corporation 
1.

York and Haverhrll Streets
Andover. MA 018 10 US5A
6 17 470.0555 Tlex 948045 C- 35



ILh 'VLL C 0.4aOIS Product Data
CORPORATION

AC8 PLUS
.. _SMALL BUILDING

CONTROLLER
. - • The AC8 Plus is a stand-alone controller that

... ~ . .. .- provides Direct Digital Control capabilities for the
smaller building. The AC8 Plus can be
nctworked with other AC8 Plus, AC256 Plus and .
LCU8 units for applications requiring ,idditional
1/0 capability. "4-.

,j -A single AC8 Plus controllcr can sense up to 16
inputs and control 8 outputs. Each AC8 Plus
provides unique flexibility in structuring

"-." input/output points. Any input can be software

defined as an analog (voltage or current),
.J -i- " temperature, digital (on or off), or pulse counter

7 , ,(up to 2 lIz.). Each universal output can be
'- ."r . " .i "configured to function as a single-pole double-

throw (SPDT) Form C relay, variable cuIrent (0-
20mA), or variable voltage (0-20 VDC) output.

S...-..--- ....-~ -. These outputs will provide both on/off switching
or modulating control of equipment.

FEATURES

Optional 20 Key 'Soft-Touch' * Optional Andover Controls

Keypad & LCD Display 300/1200 Auto-Baud Modem

• Universal Inputs and Outputs Optional Modem-M te Speech
Module

Detachable Connectors
Global Communication To

• ACNET Compatible Other Controllers

* Software Selectable Baud Full Functional Battery

Rates Back-up

,-V

Andover Controls Corporation 
,p.

York and Haverhill Streets
Andover MA 01810 USA
617-470-0555 Telex 948045
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input.'output capacity, simply add LCU8 provides you with modular, distrihuted
c( mtrollers to the AC8 Plus over the ACNET bus. intelligence and a flexible input 'outpu)1t t 11"111re,
Eaich L.CU8 is an intelligent, local controller thereby increising the point capacity and
c;apable of sens ing up to 8 inputs and controlling 8 processi n, poxwer of your sys tem as sour TIces

Outputs. A total of 3 LCLU8 controllers can be crow.
connected to the AC8 Plus. A single AC8 Plus
can control as many as 40 inputs and 32 Outputs.

C -3 7



OPERATOR DISPLAY PANEL
(Optional) . .....

The optional Operator Display Panel of the AC8 A/ON DMENI VERASE.
Plus is equipped with a 20 key 'soft-touch' ...........
keyboard and an 8 line by 40 character display. a .
The display echoes all data entered from the ___,_,.o KWl
keyboard and can be programmed to display ,PITIS ,m -. A F s .

messages or menus. 
Y[0-

ZTrGM :m. 13.1 PSI '

The keyboard consists of both numeric and NEATER Mime.8H

function keys. The numeric keys can be used to 48_--_= _,_1.2 r___..
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . I .I ! ! t [ ..... . . ...... ." "

enter control setpoints, access codes, or any data
appropriate for a particular application program. E/OFF F G/EACK H/E'ITEP

The function keys control the operations of the.. ..

front panel, manipulate displayed data, or invoke
user-defined software functions. 4 -.

S.......... ................. .-
BATTERY BACKUP ...... 6

There are two modes of battery backup available.
Mode 1 maintains all Central Intelligence Unit
(CIU) activity for up to 3.5 hours. Mode 2........... .............. + :
maintains all CIU and Input/Output (IOU) activity . i :. | 0
for up to 1 hour. Longer times are available with
external batteries.

300/1200 AUTO-BAUD MODEM MODEM-MATE SPEECH IOI)ULE,
(Optional) (Optional). %

The Auto-Dial/Auto-Answer 300/1200 Baud The Modern-Mate voice communication option"
Modem option allows the AC8 Plus to receive or offers a convenient telec:mmunication, feature
initiate exchanges of information over standard that maks it easy to conmunic it %th a reote
(voice-grade) telephone lines. The auto-dial Andover contoller.
feature can be easily progranuned to notify central
computers, remote terminals, and paging devices Used in conjunction %ith the 3()/120X Auto
of any detectable condition. Using pulse or tone Dial/Auto-Answer Modem, the ,Modenm-N.'
dialing modes, this option is capable of auto-
answer, auto-dial, and auto-repeat dial. from you olr sin, herlp d o cafromn your controller. Using the keypad of a,....

The 300/1200 Baud Modem can relieve touch tone phone you can enter dorta, chani-c
maintenance personnel fiorn routine on-site setpoints or schedules, and rcque,,t system st.1m,.

mainenane pesonnl fom rutin on-iteIn addition you canm h~i\ a \l dcin-Mitc~ % e~bh.M
monitoring duties. It allows owners and pronpt thc usr for this infkrntia,, -.
operators to monitor building controd systems pet r
from a remote location and track control system Taah
performance, change time schedules, change abu 500wors-at ca id o dul\

temperatures, or even change operating programs. or connected in phrases or sentenkces.'
The modem also sets up a channel of
communication for AC8 Plus to initiate control
actions and share information. ".-

"p. -~ 3
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AfDOV1 CONTROLS Product Data
CORPORATION

SPECIFICATIONS
General
Power: 117 VAC +/- 20%, 60 Hz

220 VAC +/- 20%, 50 Hz 

Power Consumption: 35 Watts or .5 Amps

Operating Environment: 40 to 120 deg. F, 10 to 95% RH

Memory Size: 32K RAM, 64K EPROM -

Battery Backup: 3.5 hours (Mode I) or
1 hour (Mode 2), expandable

Oerload Protection: .75 Amp slow blow fuse

Real Time Clock: Synced to 60 Hz line with crystal back-up

Communication Interrace: RS232C

Communication Speed: 300 to 19.2K Baud selectable '

Bus Length: 4,000 ft. standard, EZ-Link amplification module allows
extension to longer distances.

Size: 2411 x 16W x 6D

Weight: 49 lbs.
inpts/Outpils
Number or Inputs: 16 to 640 (expandable in groups

of 8 or 16)

Number or Outputs: 8 to 512 (expandable in groups of 8)

Input Voltage Range: 0-8.19 Volts, (inputs can be digital,
analog, thermistor or counter)

Input Protvdion: All inputs can withstand continuous
shorting to 120VAC or to 1500 Volts
for 50 microseconds

Output's: Eight Single Pole Double Throw (SPI)T)
Forn C, eight current outputs 0-20 mA,
eight voltage outputs 0-20 mA.

Terminatimi: Removable terminal strip (seven ter mnathM"
points per output) labeled C, NC, NO, I, V,
+24V, Return

.'
Optration: Each Universal output can be wired for Form C, p.

0-20 mA, or 0-20 Volt operation

Output Resolution: 0.1 second (Form C), 0.1 mA, or 0.1 VDC

Oerrides: Every AC8 Plus output has a Hands OfT-Autornatic (1 I()A)
switch with status feedback to the op'rator. Each
Output is cquiplxd witi a p.tcnti( rctcr to tju t.'ct
currcnt or volttr e levels in ovcr idc cof~iliion. "

Andover Controls Corporation
York and Haverhill Streets C- 39
Andover, MA 01810 USA
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0 1 Clock,'calenda " 6 Module 82 - 16 binary inputs

RCU2 Memory (66K of operating system 7 Module 83 - 16 bnary outputs
RAM and ROM. 18K of battery 0 Are available viilh a variety of firm-

REMOTE CONTROL backed user RAM) ware pacages that eable mod.ies
UNIT 2 0 Multi-tasking firmware for local moni- of the same hard Nare confguraton ."

toring and control to function in ciffereni control * -

BENEFITS TERMINATION MODULES applications
0 Hardware interlace betwseen the

T-e %ET',4CRK 2100 RCU2 is the pri- RCU2 and all operational elements
-- ary levce jsed in NETWORK 2100 0 Includes screw terminals for wire FEATURES
,, d ,Js for diect digital control connections to all sensors and con-

iDOC) alarm monitorng. hrne-based trolled equipment 0 Microprocessor iased b',rd alone
, cb":-ohr, g and cata frendfing of all 0 TM 3 version available for passive operation *'U

c -at.-al a- .rrenls thermislor input 0 Multi-tasking rcaltimre 2roc:e sIng
'-: I c'tS K, ca!O,,"rti d.CCPSS iNPUT:,'OUTPUT MODULES cap.able of 16 bit arithnetic -g

ad0 s -a a fe o 1 'atng as a ','and- 0 Each RCU2 can supporl 1. 2 or 3 h'd'.are _'ocossrig of a31 sub-
"r. _r'1 or n a -t.',r. Mh a r -nlral '0 inodules C jpto.:2 QJs an t
-'e T-Ci a: , ly to uort rus- 0 f-tcr'nne .vhat lyj.s of c'pul and ' t, % :I -re SAC

j i-. j,,agu ,,,_giarns output punts Cdn be c10r'ecled tO Tip '0 .2 R .Une rAC

a-s ' -C I al fur !ailoring the RCU2 r ;o 3z -- CU-s ar,, e, - - I
...... S c a":.pl i;tions This 0 r. 'u- !he Ipes ot O -3C ;,-,-,ps , r i 3 ! e

' r rnr- 'ratre also h" t ,,.il: t, - (3Oj io ,rote :he 0 Lilt in r, cr  
. ,t t' ' Or I

L e 2CU to , ,r,rue to orirate . ,,-po : "g l,,nntS pt rtor-al " .'a ' ,

i C '- c"rI' r r 11ci Ait h the C Ar ,, e in 7-: ''-'ij m'd.' are PDr -

lCh' AC s lost '"x tn, ,'rl(t U 'lI C]'S!5 '/r. o nsA 1 aig 'p t ir-Arq',t n ,- "'O[ ,) h,'br's .

T n e C J 2 5 a , b t e n h a t d , ;t r e . Ilr r r 0 1 0 , , . , As 1 '"
'.,se 'e or l~a' ;p ve,son 2 " -Jle A2 - 8 d9alog inputs , -.

8 b nary outputs , -'-y ' '.-,: "

3 A C IE Rle A3 8 anaiog inputs ".-
"' SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 4 alog outputs .

S FOUNA-.,T iN MODIIE 4 .- ,1le A4 - 8 analog inputs

C RCLJ2 u-tral ,,-,ng unit 8 preu Outputs 1 " , I ia r
'Cnte4ace to C /ijr7 a le wth the 5 , ,5r(jie 81 R binary inputs I- vs c-
rt,-C*) er 'a . i' e Nhr SACt P birary Outputs t ' , , . ,.e r
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RCU2 NEir*D2K

UP TO 29 TO
ADDIT IONAL SAC i

RCU2 S '

NETWARK NETVMJPK NEr*OPKL
2100 2 100 2100
RICL2 RICU12 RICU12

Portable or locally
connected data CD --

terminal Local trend printer

FEATURES 0 Operator interface is totally menu- 03 Humidity. 0-90% rh, nonconde-rsing I-
Contnueddriven in full English language and 03 RAM Battery Backup 45 days .

only displays menu choices avail- 0 Analog Inputs. 1 25 Vdc, 2 5 Vdc.
" Optional memory backup cartridge able for specific operator access 5 0 Vdc, 0-20 mA selectable per 8

available for uploading, downloading levels channel groups
and transporting the database and 0 Supports up to 40 user-written soft- 0l Analog Outputs: 0-2 56 Vdc,
programs ware programs or data trends for 0- 10 Vdc or 0-20 mA selectable

" Built-in high and low limit alarming customizing specific applications per channel; power supply range
with enable/disable capability 13 Custom programs are written in high 15-40 Vdc

" Alt operational points, including lee agaesmla3oBSCta A4 Module Output: 0-24 psi output,
alarm monitoring, are updated every supports arithmetic, Boolean and supply, dry air filtered to 40 microns.
1 5 seconds maximum if-then logic 60 psi peak pressure

O Alarm information includes point 0l Network Communications up to 9600 0 I/O Capability:IN
rame, time, date and type of alarm baud on multi-drop, balanced line 12-48 points per RCU2

" Alarm information can be sent 0 Communication ports have magnetic 0 Coirimunication
directly to a terminal attached to the and optical isolation to provide tran- ASCII Terminal 300-1 9200 baud %
RCU2 or the SAC .sientl and noise protection RS-232C in-terface ...

0 The dial-up version of the RCU2 will 0 Diagnostic display indicators for SAC 300-9600 baud
a::er-ately dial-up a primary or communication and processor status RS-422A irtrrace I-

secondary remote terminal until E0 Watchdog timer and auto-restart Modem 300/1200, 2400 taudI
Communications are achieved to after power failure RS-232C (Hayes Smarl-nicJem
rtcport alarm information 0 24 Volt operation for simple battery or equal)

0 Data trending allows creation of backup 03 Communication interface
trend logs 03 Easily accessible field terminations 1, RS-232C

r, Each Oala trend log can record 128 0 ROM based system soflware 2 RS-232C/RS 422A selclable
dta sa-ples for 4 scparate points 03 Dial-up version available for RS- 0 Overall Driesons ~..

Ailh Sarple .ote'vals ranging from I 232C communication with the addi- 21 0 in x21 0 in x6 3 in
lo 32 767 7.,r',trs tion of a smart modem 53 2 cm - -3 3 cmn 16 0 in)
C M .lar I I. c abe ;,i.irlually 0 Gatevay version ava 'able for dedi- 0 si. v-g Wcgc RCU2 Racp ,iie.

se~tec'ed, to !larlor panel to ap plication Cated,-lc2asc-d-lire applications rf :.Ur Sp 'ply) 13 Ins K g)
00 mQiies ,se pin ccxt con- 0 Complies mith I'CC rules Part 15.

rneclcrs for rasy cl-a ,enut and Subpart J. Clacs B C,'riuting
~tainr. s~stant cab c free Dii ice

con fl clion -

0l Up to 24 lo,-al direct cig~ai r ontrol SPECIFICATIONSA
iiows a wailable i,

" Up to 48 points of rr.xec arauig and 0 Poh-.er '% py Unit 1, put rPc'_cer C' -. ..- .i - .

dig-talinput/output MoA~del A 115,230 V/ac, 50 60 Hz '~i ' - iCS

0 Operator :omnncations purl for 75 Aalts .visouns
local CRT jr printier RS ?'3?C) M(,iel B 1 15 230 Vac 50,60 Hz or %abrQ l~ o prii-
300 9600 taud suoNare se.- tabl 24 Voc 75 Adtts /' \

03 PaSShsrfd prclIec!ed and has 2 0 Pr.ier Ccirs jmption 24 W @c 24 Vrtc ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS DIVISION 1

oipe'a'or lerss s 1wu' sYem C A-nt nt To.-rp-rature__tF
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B8A Load Programmer
- _ -:- - z-- -.- :1 CLEAR key saves time by clearing all events for a %P

[ds 1 [year1] [ronth 1  [datef specific load on a particular day.

,.ILI SCAN quickly verifies accuracy of program.
load day hour minute I Five duty cycles provide run times of 5, 10, 15, 20,

- - . . . or 25 minutes out of every 30 minutes to reduce
energy use without affecting personnel comfort e

time] [holid or production rates.
. Three-second staging of loads prevents un-

scan time holiday wanted power surges (when more than one load
-= .is commandeo on at a time).

( ) Photocell input to control lighting during high-

25 20 15 ambient light conditions prevents energy waste.
30 0 Input to stop cycling when comfort level

temperatures are exceeded, thus providing sav-
ings and maintaining comfort.

10 5 (of) repeat Reduces Electrical
Energy Consumption
The B8A Load Programmer reduces energy con-

Benefits sumption by turning loads on and off and by duty
cycling, in response to simple keypad programming. .%•

El A 365-day clock provides for automatic leap-year %
calculation and for selection of holidays and .. ... .
daylight saving time dates one year in advance. I--.
This saves time in programming. - .

1 Easy programming reduces programming and -
training time.

Ol Cycle period of 30 minutes allows only two starts
per hour to save equipment wear and tear.

13 Seven-day program repeats weekly to reduce pro-
gramming time.

U Rechargeable battery provides 14-day protection
for program and clock, so that reprogramming is
not necessary after an extended power outage.

93 Manual override switches may be switched to
ON, OFF, or AUTO without changing the stored %
program.

O During programming, load relays are locked in
their last position to avoid unwanted load cycling
and prevent equipment wear and tear.

Documert 080 40025 1/82
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Each Load may be programmed with a unique tors outdoor temperature and turns on selected loads
schedule for each day of the week and holidays to earlier than the programmed start time to reach a
keep energy use to a minimum, desired comfort level. The Duty Cycle Shift function '

increases ON time of selected duty-cycle loads toThe B8A has a 365-day clock, which provides for return temperature to a user-selected range. _

automatic leap-year calculation and for programming r t

of up to 20 holiday periods a year or more in advance. The B8-400 Locking Cover option protects against
Daylight saving time dates can also be entered one unauthorized access to the B8A front panel override
year in advance. A special schedule can be entered to s
reduce energy use on holidays. switches and programming keys.

Since holiday schedules and daylight saving time are The B8-401 Program Enable Keyswitch provides lock-
programmed only once in the beginning of the year, and-key program protection for the 138A. With the key :,
programming time is saved. After the holiday has switched on, the operator has full access to all B8A ,
passed. the regular daily program will start again, program functions With the switch turned off and the -'

without the B8A being reprogrammed. Also, after a key removed, the PROGRAM mode is disabled.
holiday has passed, it is dropped from memory to
permit programming of mqre holidays.

The B8.500 Photocell option provides total control
of outdoor or indoor lighting. The option allows the

Simple Programming and lights to be on only when darkness is detected and ,'o

Verification the load is programmed to be ON.

A simple keyboard and digital display make pro- The B8-501 and 18-502 Temperature Sensors trigger
gramming and verifying easy. The keyboard is used automatic program modification when indoor and
to select the load, the day, the time for event occur- outdoor temperatures change. The B8-501 Indoor
rence, and the specific commands. The numeric Sensor and B8-502 Outdoor Sensor are used with
display shows load, day, time, month, and date in- the Adaptive Control option. The B8-502 can be used
formation, for indoor or outdoor applications.

Options With the 18-301 or 88-302 Serial Interface option the
B8A can communicate across the campus or across

The 88-100 Demand Limiter continuously monitors the country with Pacific Technology's Load Super- %

energy use and sheds selected loads to keep visor, which features English-language data entry,
kilowatt demand below a preselected set point. No display, and print-out capability for multiple B8As, or
load is kept off too long. with a terminal or computer.

The B8-200 Adaptive Control automatically overrides The B8-600 Timed Override option turns on loads for
B8A programs, in response to temperature changes, a programmed duration without the schedule being .

to maintain personnel comfort with minimum use of changed. This option may also be controlled by a
energy. The option eliminates the need for alarms and thermostat, momentary switch, pressure sensor, or
manual correction. The Advance Start feature moni- any device providing a contact closure.

Specifications
ELECTRICAL

Input Vov!ae R.quaements .................. 115 VAC, 50,60 HL
Power Consumption .. ............. . 50 Watts nominal.
Output Relays (Load Control) . ....... Eight normally open (N 0) isolated re!ay 'xr;taclS, C1 is 2 a!ed at

24 VAC, 2 3 Amps Pilot Duty.
Circuit Protection 0,5 Amp circut pro!,,ctor.

PHYSICAL
Enclosure Data:

Dimensions (inches and cm) .............. 177' (43 2cm) H. 11 ' (27 9cm) W, 4," '11" 4.3cm) 0.
Weight .............. ... .. . Approximately 14 pOunds Shipping Weight appioximaiey 17

pounds.
ENVIRONMENTAL

Ambient Operating Temperature .. 0-50'C Ambient Pe;ative Humidity 0-90%.

CO\ I ROLS DIVISI(ON, Flut Lir ,Mantif.( 1 . g C()mpainy * P.O. Box 2249 * Kirkland, \V\ ()83
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ZONE MASTER 100 BUILDING CONTROLLER

1.0 GENERAL operation requirements of the user.

The system includes an microprocessor based E. Programming is simplified through operator
software and hardware, operator input/output prompting on a front panel mounted alpha- .p.,,

devices, sensors and controls, wiring, installation numeric display, and user input via a front panel
supervision and labor, calibration, adjustments and mounted key pad.
checkout necessary for a complete and operational %
system. F. Operating parameters entered by the user are

retained by the controller for up to a week during
The following features of Butler Controls' ZMv 100 a primary power loss.
represent unique elements of our system which
provide a superior product to systems from other G. The Power Line Carrier system provides Direct
suppliers. Temperature Control in eight (8) independent

zones and zone space temperature feedback.
A. The ZM 100 Building Controller is a stand-alone

controller which automatically controls and H. Down-loads the setpoinl temperature to the
monitorsup to eight (8) load groups utilizing remote Intelligent Control Unit via Power Line
either Power Line Carrier or hardwire Carrier transmission technology.
communication techniques to maintain the
comfort level and optimize the performance of 1. Serial communication link allows ZM 100 Building
the controlled equipment. Controller system interrogation and re-

programming from a remote computer.
B. With Power Line Carrier (PLC) communication

methods, the ZM 100 can be used in retrofit J. Automatically telephones predefined location to
applications where significant savings are report the following alarm conditions:
realized by eliminating the dedicated wiring and
its related labor. • Demand Limit Input Over-range

Demand Limit Metering Lost
C. The system has sufficient memory and hardware No loads to shed in Demand Limit

capacity to support the following Input/Output * Zone Temperature Alarm (9) -
(I/O) points when it is used with PLC with * Binary Input Alarm (14) '"
Intelligent Control Modules.

K. System status indicators to indicate it loads are in* Twenty Four (24) Binary Outputs an override condition, alarms are disabled, serial
* Seventeen (17) Binary Inputs communication link is active, and if dernand "'
* Nine (9) Temperature Inputs selpoint is externally selected. .
* Sixteen (16) Alarm Inputs
* Four (4) programmable Photocell Inputs L. The system announces an alarm condition until it '

* Three (3) Duty Cycle Override Inputs is acknowledged with a front panel control.
* One (1) External Alarm Output
* One (1) Demand Limit Input, pulse or current

input 2.0 ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
* One (1) Remote Setpoint Override Input HARDWARE

D The control algorithms for EMS are factory pre- The system is a standalone control:er which '''
programmed with all default operating automatically controls and monitors up to eight (8) "'
parameters predefined allowing immediate use load groups utilizing either Power Line Carrier or
upon powering up the unit. These parameters hardwired communication techniques to mainlain the
may be modified according to individual comfort level and optimize the periormance of the

I~~~* C0 '..-
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BUTLER CONTROLS DIVISION

controlled equipment. The system has the following Programming is simplified through operator -

features: prompting by a front panel mounted alpha-numeric
display, and the user input is entered via a front panel

. 54 KB EPROM memory for pre-programmed mounted key pad.
control algorithms

. 8 KB of CMOS RAM battery backed memory for All operating parameters entered by the user will be
user definable operating parameters retained by the controller for up to one week during a

. 40 character LCD dot matrix display mounted on primary power loss.
the front panel -a

* Front panel mounted membrane key pad for A. Energy Management System
program and data entry

* Eight (8) direct hardwired relay outputs 1) Scheduled Start/Stop
* Power Line Carrier output to 24 relays
* Remote alarm driver The system allows the user to define schedules of
* Real Time Clock equipment slart/stop. The system supports up to 48
* Serial Communications separate schedules, each containing an average of
* Auto-Dial on Alarm three ON, OFF or Duty Cycle events. Any number of

events per schedule may be programmed, however,
The system has a sufficient memory and hardware the total number of events can not exceed 144.
capacity for the following Input/Output (IO) points
capability. 2) Optimum Start

1) Hardwired Relay Output version The system allows the user to define up to 8
separate Optimum Start zones. The optimum

* Eight (8) Binary Outputs equipment start time is calculated to minimize
* Seventeen (17) Binary Inputs equipment operating hours while maintaining the
* Nine (9) Temperature Inputs comfort of the occupants. The system contains an
* Four (4) user adjustable Photocell Inputs algorithms for self-learning optimization.
* Three (3) Duty Cycle Override Inputs
* One (1) External Alarm Output 3) Holiday Scheduling
* One (1) Demand Limit Input; pulse or current

input The system allows the user to define up to 20
* One (1) Remote Demand Setpoint Override holidays in any number of conlig!jous days (up to 90

days). There are two different t; s cf holiday
2) PLC version available: HOLl and HOL2.

: Eight (8) Binary Outputs 4) Temperature Compensated Duty Cycling
Seventeen (17) Binary Inputs

* Nine (9) Temperature Inputs The system allows the user to define up to 8
* Four (4) user adiuslable Photocell Inputs separate Temperature Compensated Duly Cycle

Three (3) Duty Cycle Override Inputs zones. The system will decrease scheduled OFF
One (1) External Alarm Output time 20 percent for each degree that zone
One (1) Demand Limit Input; pulse or current e, nperalure is above or below the range limits.input '
One (1) Remote Demand Selpoint Override 5) Demand l imiling

Input
The system a!o.,,s the user to define up lo three
priority demand shed groups: Low Priority, Rotate

3.0 SYSTEM SOFTWARE Priority, and I tfgh Priority. Loads ass;gned to the
Low Priority group are to be shed first and restored

The control algorithms for EMS & TC are factory pre- last Loads assigned to Rotate Priority are to be shed
progamrnmed with operating paramelers modified only for specified periods of time. Each load in this
according to individual operational requirements, group can be programmed with a minimum ON and a

maximum OFF lime. The loads in this groupare to be
shed only after all loads in the tow Priority group are

C-1: 7
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~J11j~~~)BUTLER CONTROLS DIVISION

shed. High Priority loads are the last to be shed arid
the first to be restored. They are shed only after all 1) Alarm Monitoring
loads in both the Low and Rotate Priority group have
been shed. The following alarm conditions may be defined by I

user: %A
Up to four individual demand setpoints may be
defined, three set time-of -day scheduling, one by *Demand Limit Input Over-range
external contact closure. *Demand Limit Metering Lost

*No loads to shed in Demand Limit
6) Night Setback *Zone Temperature Alarm (9)

*Binary Input Prove Signal (8)- S

The system allows the user to assign the Night *PLC Output Converter Faults
Setback feature to all controlled loads. The user *Binary Contact Input Alarm (14)
prog rams a minimum and maximum allowable zone
temperature to zones during times they are un- Alarm messages are either printed on a local printer * ~,
occupied. To use this option, each controlled or dialed out to a predefined telephone numb --r (two
equipment must have a zone temperature sensor. numbers, user programmable). The system status
Activation of heating or cooling equipment in Night indicators indicate if loads are in an override
Setback occurs only when the equipment is OFF by condition, alarms are disabled, serial communica!lon
equipment schedule and the controlled space link is active, and demand setpoint is externally
temperature is either below the minimum selected.
temperature or above the maximum temperature
specified by the user for up to 8 zones. The system announces an alarm condition until the

alarm is acknowledged with a front panel control.
7) Economizer Control Alarms may be reset automatically or manually.

This program allows free cooling of the controlled 2) Status Monitoring
space by using cooler outside air instead of
mechanically cooled the return air. To use this The system displayis the status for all loads being
option, an outside air temperature sensor and return controlled or monitored.
air temperature sensors are required.

3) Trending
8) Operator Override

The system monitors and maintains record for up to
The system allows the operator to override operation 31 days showing the following operational data:
of any controlled equipment from the central-
controller. The equipment can be overridden ON, *High and low temperature of each zone .-

OFF, or placed in the AUTO mode. *Advanced start time for each zone
*On time for each load -

9) Timed Override *Daily peak KW and time of occurrence
*Daily high, low, and average outdoor

The system shall allow the user to define up to 8 temperature
Timed Override Schedules. This option will trigger *Daily KW shed
the designated equipment ON upon the activation of
remotely located momentary switches during the The system also shows hourly zone temperature and
scheduled OFF period. The duration of equipment peak KW for the last 24 hours.
ON time shall be user programmable.

4) Remote Communication

The system has the remote communication capability
A Power Line Carrier system shall provide Direct for a computer to communicate with the system via
Temperature Control in eight (8) independent zones phone lines. The remote communication allows the
wNith zone space temperature feedback, remote user a full system access as is available from

the local controller plus provides access to historical 0. k.
C. Facility Management System trending data.
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, cmputer SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Aon1Pris __

LOCAL CONTROL COMPUTER

The Local Control Computer (LCC-4) is at the heart of the System-IV hierarchy.
All sensors and control devices are connected to the LCC-4. A combination of it 1R.,
hardware, software and a database in each LCC-4 provides control and monitoring
of the equipment.

Each LCC-4 is placed o or near air handling units, chillers, boilers, pumps,
fans or any other equipment to be monitored or controlled. Several Local
Control Computers ore generally used in a system. . 17.

Each LCC-4 accommodates up to 32 digital inputs, digital outputs, analog inputs %.e
and up to eight analog outputs. Each LCC-4 also contains power regulators,
memory, timekeepers, communication circuits, a wutchoog protection circuit,
internal diagnostic software routines and 's fully L :.'wry bc L.--u, - Lold
memory for 30 days. In its basic configuration, each LCC-4 contains 16
kilobytes of EPROM (permanent memory) and 40 kilobytes of RAM (read/write
memory).

Physical Interfaces I-

e Digital Inputs; detect the status of two-position devices, such as
switches or relays, to verify that a device has operated or indicate
that a limit has been reached, and to count meter pulses, such as
electrical demand or condensate meters

* Digital Outputs; control equipment; the LCC-4 contains a solid-state,.
relay for each digital output which opens and closes to energize or
de-energize the controlled devices directly, or to modulate them
indirectly, through a Computer Pneumatic Interface

e Analog Inputs; read information from sensors or sensor a, rays .* "
represent continuously varying physical quantities, including:
temperature, pressure, humidity, air flow, fluid flow or steom flow ""." "

* Analog Outputs; control equipment; the LCC4 provides either voltage ,,,'
or current output to modulate electronic devices such as speed
controllers

, 4.'[_.
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LCC-4 LOCAL CONTROL COMPUTER

Features

" Compatible with pneumatic/electric valves and actuators
" No calibration required
" Interchangeable for minimum downtime
" Telephone access via modem for service/diognosis
" Watchdog timer provides foilsofe operation
" Interfaces with fire and security systems
" Battery backed-up memory
" User-friendly -- no special knowledge required to operate
" Setpoints and strategies can be changed easily .. no need to change

or calibrate new hardware

At the very heart of Computer Controls Corporation's System-IV is the Lccal
Control Computer -- LCC-4. The LCC-4 contains the intelligence needed to use
the database information to monitor and control equipment. This unique
microprocessor-based control device also provides the system I/O ports, a self-
contained communications interface module with both RS-232C and RS-485 "'
capabilities, internal diagnostics, watchdog timer and full battery back-up.

The LCC-4 is a completely self-contained unit specially constructed and tested
for use in the typically hostile environments found in HVAC applications. All
ports and connectors ore color-coded for protection against wiring errors. There
are no exposed circuit boards and no switch-selectable options. LED's provide
immediate status and power indication, and on internal watchdog circuit
continuously monitors operations.

.5,

All LCC-4's are identical and interchangeable. While each performs a unique
function in o ,.-., ing system, that functionality is entirely defined by
software, making servicing easy and educing the need to keep spare parts.
Each LCC-4 is sealed, protected from corrosive atmospheres and other
environmental hazards. For extra protection, LCC-4's are usually mounted within
our enclosed standard panel.

A Local Control Computer may be used as a stand-alone, in a network or operated
remotely. VCC-4's ore available with 52 or 104 point capacity. All models hove
a local read port and a telephone interface. They control small to large,
simple to complex air handling units, chillers and boilers, as well as fans,
pumps, lights, etc. Ports are designated os digita or analog inputs and
outputs. To ensure increased reiiability, each po is predefined and
engineered with internal hardware customized to its designated function. -

Each LCC-4 is proqrammed with its unique database. Changes in the software are . b

eoily made by ,on technical operators using a " onagc (MS-DOS U, " ,,-
based Personal Computer) via telephone or dedicated communications bus, or from
an inexpensive terminal connected directly to the local read port.
Residing inside each ICC 4 are standard sohwafre applications packages that are
enabled at the time of purchase, eacm LCC 4 can run all applications.
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Regardless of the size of your facility, be it a single lorge building or a '

multi-site campus, the Computer Controls System-IV allows for limitless

expansion by installing additional LCC-4's. LCC-4's ore added to the Network

simply by connecting them to the communications bus via a 6-pin connector (RS-

485). P

Local Control Computers ore easy to install, maintain and service. These rugged

units, designed and built to operate under the most difficult environmental

conditions on the factory floor, are equally cost-competitive in commercial

installations.

Building control functions -r

o Modulation Control
eDemand Liniting *b

* Meter/Binary Switch Read ,ing tr,
o Air Handler Management Cunstant Control
•* nl Cag o VAV Control - Vuriable ControlI ,'xnl Read

o Time/Switch/Sensor based Start/Stop o Arag and Binory Alarm Points

e Central Alarming * Run lime Totalization

o Central Monitoring and Diagnostics o Analog Reading Conversion .,,.
* Interlock Based Slart/Stop • Remote Network Communicotions %

* Time Delayed SfortlStop e Analog Reading Select/Average

o Central Reporting * Load Executive b

e Calculated Point
e Optimized Start

* Duty Cycling

Technical Specifications ,.- ;

Processor: Motorola 6808
Real-Time Clock: 100 Year Calendar

Memory Size: 40K RAM
16K ROM

Communication Interface/Speed: EtA RS-485 / 300 to 9600 Baud

EIA RS-232C / 300 to 9600 Baud
Power Requirements:Vdc
Power Consumption: 6 Watts

Outputs: 16 or 32 digital outputs (semiconductor switch

each rated 24 VAC Ca I Amp)
4 or 8 analog outputs, 0 to 5V; 4 to 20 mA

Inputs: 16 or 32 analog inputs. 0 to 2V; 4 to 20 mA

16 or 32 digital inputs .

Battery Back-Up: Greater than 500 hours

Operating Conditions: 0 to 120 degrees F -"'-'

Size: 12.67' W , 15.o8- H x 5.00' D

Weight: 12 lbs (5.44 kg)

% h
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CESCO K1500O
KI500 EQUIPMENT SPECIICATIONS

The KISCO Control System is a compact, the network from a central office location
easily programmned desk/wall console used without leaving his office. The communi-
to monitor a building's environmental cations option also offers data logging
conditions and control the building's capabilities permitting hard copy docuinen-
mechanical equipment more efficiently. tation of load/sensor conditions for up
The KISCO0 Console in ccnjunction with its to forty-nine hours of operation.
precision real time clock, sensors and
load monitors, sample the environmental
conditions within a building. Based on
these readings, the Console activates re-
lays connected to the building's heating,
ventilating, air conditioning and light-
ing systems to maintain programmed sche-
dules and environmental conditions with
a minimum of energy usage.

A standard RS-232C serial data inter-
face is an option on all K1500 Control
Consoles to allow the user to operate K-1500-MX
the system from a remote location via
data terminal, modem and telephone lines.
This telecommnunications capability allows
an operator of many different buildings
to individually control each building in

SERIES 1(1500
ENERGY MNAGEMENT SYSTEM

CONTROL CONSOLE
K-1 50O-MX
K-1500-16
K- I S00-a

KEYBOARD _________

K-1500-16
DATA ENTRY KEYS 16 K-1500-8

DEGITS 0 -9 _______

DAYS Sun. thru Sat., Holiday, and Mon. thru Fri
Quick Entry Key

PRCMPT RESPONSE Yes / No / Data

INIT Allows entry into programnming/rnonitoring functions

CE Clear Entry

TEST Trouble-Shooting functions
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STAINDARD FUNCTIONS N.

Multiple on/off times for each load.
B'

Multiple temperature interlocks for each load.

Slave interlocks for programming multiple loads with

PROGRAMMING the same schedules.

Eight duty cycle schedules for each load.

Start time optimization based on indoor and outdoor -

tempera tures.

Displays program parameters for load. "

Displays temperature for each sensor.

Display program status of load (on/off)

Display time-of-day, day-of-week, real-time clock.

CAPABILITIES Variable comfort limit setpoints.

Cassette tape interface for program back-up.

Display optimization/shed status of load.

Display duty cycle schedule of load.

Individual programming for each load.

Sensors assignable to each load.

English Language Prompting.

PRCMPTING Eight Character, English Language display gives

Operator guidance with functions.

Informs operator of system status, error messages et:,v

More than 50 individual messages/questions are used.

COMMUNICATION INTERFACES

OPERATOR Five individual visual display areas.

RECORDER Binary Image with checksum, 300 baud standard

cassette interface. Mark / space frequency 2/5k ..

Two-wire twisted pair Frequency-shift Keying

Mark/space frequency 8/IOKHZ
MULTIPLEX (K-1500-MX) 16 bit word length.

5,000 feet maximum distance.

Sensor/FSK cable: Belden 845D, 845i or 3722 or equiv.

2 conductor shielded cable.
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OPTIONS

COMMUNICATIONS RS-232-C port utilizing standard ASCI II format,

K-1500-8, 16, MX serial binary data.

Software for communications with keyboard printer,

CRT terminal or computer system.

Modem compatible.

300 or 1200 baud, full duplex

7 data bits, one stop bit odd parity.

Feature also offers "Data Logging". The console samples
and stores temperatures, load status and demand information
for up to 2 days. Information can be retrieved on demand
for use in fine tuning the system.

%

Monitors building demand and sheds assigned sheddable

loads and increases duty cycle off time of "cycled" p-...

loads.

Automatic demand limit setpoint feature compensates

K-1500-8, 16, MX for seasonal changes and automatically establishes

correct setpoint.

Eight Load shedding priorities

Up to eight power feeds standard with multiplex unit.

Expandable to eight on 1500-8 and 16.

EXPANS ION

Loads expandable in groups of eight loads up to

max of 72. .

K-1500-8 & 16 ONLY Sensors expandable in groups of eight sensors up to

max of 32.

Load monitors expandable up to 8 in increments of one.

Console capable of controlling up to 72 individual

loads (Std.). . monitors up to 32 temperature sensors

and 8 load monitors.(Std.).. multiplexing feature

K-15OG-.MX allows easy addition of relays and sensors as budget

STANOARO CAPABILITY allows.

C -5 ..," '=
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OPERATING ENVIRONMENT +4OOF To 1200F (40C - SOC)

-20°F To 150OF Storage Temp. (-280C - 660 C)

0 To 951 R.H. Non-Condensing

PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS K-1500-MX K-1500-8 K-1500-16

Weight 7.5 lb. 30 lb. 35 lb.

Depth 17.4" 6" 6" -

Width 10.2" 12" 12"

Height 4.5" 18" 24"

POWER REQUIRE4ENTS 30 VA 30 VA 35 VA

95 TO 130 VAC 50 TO 60 HZ

BATTERY BACK-UP Rechargeable NiCd supports clock and memory

for 24 days minimum.

DEMAND

SENSORS E
FSK%

LOADS a""

CHILLERS " n U
'a

K-1500-MX K-1500-8 K-1500-16

8 - Demand Monitors 1 - Demand Monitor 1 - Demand Monitnr
32 - Temp Sensors 8 - Sensors 8 - Sensors
72 - Loads 8 - Loads 16 - Loads

g%" 0

CONTROLIO EUA EG? SYSTLUS Compao y

P.O. Box $553 •-, "
S42tMQ. WA 961133

LITHC IN U.S.A. Oetatis anci/or specifications suOlect to chanqe without notice. 101182
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K1500 SERIES Fn

ENERGY
MANAGEMENT MODEL 8

FEATURES .,

* Control Loads or Groups of Loads ".'4
":'*gj ''i

* Time of Day Scheduling

Multiple Schedules for Each Controllable
Group

Automatic Adjustment for Daylight
Savings Time

* Duty Cycle Control . ,

Each Controllable Group Can Have Multi-
ple Duty Cycle Schedules

Temperature Compensated Duty Cycling

* Individual Manual Overrides for Each '
Control Circuit

CESCO, with over 10 years of offering * Battery Back Up for Memory Protection

sophisticated Energy Management Con- in the Event of Power Failure
trols is a continuing leader in pro-
viding systems that help you control * Lockable Front Door for Program Access

costs without requiring a computer Security
operator. The CESCO K 1500 Series * Sensor Inputs for:

Energy Management System manages your .rsf
energy costs 24 hours a day for every Temperature Pressure

day of the year. It helps your com- Light Levels Start Time Optimiza- P
pany realize the most efficient use tion t ..

of its energy. ti.'
Night Setback Temperature Compen- .

sated Duty Cycling

The CESCO K 1500 Series Model 8 Energy OPTIONAL FEATURE
Management Control System is designed
for easy operator use with flexibility * Demand Control
of upgrading and expanding your system * uomad Control

as your facility use changes. Aot Dmde i
Multiple Watt Transducer Demand Inputs

* Telecommunication for Remote Programming
The CESCO K 1500 controls the equipment
in your building to reduce your consump- * Data Gathering for Energy Usage Histor- .i.."

tion and demand charges by as much as 10% * Power Line Carrier
tc 30% of your total utility costs. Simply
stared, that means profit for you. * Chiller Control

22313-UTH AVE. X SUITE i1 MTU. TERRACE. WA 98043 (206) 774-1971
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Time Of Day Scheduling that will bring the building into the "com
for: zone" by the star: of business.

The K 1500 Series equipment offers one

of the most flexible time schedules in Demand Control Option
the industry. With over 400 prograable With its self adjusting "automatic demand .0%
schedules available, the system gives setpoint" there is no need to guess at a
the energy manager real flexibility in demand shed point. Just select all shed-
programming his time requirements. dable loads and let the K 1500 shed your

Duty Cycle Control demand sheddable loads in a predetermined '

By cycling a load on and off during its priority. With the K 1500, there is no
need to worry about the local utility de- '

required time frame, a significant re- mand window because the demand level is
duction in power cost can be realized. constantly monitored.
Extreme on/off control can be harmful
to e4uipment. CESCO has built in a Telecommunications/Data Logging Option .
short cycle prevention. With 8 duty The K 1500 Series Energy Management Equip-
cycle schedules available for every ment may be configured with an optional
point with the short cycle prevention, senial conigured ithran opinal
the K 1500 Series Energy Management serial communications interface. Using .

System is one of the most versatile standard voice-grade telephone lines,

control systems available. Through the option allows total remote control

the use of temperature information, of the K 1500 equipment. The user may
the 'o ime of t her e cycledfora di sn check or change any parameters in the sys,-the "on" time of the cycled load is t m i c u i g o / f i e , d t y l
automatically adjusted to keep the tem including on/off times, duty cycle

evalues, setpoints, temperature values,
space temperature isidholidays, etc. The data logging option .-

ature "comfort zone". allows the collection and retention of

Sensor Inputs facility energy information including:

With 48 sensor inputs, the Energy * Load Status for each of the 30 defin- '

Management System manager is offered able time intervals "
almost unlimited control. These sen- * Sensor Readings for each of the 30 de-..
sors may be used for temperature, finable time intervals
pressure, air movement, light levels,
humidity or power demand levels. Soph- * Peak KW for each of the 30 definable
isticated control decisions based on time intervals
sensor values can be utilized in faci- * Average KW for each of the 30 definab3<
lity energy use control. Up to 8 de- time intervals
mand inputs can be coupled to the
K 1500. * Chiller conditions including chilled
With vhe temperature input capability, water supply temperature, return
Wpima thrtemperatreaint n capilt, water temperature, number of chillers
optimal sarut-up of heating and cool- running and the percent operating lev .
ing equipment can be performed by for each of the 30 definable time
comparing outside and inside tempera- intervals.
tures for a progra-able start time

SPECIFICATIONS
Electrical Enviror-encal PhvL.ical

Input Power Ambient Operating Height
95 to 130 VAC/30VA/50-6OHZ +40OF to 120OF (40C-500C) is

Output Rating Temperature Width
24VAC/3 Amp -20°F to 150OF (-28OC-66°C) Storage Tamp 14

Sensor Inputs Ambient Humidity Depth
4-20 MA or Resistive 0-952 Non-Condensing 6

Weight
28#

2=3134Th AVE W. SUIT !1
KIn.TU. EMACE WA 9M43

(205) 774-1971 c-59
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K 1500 SERIES

ENERGY
MANAGEMENT MODEL 16

Control Loads or Groups of Loads

.Time of Day Scheduling

Multiple Schedules for Each Controllable
Group

Ja Automatic Adjustment for Daylight P
Savings Time

* uty Cycle Control

Each Controllable Group Can Have Multi-
ple Duty Cycle Schedules

Temperature Compensated Duty Cycling

Individual Manual Overrides for Each

Control Circuit
CESCO, with over 10 years of offeringsophisticatedv- Energy Management: Con- Battery Back Up for Memory Protection.,,_.

in the Event of Power Failure
trols is a continuing leader in pro-
viding systems that help you control * Lockable Front Door for Program Access e
costs without requiring a computer Security
operator. The CESCO K 1500 Series * eno Inputs
Energy Management System manages your Sensor or.

energy costs 24 hours a day for every Temperature Pressure
day of the year. It helps your com-
pany realize the most efficient use
of its energy. tion

Night Setback Temperature Compen-
sated Duty Cycling

The CESCO K 1500 Series Model 1 6 Energy Q "i
Management Control System is designedOPINLFAUE

for each operator use wizh flexibility * Demand Control
of upgrading and expanding your system A
as your facility use changes.

Multiple Watt Transducer Demand Inputs '. Jk

The CESCO K 1500 controls the equipment Telecommunication for Remote Programming

in your building to reduce your consump- * Data Gathering for Energy Usage History ' -
tion and demand charges by as much as 10% * Power Line Carrier
to 30% of your total utility costs. Simply
stated, that means profit for you. * Chiller Control

22313-70TH AVE. W. SUITE 11 MTLK. TERRACE, WA 98043 (206) T74-1971
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Time Of Day Scheduling that will bring the building into the "com-O
fart zone" by the start of business.

The K 150 Series equipment offers one

of the most flexible time schedules in Demand Control Option
the industry. With over 400 programmable With its self adjusting "automatic demand "'
schedules available, the system gives setpoint" there is no need to guess at a
the energy manager real flexibility in demand shed point. Just select all shed-
programming his time requirements. dable loads and let the K 1500 shed your

Duty Cycle Control demand sheddable loads in a predetermined

By cycling a load on and off during its priority. With the K 1500, there is no
requiredie amedo asni ffdin re-need to worry about the local utility de-
required time frame, a significant re- mand window because the demand level is
duction in power cost can be realized. osatymntrd

Extreme on/off control can be harmful constantly monitored.

to equipment. CESCO has built in a Telecommunications/Data Logging Option
short cycle prevention. With 8 duty The K 1500 Series Energy Management Equip-
cycle schedules available for every ment may be configured with an optional :I
point with the short cycle prevention, serial comunications interface. Using
the K 1500 Series Energy Management standard voice-grade telephone lines,
System is one of the most versatile the option allows total remote control
control systems available. Through of the K 1500 equipment. The user may
the use of temperature information, check or change any parameters in the sys- "
the "on" time of the cycled load is

automatically adjusted to keep the tem including on/off times, duty cycle
values, setpoints, temperature values,

space temperature inside the temper- holidays, etc. The data logging option
arure "comfort zone". allows the collection and retention of

Sensor Inputs facility energy information including:

With 48 sensor inputs, the Energy * Load Status for each of the 30 defin- :.
Management System manager is offered able time intervals
almost unlimited control. These sen- * Sensor Readings for each of the 30 de- N'
sors may be used for temperature, finable time intervals
pressure, air movement, light levels,
humidity or power demand levels. Soph- * Peak KW for each of the 30 definable
isticated control decisions based on time intervals
sensor values can be utilized in faci- * Average KW for each of the 30 definable "

lity energy use control. Up to 8 de- time intervals
mand inputs can be coupled to the
K 1500. * Chiller conditions including chilled 7;

With the temperature input capability, water supply temperature, return
water temperature, number of chillers

optimal start-up of heating and cool- r at ren peratn lee.running and the percent operating level-:-'
ing equipment can be performed by for each of the 30 definable time
comparing outside and inside tempera- intervals.
tures for a programmable start time

SPECIFICATIONS
Electrical Environmental Physical

Input Power Ambient Operating Height
95 to 130 VAC/30VA/50-60HZ +40°F to 120OF (40C-500 C) 24

Output Rating Temperature Width
' 24VAC/3 Amp -20°F to 150°F (-28°C-66°C) Storage Temp 16

Sensor Inputs Ambient Humidity Depth
4-20 MA or Resistive 0-95% Non-Condensing 7

Weight

36 #

22313-7TH AVE W. SUITE 1
MTU(. TERRACE, WA 98043

206) 774-1971 C-61
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ciecw AC~CESSOR"IES
K1500 EQUIPMENT SPECIICATIONS

The Series K1500 Load Monitor i s
u se d t o mo n it or a b u iId in g's
*eec tr i calI p o wer consumption ~Iy
me a ns o f a s plit -co re c urre n t
t r an sformer. The Load Monitor
c o nt in u a y m eas u r es th e
b u iId ing 's c urr e nt usage and
conver ts t h is information into a
proap o rt ionalI signal which i s
r ep or t ed t o the Control Console -

v ia t he t wo w ir e FS K
(frequency-shi ft keying) Cable.

u i I d in gs with more than one $
elIe c trical service require a Load
M o n itor f or e a ch service. Up to
e igh t i nd iv id ualI Load Moni tors
may be used in one building.

SERIES K1500 LOAD MOtNITCR
K -LM

ELECTR ICAL

POWER REQUlRENvENTS 120 VAC, 60 Hz 1iVA.

CCvMUNICATICN BUSS FSK two-wire twisted, shielded pair.
Addressing block -up to 8 units.

SENSCR REACOUT

DE-NlA ND Percentage of full scale rated building ioa
r eIa t iv e' 0 0 - 9 9%; o r c aIi b r ate t o r ea d

directly in KM.

RESCLUTICN +1I of full scale.

ENV I ROW.ENT

CPERATJr\C TENhPERAT LRE_: 2 0 0F t o 12 0 F.
(-6.6C to 49 0C'.

HUVIIDiTY: 0 to 95-%b non-condens~ng.

C-62
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ST(RAC TENVERATURE: -20OF to 156 0 F.
(-29 0 C to 680C). do

HUViIDITY: 0 to 95% non-condensing. .

PHYSICALS

WE IG-iT CURRENT TRANSFOrWER: 1.75 lbs. (.794 kg).
LOAD vONITOR: 9.7 lbs. (4.40 kg).

LENGTH CURRENT TRANSFCRR: 6.0" (152.4rrm).
LOAD NONITOR: 10.25" (260.3rrm).

WIDTH CURRENT TRANSF(WIvR: 6.0" (152. 4rm).

LOAD MvCNITCR: 8.25" (209.5rrm). -'

HE I0-IT CURRENT TRANSF(WER: 0.75" (19.05rm). . ,

LOAD NONITCR: 4.25" (107.9rrrn). . :

DIMENSIONS

. '

8.25 4.25

-. 5,.

10.25

CT .

r

.

%

CONTROLJ.ED ENERGY SYSTEMS COMPANYI

P.O. Box 55548

SeaCtle WA 98155 ,
p. -

LITHO IN U.S.A. Details and/or specifications subject to change without nctce. 118L2 1 .
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j'h; 40
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _& 80 8 0 0

AUTOMATIC ALARM DIAL-OUT. '-.- ', --

A standard printer or terminal becomes your
24 hour monitoring and alarm message -

receiving station.. _________________

Microprocessor based electronics in the Encon 400 Feattures and Control Strategies Incluide:
&800 bring the accuracy and reliability needed for El Analog Control and Variable Cy clin

state-of-theart energy management, environmental -Reads and resiIds to terripevature, pi es ,tre, hurirdity
Control, and facility monitoring. These controllers arnd iother SCTnSors

are designed for optimizing efficient and effective ci ntrol 1] Direct Digital Control (DDC)
of: H VAC. refrigeration, lighting, boilers, and iOther -Va~ble iiutpurts for siiphi,!t(iuttd (.1% it *rrrrll-rta1 k ('rrl -

energy co nsunming equipment. 1] Demiand Limilling
- rvdscintrii of KWi dirirnrd pt-aks

Big S%. tern Capabilities tmake the Fncon -400 & 800 E Boiler and Chiller Resct C( Introl
the best choice for smaller energy co ntrol applications. - Ma.int;Iins itii \'%itirtri~pra ~ f,, f, irtv
[hese( uits Offer all of the felt ures fo und iti ther -ri-int
po\t, etful Enci n 1600 & 3200 co ntroillers. [ I Ziome En% ininni eal Cil %% it h Opt iit j d Sitin

- flrrrr-rt ie \t p 'ilits 'Ir-r hcilcdx d IIIi , I 'd i -i i
Direct Digital Control (DDC) is an easy-to-use feature a per 1trwl hasis
of these controllers. This capability makes Encon the -Night iftha ck rv~r Iplirrd I, t hit~ f i

logical choice for proportional control of dampers, valves, It-%l CISiW r (big toI time . (f vrii ne, (1irvl
chillers, and refrigeration systems. F] Serial 300/1200 Baud C itrirtriintiatt rts1 anid

A utomnatic Dial -out
The Encon 400 & 800 reduce energy costs, imiproive -Remote pTigratirtrirrg In _ rit r ii g':tiii i-ti. rind
comfort, and give you centralized control Of Your equip- alarmi rnc-sige ttinriuiwn
ment and facility. F] Multi G int-i diet netwi itking ;itnld - ci rr:Iiter

c~inbiility
-A'p tos titta ir b hic 'rwlkcd
-S(ftkare %aiIc fr IBMI PC ApNI,'1d )%
cliritrat rhic sNxteris
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Features: Unmatched Alarm Capabilities
r Time of day scheduling, 7 day progranming plus holiday The alarm capabilities featured in the Encon 100 & 800 are PIV
[ Schedulable fixed limit analog control unmatched by any system in their class. These features pro- -,
U Schedulable proportional limit analog control (DDC) vide the same level of sophistication and usefulness found in "

U Demand limiting and demand variable cycling Encon's powerful 1600 & 3200 energy management systems.

U Analog variable and/or schedulable duty cycling These features Include:
O0 Optimized start and temperature control by zone , Programmable alarm delay

U Schedulable timed local and remote overrides (1-600 -Insures no false alarms
minutes) EU Schedulable enable and disable times W d,

U Night setback minimum/maximum temperature control U English language message for every alarm
U Boiler and Chiller reset control EU I Alann for every input
E3 Economizer and Enthalpy Control F1- Alarm messages reporled on a standard serial pinter -'

U Main, First Alternate, Second Alternate, and Remote -No Computer required
Override Programs for each channel

U Serial Communications with any terminal or computer
U Automatic Dial-Out English language alarm reporting
U] Logging and report generating
Ul Staggered switching ..........
] 365 day holiday programming/up to 30 dates
U Seasonal programining by date range ..... ,

U Automatic leap year and standard/daylight time adjust- .... ..

ment capability
U Rechargeable battery back-up (NICAD): 68 hours clock, Detailed Alarm Reporting

minimum 200 hours program memory
U Program protected by security "lock" access code
U Automatic program entry error checking
U 1 minute resolution for all programming functions Specifications:
U 1 second momentary pulse capability
U Self diagnostics check internal system operation turning POWER REQUIREMENTS

all circuits ON in the event of a problem 12.5 to 14.0 volts AC, 50/60 Hz (power transformer supplied)
25 watts maximum
Dual power supply incorporates internal fuses, RFI and transient

Easy Programming! suppressors
Host Software/Networking RELAY OUTPUTS 400 800

The easy, operator prompted, programming functions of Replaceable plug-in relays 4 8
the Encon 400 & 800 are identical to Encon's powerful 1600 5 amps, 24 VAC max. Form C
& 3200 controllers. Programming can be performed via INPUTS 400 800
the front panel keyboard or any terminal or host computer. Analog 1-50 KHz frequency signal 4 8
Encon's optional menu -driven host software package with Digital 24 VAC On or Off Signal 4 8
English language prompting makes off line programming Demand Pulse 24 VAC Signal 5 pps Max. 4 8
possible. The Encon 100 & 800 can be utilized in large
system netwiirks along with 1600 & 3200 controllers when PHYSICAL 400/800
installed with an Eii,,on inlel 128 or 256 network intcrface. Width: 12 in. 305 cm)

Height: 12 in 30 5 cm)
Depth: 4 in (102 cm)
Shipping Wt.: 18 lbs.
tsteel enclosure with knockouts)

SERIAL INTERFACE
300/1200 Baud, full duplex, includes 25 pin RS-232 connector.
Built-in internally powered auto dial. aUto-answer, direct connect
modem available.

ENVIRONMENTAL
Operating Ambient Temperature Range 300 to 1000 F
Humidity 10% to 90% non-condcnsing

ENCON SYSTEMS, iNC.%
502- vandell Way
Campbell CA 95008
408 866-1111
800,538-3098 (outside Cahforna)
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Designed to meet the needs of energy management Sophisticatcd Control Strategies featured in these
professionals in the 1980's, these powerful fifth genera- systems include:
tion additions to Encon's family of energy controllers [] Analog control
offer a combination of extensive capabilities and [] Demand limiting
advanced technology features that is unmatched by Ci Optimized start
other energy controllers in their class. [] Temperature variable duty cycling
Modular and Field Expandable to fit both CUITent ] Schedulable zone environmental control
and future requirements of small, medium and even 11 Monitoring, data accumulation an( rvptiing
large installations, the Encon 1600 and 3200 are [I Automatic dial-out alarm reporting
available at prices competitive with substantially less Li Boiler and chiller reset control
powerful systems.
Superior Analog Signal Transmission Technology The Encon 3200 is available with 8-32 relay (utputs,
has been designed into the Encon 1600 and 3200. All up to 32 analog measurement inputs and up to 32 digital
inputs are protected by opto-isolation, require only inputs. The Encon 1600 has the same features as the ..
a pair of unshielded wires.. and the sensors need 3200, with a maximum of 16 relay outputs, 16 analog
No Field Calibration! and 16 digital inputs.
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hisid theCOMMUNICATIONS
EFLCON 3200 fndustry sandard RS22port-- -~ - .

stationary terminal (or computer) as---
an alternative to programming and
inter rogation via the front panel 7keyboard. Also connects directly to -

amodem for remote access. .'N
AUTO-ANSWER MODEMtI
(300 BAUD)
1600 and 3200, connects directly .T 77
to standard tetephone jack to allow

~~l. programming, monitoring and acces---
sing data to be performed remotely a
from any modem equipped computer ~..-
or terminal. I-' '

DEMAND INPUTS*
(OPTO- ISOLATED)
Accepts signals from power meter
or KWH pulse transducer for -- .XL. t2at..ir
demand control. Up to eight demand -'

set points provide eight schedulable
shed priority levels which allow
changes during time- of -day, day- of - r -,4z
week, or date ranges.

S RUGGED PLUG-IN OUTPUT 1 A
RELAYS- L .j L~~L ~.
8 opto- isolated relays, with full size ~''
terminals, are provided on the main 1
board in the 1600 and 3200. All *~.~-.-p

U relays. are 24 VAC, 5 amp single- -5

pole double-throw (Form C) replace-
able type. c W - -1 =

EXPANSION OUTPUT RELAY ______________ ,La ~ t.. Z.

BOAROSI-
Contains 8 relays and terminals
identical to those on main board. -*-- .. .--

The Encon 3200 accepts up to 3
additional output relay boards, The i1L
Encon 1600 accepts 1 additional Ike -~ L..aLLj ~ .a~

board. Expansion boards are also -----

available with 4 relays.

Advanced Control Capabilities
The Fincon 1600 anid :3200 conti-ols licating, air ti odi.

tioning, rehigeration, light [rig, etc., acm iding to a wkide rnge
of .-riteiia, such as time-of-day, day-of\\ck-, date valige,
analog and digital sens;or inlputs, Kw demiand ,or p.v-ator
control.

The power-ful inicr oprocessor prov ides a high degr-ee of
programnming versatility to aillowv the optlimum inix of
sophisticated control strategies. These include analog vari-
able duty cycling, day arnd night zon1e tCenipC;1 ire c introl,
demnand limiting, optimnized siart, hoiliday sche(duleS, timed
overrd prograins and miore. These feairies give the Encon
1600 and 3200 unparalleled co ntrol vtrsal ility to maimize
energy savings.
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ANALOG AND DIGITAL INPUT
BOAROSt

* - .-. 1 ~Each board provides 16 analog and

16 digital inputs The Encon 3200
accepts up to 2 boards, the Encon

C> -01600 accepts 1 board. TheseU boards are also available with 8
analog and 8 digital inputs.I

ANALOG FREQUENCY INPUTSt~ _ (OPTO-ISOLATED)
Designed for use with a full line of
1-50 KHz analog frequency current -

- -.------------.-~- _ _pulse sensors for temperature,
- - -pressure, humidity, etc. Eliminates

field calibration, interference prob-
7 vl.. lems, shielded wiring, and provides

___ ~ ~ .I Iopto -isolation protection for the
* Al microprocessor

(OPTO- ISOLATED)43 Designed for use with simple pre-
set threshold sensors, remote over.
ride switches, motion sensors, or
any contact closure in a 24 VAC
circuit. Can be used for monitoring
as well as control purposes.

ALL STEEL CABINET*
Provides ample space for easy
access to all connection points

*Standard on all units
tFactory or Field Installable

- - Option

Input Monitoring and Data Collection Superior Analog Signal Transmission Technology
The Enciin 1600 and 320)0 provide the infoiatiOn The Encon 1600 and 3200 are the first. vnci g coitrit I i ti

needed to monittor a building's environmient and optlinrize its utilize the suIperior characteristic.- of anal ,g frequtrnic
energy use. current pulse signal tr ansinissit in. BeCauLIe the' at.11 it. ig t

Reports on all analog, digital, and demiand inputs list the signal varies In frequency rather than DC aniplItude., dat.
cur-rent values and historical milinmumM and mia Xinrum values, can be sent over long distances; with itit fea,,r (If dt-t It I l'ti1

including tim e and date. These may be displayed or printed or disruption. This also permits, anlig Itiput signifs tI he
on any terminal or comTpu~ter via the RS- 232 ptirt opto- isolated protecting the [III(:[ V1. Wct > k. ircIuttr ft. 'ti

Other repo rts uniquely available on the Enci in 1600) and voltage spikes, static vlecttik it chi gc,, and 1)h .rl

3200 allow detailed analysis of arialog and dettiard set interference. Since tlte au! 1g 1t . W III 11 cut
pints, digital on rdititiris, arid al o"c 11l n;i1tii,il i etilt: freqnierticy range f ir ah 0!- t~ 4 n)- it I~, ! 1 11.- WIt

activity. For each coriditini thc citt ieit Status Is repj, it ted, buddin111g, the signal- art itud:.tI ui. j I I. It x

as wCll aIS tot;uls for( riur1iher oIf )cciltentice arid clapi~td require shiteldil H tr 'hit 'a - !i. :t, K .) .0 1

timec... infrrrtrtlin critical toi fine tuning p~r .gt;iiti, nit 111il1't data trarrtt iii in I- pi,. (., (I It 1'

ing irtipurIttrut equLipiIuent artl d crittientirig (i tIc;ild Ct C- 69
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Features: UnmatchedAlarm Capabilities
El Time of day scheduling, 7 day programniing Plus hoi day The alann capabilitics featured in the Enc n 1600 & 3200 J
0l Schedulable fixed limit analog control are uniatched by any !yrstvi in the'ii clars. The-~e feaitures .

0 Schedulable pri)piirtiontal iilt anailo)g conitrol I )I)C ) provide the same level of ohkiui nand usclfulncs-s founI~d
Ell Demand limiting and demand '.ariable cycling in Enc in' poxwetful .100 & 8W0 energy inanagcioerit ytr

ol Analog variable and 'or schedulable duty Cycling These features include:
El Optimized start and1 teml perat Lre contro l by zone El Programmnahle alarin delay
El Schedulable timied local and remotte overrides Q1-600 -Insures~ no false alanuis

minutes) Eli Schedulable enable and disaible tittes
O Night setback iniiiiimu/maiiximum~l temperature control [I English language miessage for every alarm
El Boiler and Chiller reset control El I Alann for every Input
0i Economizer and Enthalpy Control El Alann miessages reported (on a standaid serial pinlter
Di Mai, First Alternate, Second Alternate, and Remote -No Computer reJuire-d

Override Programs for each channel%
EJ Serial Conunun.11icationS with any termtinal or coti putcr
l Aut, inatic FDial-Out Engli~h languiige alarmn rep(i tng

El Logging and rep itt gent'rriirg
Li Staggered switching
l 365 day holiday progianitig'up too 30 dates

0i Seasonal progi anming by date ranige .
i Automatic leap year and standard/daylight tine adjust ____

ment capability
l Rechargeable battery back-up (NlCAl)): 68 hours clock, ealdlrmeotn

miitni 200 hours program memory
l Program protected by security "lock" access code

[I Automatic programn entry error checking
l I m~inute residuti' in fo r all ptr)i gaitioog functii flus §pec-ifications:

Di I sc md ionieintary puul~c calu)ihiliry PWRRQIEET
Li Self diagnostics check internial syrdemi operation turining PWRRQIEET

all ircit' ON n ti eent f aprolem12.5 to 14.0 volts AC, 50/60 Hz (power transformer supplied)
- 35 walls maximumEasy Programming! Dual power supply incorporates internal fuses, RF I anid tranisienit

Host Software/Networking sAIUMpREs Ors US 160 30
The ecu-'i opiat ir protutd, piogranitnung functions of MAIU EA UPT 60 30

the- En o 16001 & 3?01 are detutiCal to EnCiW 5 po)werful Replaceable plug-in relays 16 32
40) 1( cni ttr~ Pigrunrin cn epefoiie va5 amps. 24 VAC max ,Fo, m C o

the, frrit part ktct ,,rd I wny rerrnitad or host4 cimiplirer., MAXIMUM INPUTS 1600 3200
E i' n r~~ C '1 IItel ri' i It rli i h,),t s)f t I re pacitk aIg' t oh t1 Analog 1-50 KHjj freq~uenrcy sigiial 16 32
Erngtilil1rui, phriMiptirig )u~k ff linit pr-4grmiiing Digital 24 VAC On or Off Signial 16 32
P("i1Yf ul-Illg \pJ)lr 11, 11,%l I'C and1( 11u1od'~ylii>'h' Demand Pbl'sa 24 VAC SignalS psV Max 8 8
Err' -it 1600) & T20ll1 ,; cit h. titi d/ (IIn ltrge 'ydri nr't , (rk'
alirig .%. oh 100) & 80) 11ir11( %o vherul il~l'td .( ith anr PHYSICA[ 1600 3200
Frr', a rn,.d tt I 178,)r '256 t-tv 'r-k lintr fCi t Width 12 in 13 05 cmn, 12 in 130 5)cmiZN

Height 18 in 145 1 cm 24 in 610 cm
Depth 41in 10?P cm: 41n1 10?cii
Shipping Wt 21 lbs 30 It)
(sleet eniclosure with knockulta
SERIAL INTERFACE

300.' 1200 Baud full dulple'X. include.P; ?5 pin RS 2?V cii
Built - in intcmnalli Po~c,,ed auto dial, auto rv.rrdir, '-

modem availahle - ~
ENVIHONMENTAL
Operatiuig Arihwfit Tcriiwf il,-ue Bari 30 to 1001)
Humnidity ln0 t 9o 0 ' ? V ,ij

~I1\I~i~ {\ NCvje SY:t M-, INC
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PRODUCT DATA EflErC f" i Y-
SERIES 100 .

ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 4/24
" ,,: '.'!L 2:LiG EN,,,GY COI,5ROLLER WITH CIG M'UIM CAP/S1LITIES" ,,

64 Point Capacity.

En-rcon's n-v/ lird - :_2'.n c ' -
I ,, . , _

Sina',d "Sfzp c,-.d Co" 1 i2-s.
i' i ~Thc :-,c',-. .... U::,2 is c"- _ !.. . _h o ,. .r ,4_

prc amrn.

The Energy Management System is a flexible micro-
processor-based, pre-prograinmed unit which can .

reduce energy usage by controlling devices such as
fans, compressors, heaters and lighting. Available in -
4, 8, 12, 16, 20 or 24 load groups, this energy man-
agement system provides sophisticated control for
small buildings, utilizing Big System Capahilities.
Modular design allows future expansion by the user
as needed.

3 r5EM CKA.BL; ES A ?Ui:KL I C,

* English Displays * Department Stores • Banks

* Equipment Run Time * Discount Stores * Commercial Buildings
• Restaurants • Grocery Stores

* Trend Logging * Recreational Facilities * Office Buildings

* Alarm Identification 0 Schools * Shopping Centers
* Adaptive Optimum • Fast Food Restaurants * Medical Facilities

Start/Stop L Libraries • Churches .
• Convenience Stores 0 Public Buildings

7 2.

. -'S'
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EERCOf DRTR
SERIES 100

ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 4/24
SUIVIRWiRY OF STANDARD FEATURES

A*,11111%IN N11 FIIf( D1S1'AY
Eniglish Prompting - An Alpha Numeric Display leads the operator througoh systeri pro-
grammning and stIatus checking, resulting in more icraninegful data and cJSC of
programmi ng. 3
* Load Status - Displayed as; on,'off with control in effect (s chcduling cxcling, etc.)
-Systein alarm indications.

*X %KI NJ1) k It 1.1 [* -lnput'IOUtplmt es pansion aInd the addition of options can he Added hy
the usecr at any time.

*SciiJE:ii i.ES - include up to 5 on/off pairs per day. Sunday through Saturday, plus 5
special day schedules.

* IP ICA FE KEY - Allows easy' proramming of dencrtical loads and scheduileS.

* HOLII)1AYS -Schedule up to 32 holiday periods per yecar in adv ance.

* MINIMUMI OFF [IME - For any load control circuit arid to pm cs cnt short c,. des.

* I)LIY (Y('LIN; - Lip to 5 different cycles per load lic day.

* WADI SEQUENCING -Loa0 ds sequence on 3 second inter-vals.

*4 11,0) CO NTROI. (1 RC II'S - l.ED indicators foi imuff status indication.

*4 l)I.I I'M. SI FVHS [NJ' FS - For on/off indication.

At I OMIA II II.F V' N E \R \I( I. ME\lN F

*90 1) %NY MNiIO(RY It \ F I VRN It \( Kt 11

* A(I WIE \%DI\ DlI() Fl D1)1 W(K KEN IM) %RD

*9 S S 11KM . \RNS

*PO(M I,-HI-) IIN 24 )1,FH% N( M~ (KR

* l()K \B1I.E IKNIl 051 RE

7 _3
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EnERcon ORTR-
SERIES 100

ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 4124

SEIEEl'II ONE CON.lININI'CATIONS -Two way capability over voice grade phone
lines, provides for reportint system status, collecting historical data and altering system-

control parameters. -

- Auto call mode

- Auto dial-out mode to report alarms

" DIMANI) MONITORING AND ('ONIROI

-Sliding window predictive method ,.1

- Up to 4 meter inputs .

- Up to 5 demand targets

- 5 priority levels

- Floating target 'I -

- MaoNr1unr shecd time.

- Minirrmumr "on" tie-"

* I) \I)S -Up to 24. in group,, of 4

* AD\PTl\ 1. ')0IIl II) 'I.S R" ANI) ST'P

* DI{;II'-\I. ST-V ILS INI'IiIS -Expandable to 20 in groups of 4

* SIVI'IV IEI) TIMEI) OVERRI)E -Allows after hours occupancy

* EQUIPMENT RUN TIME -Will accumulate "on" time of load control circuits and-"

digital status inputs,

" ANA,0G INI'I "S - Up to 20 available

- 16 RTI) tempcraturc inputs in groups of 8

- Four 4 20 milliamp sensors in one group of 4

" IMIKR Vi RI' (()lI'I.NVI':I) I)TAlX ("I('l.lG %% il| X)j Si \1.I.
D)E \It \ ND)" -

Duty cycle tite is varied by temperature. The spa .ce temperature limits high lo and

dead hand are en tercd ftor cach Itotd

- OccurpiCd oteL1U ldtl teiricrdttttrc cnttro At A-%

- Teiipcr.ltirc rrvcrridcs

% t Rl P \P \%Slt)N -Digital ta s, terllper.itire tril)ut, or, a 1,oo, inpttis calt be ued 1'

alarri,. ip (o J tota l ttf 5i l)rspla\ s last ,alartr, tite of occurlnce, dur,it i. citiut l.lili

stallt

S"RINI I.0( ;( ;N(; -Operator iay select one or more of analog ttr tcflilpe'ratlrc p 1rit,

for hourly trend logging of mairnrn nU and i riniutio valtes for the last 30 hours Poirt, nt i"'

selected will be trend logged for their daily nad i(rrILt 3Frdl rirliolltll values intl .sst, i.rle" .

times for the last 30 days Daily poter consunptimr alrng with d;ailv pcrks and tinics of

occ(errcnc arc stored fr lit 30 daty. "'N

* At' 1(A)\ VI I( lEl(; 1( I.. I) kY (A.I I. LI( ION -Bih hcmrtirg and ctolirnlerce dr, s "N .'

are logged for last 30 da)s ,'4

p"M
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EflERcofl DRrF.
SERIES 400 '-

ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 4/24
SPECIFICATIONS:

ENVIRONMENTAL

Operating and Storage. .. .... Temperature: 320 to 122'F (00 to 50"C)
Humidity: 0% to 90% RH

(non-condensing)

PHYSICAL
Enclosure .. .. .. .. .. .. ... Sheet steel 18 gauge
Size. .. .. .. .. .. ... .... 12"w x 18"h x5 1/2" d

(30.48 cm x 45.72 cm x 13.97 cm)
Weight. .. .. .. .. ... .... 15 lbs. (6.75 kg.)

ELECTRICAL
Input Voltage .. .. .. .. .... 24 VAC ± 10%

50-60 Hz
Power Consumption .. .. . .... 3watts typical
Conduit Knockouts. .. .. .... Bottom of enclosure
Battery Backup .. .. .. .. ... Lithium chloride battery (90 day) 
Load Wiring .. .. .. .. .. ... Barrier strips, 2 terminals for each

of 24circuit outputs; wire
14-24 gauge

Local Sales & Service Office-

,qEflERtCfl DRTF
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The EMS-Z Series, the solution
to your energy management problems-
both large and small...

Good Business Sense EMS-Z Series Product Optional 1200/300 Baud Selectable
Few people would argue the fact Features Modem for Auto-Answer/Auto-
that, in order to remain profitable The EMS-Z facilities management Dial Over Voice-Grade
and competitive, a business must system is a stand-alone micro- Telephone Lines --

be carefully managed Companies processor that uses non-volatile Optional 76 Rermiote Display
generate annual plans designed to memory chips for its software and (4 Lines x 32 Character LCD) for
increase their productivity and data base programming The sys- On-Sight Access to System Data
profitability Yet without a well lem's programming is retained Optional Bubble for ad1iliona 128K
thought-out energy management during power outages, ehminating non volatile rn riory
program, a company can waste the need for battery backup.
thousands of dollars on energy The LMS-Z controls lighting, en- EMS-Z30 Specifications
inefficiency vironnient, and refrigeration to your Cabinet Dimensons .. 24"xl 1 x9"

Energy costs are no longer standards and provides detailed (l'-xHxD)
directly related to wellhead oil maintenance and management Weight ................... 36 lbs
prices Oil barrel costs have con- information. Among the system s Shipping Weight .......... 45 lbs
tnued to decrease 'vhile energy variety of control capabilities and Ope rating Temperature
costs have steadily increased The strategies are direct digital control. Range .............. 0 F-100 F
spiraling upward costs for con- total point-to-point referencing, Relative Humidity
structing nuclear power generating optimized start/stop, dynamic load (Non-Condensing) ... 0%-95%
tacilities are passed on to the shedding and duty cycling, relative Voltage Range .. 95VAC-135VAC

consumer you' store hour base scheduling, multi- Frequency Range .. 47Hz-450HZ
In fact. energy experts project an pie priurithed alarming, a unique Current Rating.....3A ( 115 VAC

annual 6% increase in the cost of refrigeration control algorithm, and Power Supply ......... - 5V (E: 6A
energy, without taking into account the NC10 Network Controller for ........ - 12V C 1 A
annual inflation If yearly inflation two-wire common bus interface .... *12V@25A
were held to only 4%, your energy System security requires the 12V (--w 1 A
costs would increase by 10% a keying-in of an alpha/numeric
significant amount. indeedi Quite password to gain system access
simply, energy management makes Multiple authorization levels are
good business sense! also available

The EMS-Z is easily field up- ,- Energy
Energy Management graded to grow and change along (JMI Management

Corporation with your operation EMC delivers Corporation
Energy Management Corporation tomorrow's system tailored to meet
was founded in 1974 and is now a today's needs. Subsidiary of
subsidiary of General Instrument GENERAL INSTRUMENT
Corporation, a 65 year old Fortune EMS-Z30 Configurations CORPORATION
500 company The reliable, flexible EMS-/30/31 (16 digrlal (utputs/ 9 Schilling Road

HUnt Valley. Maryland 21031

management systems that we 16 analog inputs/ 301-683-3500
manufacture are the result of our 16 digital inputs)
more than 10 years of diversified LMS-730/32 (32 digital outputs/
energy management experience 32 arnalog inputs/
EMC has an established reputation 32 digilal inputs)
for quality and innovation.

C- 77
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____SMART REMOTE
CONTROLtj Low Cost Lighting Automation Panels

Smart Remote Control (SRC) consists of standalone, intellgent
0 relay panels which provide the inherent switching flexibility of

Remote Control while eliminating the need for custom control
r circuits and external scheduling devices. The -Nelligence for1 each panel resides in two plug-in cards a Cuntrol Module with

I~132 relay output capability anid a Switch Input Module with 16 .

progammale nput Ths inellienc pro~de themos

critical functions required for effective lighlirig control mrore
efficiently than lighting contactors linked to ani en-ergy

-Imanagement systlem or tirrelocks. and it dces so at cur, I: e

Wiring Flexibility
Programmable Switches

Any number of s witches rray be coni ected to a -.viich
input which in turn may be programmrred to control any

- -- ~group of relays in that panel For instanice an ocjpant S
switch can be prograrnmed to control the lightig relays
for his area In addition, a master switch can be

A Relay panelassembywth portabeprogramming module programmed to control all of the lighting relays on the ~
floor, including those controlled by each occupant
switch. If the circuits to be controlled by any swvitch
should change. no rewiring is required, instead, thei1 switch definition would simply be reprograrrrnmed To

A ~A single switch may ilso be uised to control rei 1 s in
several panels. This allows a single masier s.,vtch to ber V~ r programmed to control selice :glhtig circuits
Throughout the butiling ..

Low Voltage Control Wiring
All cwrtchlegsise ifle - e low -, -- g .% I c h .

~I.I .ilso reduces ttie isk of Stirck ir~nd lire
Pl n neligen-ce moiridules tPilot Light indication.

e;'. ,(e rogrammaib4 Relays may he sup(pi -d .vtlh poit - -i!,,s t I ulvv
vlChes arid relay ctlecuinq . .*.bA central pilot light nrdicit on of ihe!g !g- "!arus%

Energy Savings
FA.4rnile PNfrm'mng UiS V The man hnard inteli go'ice i'sc illows each eay to be

!,onilef tly ,ctwitiled 7f- W..rc s !he ii! rm, g nes' e
ituled rr e,ichr -- ta 1 ie on) r.orila . ( jicy In

t on p1i -r~viSan be -ic 2.-I A. ~I
2- n C stled in periri iter Kones -vhre, i, llq i ~ j'gs

i.i it-le Sv tchies for the .n i i - 1' ~' be
-. - ; ) r af'rmirred to Lurlrtol oiy- ' . -f- , .is

-i-it ,fovrde the hulk of ti e e n -. I e ny

Occupant Sensitivity
Irn ifi1idiidI occupantf At(f a1y t,(? e-'-t i
lurned OV-F by theIm rn '11c ' oble A .. i ' tle

yCPT ''I' .m'v w oe ~rpre pfrog',rnming :ir, e delay feature illow.s -Oi wl a~ n itO Ojn I
, efr de of 2-250 minul)Ltes S.' p;:ly prnsrr 1, th ON

r treduring the delay -Ail resart the t~m n(: cie[7TL II~J ~ I Intelligent Building Systems Integration
The programmabie Switch IrputS In each l,'~ Ky11 'rrtly
intrraced to the Output lontaIcts Of mu1St eifleirral cr'irOl
systems This allows these systems to m(Adlly Cuiro. "I" 'ed %,

lging circuits within each panel
Multiple Facility Control

capability allowing it to be pregrVrrmm-ed (itj i re d -4-C-7 2122le fro be rerl P e loa ithIonanr n
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CONFIGURATION ~

AiLAT P A LA AT I Rif

TROOP ArTFL~iI

43S R AT POAWL

Au~ bA fO

e* Installation KEY FEATURES/ BENEFITS
The fully assembled, tested relay ipAriel is mow ted rn the 20 amp, 277 VAC Latching Relay AA.
electrical closet The numbered reiays, are wired in ,eries ivithSabepoiveprtonltcstoatpoin
the circuit breaker controlling the highirig circuit The cal Satatle, restins oposition, durings powe latgso

swithesarewird tonumere swtch put'er "aonsNo power consumption during normal operation,
Programming momentary power required only during change of state.
Each panel may be programmed locally with a poriable Low Voltage Control Wiring
programming module or rerotely mith a CRT ising Small, low voltage control wiring reduces the cost of long

eecomunictonsswitchlegs.
The iser data and nrpreral ('ock in QICS rnelav an Low energy power reduces the danger of shock and tire.

Nt- T!rya Pwr ackiip wen rir. edrf-i ,m ftu ty Fully programmable switch operation
No her~repae-rnt r-qnredAny switch controls any group of relays.

Maintenance 2-250 minUte imnedelay option by switch.
in -e e, entof a a Ire hi e 1g -, -7'cQ jrs.r- tV 365 day scheduling
Cp-.e n pdidr nit- .fC, r'i ~ u 15 hoidays programrmable 1 yerin avne
Dl'F )n toe floor 1 minute resolution.
Upgradability Password protection on program data
SRC pirel can) he Fiddy ',garn 1 P'.,ry t ; Intern al power backup
Control The Control ncds! s'X' ll ,,I;d h h a P1 C Requires no maintenance or battery relp!acement.
Oijpui module -ind i J1 rgl A i'13r Qti fu -i1 e Plug-in intelligence modules, relays, switches

% corn-mjncatorns link to a P1 C i ral ..lont~ijiler aymitnce

Telecommunications
Remote programming. display, control v a s!,rrrd 3rd dial up

tlphone tines. *

Simple Upgrade to Programmable Lighting
Control

Protected invebtment.

For more intorrmation see G EA 11594.
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KLoad Control Systems

W7000 Series II System
The W7000 Series II can be used alone or with multiple options and per;pheral
devices to provide a wide range of functions and sophistication. The various
system components are explained on the following pages with block diagrams r,
illustrating how each fits into the system. W7000 Series II with all available options
and peripherals is illustrated on page 176.

... W7010/20E,G,H and W7040H
Load Control Systems
Microprocessor-based load control system for automated building
energy management.

The W7000 Series II Load Control Systems reduce energy costs by limiting
kilowatt (kW) demand and lowering energy (kWh & Btu) consumption using 4
energy management functions: Time-of-Day (TOO), Optimum Start/Stop (OSS).
Demand Limit Control (DLC), and Temperature Dependent Duty Cycling (DC)
TOO control reduces kWh consumption by turning loads on and off according to
a user-entered program based on time of day. Optimum Start/Stop reduces kWh
consumption by working with TOD to turn HVAC loads on and off. OSS calculates
the latest time to turn HVAC loads on before occupancy (Optimum Start) and the
earliest time to turn loads off before the end of occupancy (Optimum Stop).
Demand Limit Control monitors kW demand and automatically sheds and
restores loads according to a user-entered program that maintains peak demand
below a preset level. Temperature Dependent Duty Cycling reduces kWh
consumption by controlling loads based on temperature according to a user-
entered program. The duty cycle is varied continuously with temperature.

The W7000 Series ii contains an internal Power Line Carrier (PLC) multiplexer
This allows the W7000 to be connected directly to a PLC transmitter which sends
ON/OFF control signals over existing building wiring, eliminating the need for
extensive control wiring (see page 206 for PLC).

The numerous auxiliary functions in the W7000 Series II serve to automate
building operations and simplify W7000 installation and operation These
auxiliary functions include. 365-day clock with automatic adjustment for daylight-
saving time and leap years; 3 different holiday schedules; TOD Bypass. Forced
ON/OFF and Bypass switches for override capability; continuous LED display for
kW, date and time; simple prompted programming; self-recharging battery
backup, malfunction diagnostics, and a 2-digit programming access code The
W7000 Series I is available in 10-, 20-, and 40-channel models

Multiple options and peripherals are available to enhance the operation of the
W7000 Series II System. These include. 07000 Communication Module (page
168) for telephone communication and data storage, RAMP'II (Remote Access
Monitoring Program) software package for personal computers (page 170),
W7025 Data Processing Panel (page 171) for 20 additional temperature inputs,
and the S7400 System Interface and Monitor (page 173) which connects the
W7000 to the T7400/W7400 Programmable Commercial Thermostat, monitors
equipment run time, number of cycles, and provides 2 alarm inputs

Dimensions (all W7000 Series II models): 19-3/16 in. [487 mm] (with mounting
bracket) high, 16-1/8 in. [410 mm] wide, 6-3/4 in. [172 mm] deep Listed by
Underwriters Laboratories Inc.; Canadian Standards Association c..rtified

C--2 TRADEL If.. .



Load Control Systems

W7010/20E.G,H and W7040H continued S..

OUTPeUT$ FROM W700

W7000 SE[ RIES 1 10 OR 20 OUTPUT RELAYS

INPUTSTOW70___ CAD 1O0.
OUTD OOR TEMPERATrURE IR . OR US OF '

IN.OOR TFMPE RATURC 111

PULSE M EL
W972 WATT TRANSOUCEIR OA 20.

ALTERNATE SET POINT -- CUP OF
tAL.ARM INPUT -1,,O _

tt
LOADSN AIAl ILARM PF'LA COITACTS

)000 II[$S 1

A C " (AS
O :0 OR 40
ADDRESSES
P"OSSIBLE

W7000 Stand-alone Functions
-Models available for control of 10,20 and 40 loads or groups of loads.
-Time-of-Day Programming.
-Optimum Start/Stop.
-Temperature Dependent Duty Cycling.
-Demand Limit Control with multiple set points and programmable MIN. ON,

MIN. OFF times.
-- Automatic calculation of calendar changes for daylight-saving time and leap

years.
-Three different holiday schedules with 25 programmable holiday dates.
-Time-of-Day Bypass and Forced On-Off -both channel selectable.
-Two temperature inputs.
-LED display provides visual indication of all system parameters including kW

set point, date, and time.
-Prompted programming for simple program entry.
-Self-recharging Nicad battery backup.
-kW and kWh history.
-Accepts kW input from watt transducer or pulse meter.
-Alarm input
-Extensive malfunction diagnostics.
-Selectable 2-digit access code to prevent unauthorized programming.
-Locking cover.
-Power Line Carrier (PLC) multiplexer is built into the W7000 Series II, provides

PLC control of 10. 20, or 40 receiver addresses.

ELECTRICAL RATINGS:
Power Input -120 Vac, 60 Hz.
Maximum Power Consumption--80 W.

TEMPERATURE RANGES:
Operating-32 F to 122 F [0 C to 50 C].

W7000 SERIES II MODELS AVAILABLE: "b"
Available only through Authorized Honeywell Energy Management Distributors

continued rex page
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Load Control Systems

7~W7OtO/2OE.G.H end W7040H continued

Time-of.Oa y
Order Number Demand Limit Duty Cycle _ Programming Optimum Start/Stop Number of Channels
W7010EI046 _ -- x - 10 -__

W701OG1042 x - x - 0

W701OH1008 _ x - 1

W7-020E1044 -- - 20- - - ----- _

W7020GI040 __ x 0
W7020H 1006 X ____20 10X%2e
W704OH1002 X X X 40-

*20 Channels may be hard wired or PLC, the other 20 channels are PLC onlye

Additional equipment, accessories, and parts available only through Authorized
Honeywell Energy Management Distributors
AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES
W972B1000 Watt Transducer Converts Signal fromn service voltajgt_ and CT S --

(current transformers) to a 0-100 mV signal propurtionall to biding kWV Used,
as demand input to W7000

C5001 Current Transformers (T
Donut type - -

C5001 A100 1 400 5 ratio
C5001A1019 8005 ratio
C5001AI027 1200 5 ratio

Split Core type
C500181009 400/800/1200 5 ratio
C5001B1025 800/1200/1600 5 ratio
C5001 B101 7 1600/2000/2400 5 ratio

07000A 1029 Communication Module
-S70002A 1007 Data Access Arrangemiert (DAA) Bell 103 Compatible-

194810OA RS232 Compatible Cable)ZA7002 RAMP 11- for use with personal compute--rs Autuomatic-aliy terz:phc'-t,
installed W7000's and recalls 07000 data Saves manipulates. edits, and
formats data for reporting and monitoring purposes

W7025A1006 Data Processing Panel (DPP) Provides 20 additional temperature
inputs to the W7000 Series It for OSS. DC. tenipefil ire niocitoinrg ar-2
alarming

S7400A1005 System Interface and Monitor (SIM) Interfac-es W700u to T7400
W7400 Programmable Commercial Thermostat System Provdes alaxm Coir
tact inputs and event monitoring inputs which are logged by the- OND1.'t'

Communication Module for equipment diagnostics,
WV7026A 1005, Junction Panul RS4?2 Juncticir Paritr for usfi vAth th, ',V,2

Series 11 Sisti-n
T 7400/W740(.) Frg~r~h~CrrTrrn (-i Thor'~i I

I~~~~on~~~ SI 40 N 40 S* i,.o sht,- t for rol 6'1 21 3 fur dit i Ia
Complete ordering inforriaftn,

Power Line Carrier (PLC) sii
-TC?20IF10(J4 (1120 Va a-1 IC/0fi2 T4 r, t , a,

rnultiplueA. I c, rt ; sigi t ' I lrajr>:7) s j,

building er ;),
R/20C100'j 112o) 20l 2410 2,7 Vaq.j and,,

-R720C 101 7 (480 Vac) Receiver Relaiys detect rriitI9ir

building wiring and control connected lorad, ON or OFF
Bypass Switch Option

-194639[ Wt010 Hypass- Switch Option
-19463')F Wi/020 Eypis; Switch Optiurr

Solid State Tenip-'ratur e Sensor-
-194950H regolar accu~racy */4 F 2 2)- 1949JOE high accutracy '2 F [1 1 C]

C- '.T l f~7
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IDEC's New Low-Cost Micro PC.

.41

L
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The Mach 1 is a compact, low- The CPU ccntains a powerful Somne applicalwns are
cost micro programmable controller executiye program including 700 0 rle Itors 9 '.acrn-ie c-nlrol
designed to meet the requirements words of user memory, 184 itenal * convo-yiors 0 Al[drm systemss

* of a broad variety of applications, relays (56 are retentiye) 20 timers/ . Ptanp :'itrol * Tli,,ljrica1 ;ijing I

The right size in low profile counters, 8 special internal relays. * Striping a V.nrling
* styling, the Mach 1 will conserve and shift registers. ei ch,,n ,s
* panel space and trim control Diignoslics include CPU error * . r ~
* expense with the use of smaller, memory error, syntax error and bat- * Arw-ir P envmd id.emtsing

lower cost panels tery NG.
Available in 8 or 16 inputs and A detachable program loader is

8 or * 6 outputs the Mach 1 offers provided to write user programs
I IDEC* flex y quality and economy. The loader is equipped with 12 SSES&CNRL

ut odlesar avilbleinbasic instruction words, 3 position CORPORATION
120 C and 24V DC DC input switch for run, program and auxil- 1213 1 KO '-RVE
moe- s are available in sink or iary. and an auxiliary lack for pro- S;UNNYVAL.E CA 4189 21

suCtyegram storage The display is large .8001 e 38 8098 (4081 4'7 .Th50
Mach 1 output modules are and bright using LED s to indicate

available with 5 amp contact relays, data and function.
solid state relays or transistors.

e .iC



SPECIFICATIONS INSTRUCTION WORDS

General Specifications
Power Voltage 120V-240V AC Symbol Name Description

* 10 to -15% LOAD LOAD Starl a line of logic
Storage - 10 to 701C AND AND Logic AND (series circuit)
Temperature OR OR Logic OR (parallel circuit)
Operating 0 to 60'C OUT OUTPUT Coil-end of line of logic -j

TmeaueNOT NOT Inveried logic (normally closed)
Operating 51to95% MCS Master Control Set Starts master control

HuiityMCR Master Control Reset Ends master control
Dielectric AC 1500V tor TIM TIMER Delay on or delay off
Strength I minute CNT Counter Counter
Insutation 2OMfl min.. F hf eitrSitrgse
Resistance 500V DC FShfReitrhftegsr
Vibration Conforms to .115 SET SET Set internal or out relay
Resistance C091 1 Ita R FST RESET Reset internal or oulout relay

Class 3
(16 7Hz 3mm)

Shock Conforms to .115
Resistance C0912 (IlOG)

Function Specifications
Contriol System Stored program PROGRAMMING EXAMPLE
Program Method Logic symbol 2
Instruction Words 12 basic03

instructions LOAD 0
Program Size 700 words OR AN1O
Memory Type CMOS RAMANNO2
Scan Time 20ms average OUT 3

(500 words) CTLOD 6
to Ponts 7600 LOD 7

Inpt 80or 16 SCNT 600
Output 8 or 16 5

Internal Relays 184 points LOD 10
156 points are 10 TOM TIM 610retentive) 61050

Special Internal 8 points
Relays 5
Siftt Register 128 points max
Tmers Cux,nters 20 Points

timerO (0 I 999 9s)
counter (1 9999)-__-____________ _________________

Dagnostics CPU error.
program error EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
syntax error,
Battery NG

External Input Run Stop 0 CPU Unit *Detachable Hand Loader
Control

1/0 Specifications ,

AC Input 8 points per module .31

Voltage 120V 50 60Hz,

ON 96V
OFF 24V

Tltage 24V-
-Wialt -,n f , c

ON 14 4V
9F 7 2V

mrpedance 2 4K 1 /0 Module
Current IrOmA

Roiay Output 8 pu'ns 0e, r"iduie
Contact SPST iNO). ,

S,; er Nirkel.
Maxioad 5A I 20V AC 30V DC 7
Minload 100mA 5V-

* SSR Output 8 points Per fnodule *J
Tlranssto Output 8 or 16 prints 4 -- ' t 4

per rnidule r x::

A.~~*,4C *O 7aI
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PS3 MICRO PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

12 KEY FEATURES
e Analog inputs/outputs * DIN rail mounted
* Real-time clock * Capability to connect to another

(including 32 alarm signals) programmable controller or computer
e High-speed input (10kHz) * Hand-held programmer
• De-centralized operation * Light-pen programmer
* Modular expansion capability e Comprehensive library of software modules
e Arithmetic functions +, x, + e Programmable timers

KLOCKNER-MOELLER has developed a compact, rugged, to medium complexity.
low cost, programmable controller PS3. Its high speed input (10 kHz) and powerful arithmetic func-
Bearing in mind the variety of functions required of modern tions +,-,x, , embodies the cumpiete soiution for high
control systems, the highly efficient PS3 has a unit exten- speed counting.
sion facility. Its analog input/output capability makes it ideal Communication with a computer/programmer is an essen-
for closed loop controls-previously the exclusive domain tal requirement of any Pc system. Having two RS 485 in-
of larger programmable controllers-and permit its use as a terface ports, the PS3 can be programmed via a hand held
decentralized unit for the PS 32. This, coupled with the programmer (PRG 3), a light-pen programmer (using the
comprehensive software library which the microprocessor PRG 300) or with any IBM-PC or compatible unit.
offers, makes the PS3 suitable for machine controls of low

PS3-DC PS3-AC PS3-8

1 Worldwide customer service Yes Yes Yes
2 Cap dimensions for service distribution boards Yes Yes Yes
3 Digital inputs 16x24 Vdc. 16x24 Vdc. 8x24 Vdc.

outputs 16 x 24 V transistor 8 x 240 V/2 A/relay 8 x 240 V/2 Aelay
4 Analog inputs 4x 0 -0V 4x0 - 10V -

outputs lx0-10V %x0-10V

5 High-speed counter input 1 x 10 kHz 1 x 10 kHz -
6 Puwer supply 24 V d.c 110/240 V a c. 110/240 V a c. %,,r
7 Real-tine clock Yes Yes - %
8 Cycle time for 1000 addresses Typically 2 ms Typically 2 ins Typically 2 ins -"

9 Program modules: Timers

Counters Each with 32 Each with 32 Each 'ith 32Shift registers.

Comparators
10 Arthmeic funcl,ons: +,-,x. Yes Yes Yes

Programming

11 Wvlh PRG 3 haiid 1ield programmer Instruclion set
12 ,tlh PRG 300 ight pen programmer Instruction set

(,ilso for dccumeniation) Ladder diagram

13 W:h IBM PC or sompalbledevice Instructon set
(;,so for dacurmentation) taddei diagram

-;, System combinations
% 14 PS3-4--"- o- PS3 Maximum four units

Fach unit can be used is hasic unit or eXi uisiori unit -

Field bus interface crible, 3 core, scr 'ned,
t ength of field bus rip to 600 m

15 PS 32"-----PS3 Maximum 32 units can be used ,is d, .fal,'-d ,-ile 110
IBM PC'O-' PS3 Field bus mrterface cable. 3-core, shfhlued
Klockner Moeller PS 32 prograrnmnable controller l ength of field bus up to 600 m

16 Dimensions Model Price
Width 215mm PS3-8
Height 100mm PS3-D C.

Depth 135mm PG3
SIM PS3

Klockner-Moeller Corporation
Corporate Office
4 Strathmore Road, Natick, MA 01760 V., ;.e "I, i f, V6

(617) 655-1910 Telex: 94-8434 Telefax: (617) 655-21E C-90

-. .. ,- *.. * . . -," -.. - . ,.. .-- ",-", . -, "-"... . "." ".".., .-. . . ..-. . . . . .. -.-.. ".'. . - .-..-.-. ::'-
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System 600 Stand-Alone Control Unit (SCU)

An integral part of the System 600 Stand-alone Energy
Management System, the Stand-alone Control Unit
(SCU) utilizes the functionality of Distributed Digital -
Control (DDC) to perform basic temperature control in . -
addition to energy management. Each SCU can operate -

as a truly independent control panel. Or, many SCU's .
can be wired together to form a local network in which -- i .

the panels can communicate point information or con- i '-"'- .. ' -
trol instructions with each other without a host Central 'I C , ti--
Processing Unit (CPU). , -tr--,1 .

The heart of SCU is the controller board which contains - '.--r... " j7
multiple processors and allows the SCU to accomplish
tasks, such as:
* Define the system hardware configuration, con- -. ,

trol logic and other parameters necessary for the System 600 Stand-Alone Control Unit
successful management of the building control (SCU)
system.

9 Full Proportional-Integral-Derivative control of Features
HVAC systems minimizes offset and maintains
tighter control to assigned setpoint. * Allows user to add, delete, or change points

- Monitor system operation and control the building without vendor assistance.
environment, thus ensuring occupant comfort. * Allows user to write custom control sequences."".

o Provide the user with the capability of exercising without vendor assistance.
operator control over the System 600, such as alter- • Uses MCC Powers proven DDC architecture.
ing setpoints, switching control modes, displaying * Provides temperature control and energy manage-
point status, controlling motors. ment from an independent control panel.

* Diagnose system malfunctions or equipment * Shares information system-wide via the SCUs net-
failures. work without the use of a CPU.

* Execute energy management application programs. e Allows the use of publicly switched phone lines in
o Local Man-Machine Interface (MMI) and systems systems communicating with buildings in remote

communication support. locations.
o Allows user to economically monitor remotely

The communication board provides the versatility for located equipment through the use of point exten-
the SCU. It allows the SCU to: sion modules.
* Communicate and share data with other SCUs on * Provides for system expansion when needed. Addi-

the network without a CPU. tional points or system functions can be in-
* Communicate with point extension modules, such tegrated into the existing system without ob-

as the Digital Point Unit (DPU) and the Multiple soleting the present system hardware.
Point Unit (MPU). e Communicates in conversational English point

e Communicate with SCUs in remote locations over names.
publicly switched phone lines by using the Telecom- * Provides power-fail operation with 8 hour memory
munications Interface Unit (TIU). battery back-up and manual program reload should

memory be lost.
Energy Management Applications
Operating alone or as part of a network of panels, the
SCU can also provide the following energy manage- Compatible with System 600 family products, SCUs
ment programs without a host CPU. and Remote Control Units (RCUs) can be connected to
• peak demand limiting the same trunk. An SCU netw ,vrk can be easily upgrad-
• enthalpy changeover ed to any one of the Digital Equipment Corporation
* time of day scheduling (DEC) host CPUs or the IBM P(:rsonal Computer (PC).
* duty cycling After revising software at existir g System 600 sites.
e start-stop time optimization SCUs can be adde d to prior Sy,'Mn 600 instal.itions.
• night setback "CoMputer must have 512 KB ,t main nwrieory.
. economizer cycle
* holiday schedule

Order No 149042 F.,mi HA 1931 1
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System 600-Portable Operator's Terminal

The System 600 Stand-Alone Control Unit (SCU) sup-
ports a full feature portable operator's terminal. Using - -

this terminal the system operator may perform any of
the following functions, without vendor assistance.. . ,

Point Commands:
* Display the status of any point ____s_ SUPPLY FAN ON
•Change setpoints +
Command points on or off _--_"__ _ _ _ _ _ _-_

* Enable or disable existing points j _j ;Jl ,iI eI1 ;jIe _1 i oi I LiL L I L

Re1 orts: 3A7 -J 7 7) :JjJ1-;jJrlj -T Jf~
* Status of all points in system "K ;'_ 1 i Thi ILT IIl T,ii ,t..-
•All failed points -Ct'  V'] B' 1 'l 1 ,It'l"1" " E-- _ [-.- -

* All points being trended LtL ... nC _ v -; ._- l HI , ILALjIF iL,
* All points being totalized 4 • '..... "

* Command priority of all points ,.

* All points in alarm status

Data Base Entry: System 600- .
Add a new point Portable Operator's Terminal

* Modify an existing point
* Remove an existing point
* Copy an existing point

Energy Management Programs: e TMS70C20 CMOS 8-bit microprocessor, 34k ROM,

* Peak Demand Limiting 6k RAM.
* Duty Cycling * Audible tone during prompting.
• Start/Stop Time Optimization
* Time of Day Scheduling Specifications
* Economizer
* Lnthalpy Dimensions ................... Width: 9.25 inches

Resets Depth: 5.75 inches *.

Custom HVAC Control Programs: Height: 1.00 inch -

* Operator may program his own custom control s- "et2oues

quences using MCC Powers proven Powers Power Supply.........Four AA alkaline batteries or
optional AC adapter :_

Process Control Language (PPCL Internal Memory ............. 6K RAM and 34K ROM
Network Access: Display ............. 31-character, (5 x 8 dot matrix).
• Connecting the portable terminal to any SCU allows 18 special indicators, contrast control

the operator to access all other SCU's on the net- Keys .................................. 69
work and perform all of the above functions. Temperature ................ 50 -150°F (10--66°C)

Features Humidity. ..... To 98% RH (noncondensing)

* 31 character 5-by-8 dot matrix liquid crystal display English Language Prompting

that scrolls to the side to display a complete 80 The use of a full Engish langul,.1e interface ensures
character line. that the portable terminal is easily understood by all

* Adjustable display contrast. levels of operating personnel. An example of the
* Standard typewriter keyboard layout plus quick en- English language prompting available with the system

try numeric key pad. is shown in the following photos E3ch photo shows the
* ASCII character set, including both upper and lower one line display of the operators terminal The vording -

case alphabetic characters. on the left of the display is how the s.-,rm prompts the " "

* Constant memory feature that retains information operator The let ers on the right hand of the diplay

stored in memory when computer is turned off. represent the response the cq,,rator h.is given to the
* Operates up to 200 hours on four AA alkaline bat- system. The follo tig set of ;,hi tis .. ilks the reoaer ,

teries. through tme series of pr(ompts an ,l',,,tijr , (] , use itf

* Optional AC adapter to extend battery life he wNire idding a di( u t al in point rt,, ,., r-.g a dit

* Fold-out tilt stand for easy desk-top use. f,:rent ial prr' , re 'witich lo 1ho I, , ,mn

Order No 149 (95 r,, HA ,' .3? .
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Description SCU Electronics Control AssemblyThe electronic control assembly consists of an elec-
The basic standalone control unit consists of Ironic control board, a termination board, an optional
1. SCU Enclosure communication board, and additional input/output
2. SCU Power Supply Assembly boards as required. All of the boards are secured to the
3. Electronic Control Assembly housing with quick-acting snaps.
4. Wiring Termination Board ,

Wiring Termination Board
Husing thoe sThe wiring termination board is a printed circuit board
Housing the SCU assemblies, the SCU enclosure con- 10" high x 13.5" wide (254mm x 343mm). Inputs and out-
sists of an 24" high x 24" wide x 9.4" deep (610mm x puts are wired to this termination board from the %
610mm x 332mm) cabinet designed for wail surface various sensors and control devices. All sensor wiring
mounting. Access to the cabinet is provided by a hinged is done using screw connectors. Pneumatic sensing
front door equipped with a cam lock. An optional hing- devices can bc connected to a pneumatic-to-electronic 5.
ed front door comes with a removable panel to allow for transducer that mounts on the termination board.
the optional mounting of the handheld operator inter-
face device. A connector is provided on the housing to SOU Network
connect the portable terminal MMI device to the SCU. Up to 32 SCU's can be connected using a multi-drop

trunk to form a network. The user can addr,2ss all SCU's
on the network by simply plugging in an MMI device to

The SCU Power Assembly is housed in an approximate- any one SCU.
ly 17" high x 5.5" wide x 6" deep (431mm x 140mm x
152mm) perforated metal cover. The assembly contains Man-Machine Interface
a covered termination strip for connection of external Each SCU contains one EIA RS232C port to allow use
power, an on-off toggle switch, and a power connector of various man-machine interface (MMI) devices, such
to connect the electronic control assembly and in- as CRT's and printers. Each SCU also contains a ..

put/output boards to the unit. The SCU power supply separate port to allow the use of a portable MMI device. .'o,."

assembly and the SCU enclosure are provided as a Any of the MMI devices-handheld, CRT or printer-can
preassembled unit for convenience in installation. After be connected to any SCU in the network.
the enclosure has been mounted, the power supply is W y ev , r r
set into place in the enclosure and secured with metal th ang fthes :
screw fasteners. the following functions:

& Display all point status report
A standard duplex (AC) power receptacle is factory e Display alarm report
mounted within a 2" x 4" (51mm x 102mm) handy box & Add, change or delete points
and serves as the 120 VAC input power termination * Change setpoints
point. When input power is connected, this receptacle * Add, change, or delete custom control sequences
is also available to power test and service equipment. e Command points to a specific state

All of this can be done without any vendor assistance.

LI~Figure 1 depicts a system with a portable MMI device
connected to a single SCU.

In Figure 2, multiple SCUs are shown connected in a
network. Here the system user communicates using a

... ----- Portable MMI Device CRT and printer for hard copy output of reports. A por-
table MMI device can be connected to any SCU at any

Figure 1. time to allow multiple users to access the network.

OWNE R MMI
rm RMINAL 1 _

scu scu SCU
Portable MMI Device

network_ ,'.- Up to 32 SCU's on a.

Host

CPU 
Pi.

Figure 2.

C. -. (
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Sche m tic o sc uE lectronic Analog-In

PneuaticAnalg InDigital Out

Communications Board -

Digital I

Controller Board F

a-t tote

an Power
t.Supply -

Digital Pneumatic Valve Electronic Analog Out Board

Pneumatic Analog Out Board 5

Specifications Option .......... 8 AI-E can be substitutedSpecficaionswith optional 8 or 4 channel
Power Requirements ...... 102 to 132 Vac, 59 to 61 Hz, pneumatic input (Al-P)

0.6 to 1.0 Power Factor, Digital Output (DO) ....... 8 DO, can control up to size
300 watts maximum Standard ...................... 4 motor starter

Physical Characteristics ........ Size: Approximately Analog Output (AO) ........ 8 AO-P, where pneumatic :

24 "H x 24 "W x 9.4"D Option #1 ................... signal is 1-18 psig .

(610mm x 610mm x 332mm) OR
Weight (Assembled) .......... Approximately 40 lbs. Option #2 ............ 8 A-E, where output signal

(18.1 kg.) is 4.2OmA, 0-16V, or /

Operating Environment ........... ( + 32 *F to 122TF) 0-135 ohrn
(0C to 50'C) OR

Non-Operating Option #3 ................... 4 AO-P, and 8 AQ-E
Environment .................. (-40'~F to + 140 *) 5

(4000C to + 60'u(4 Architect urelP roces sor
Mounting Surface......... Building wall or structural Architecture ............. Multiprocessor computer

member. (Should not be system featuring 32/16 bit and
* mounted on HVAO com- 8 bit processors, distributed-

ponents or other vibrating database, and distributed
*surfaces) intelligence on the network %-

Programn Memory%
InputlOutput Standard ............... 48Kb RAM, 192Kb ROM
Digital Input (Dl) ........... 10 Dt sensing dry contact Optional ................ 64Kb RAM, 192Kb) ROM

*Standard ... ........ Closure Or pulJse accuImlat
Analog Input (Al) ........... 16 Al-E sensing 4 2OniA, Processors...................... Motorola 680003

Standard.............. 0-10V or a thermnistor Multiple 71L OG 8f',01'

Inforlstior In this ptihla-. i.n ;l h.v,-f' on p' ~ hti-,f cU(omr( t at t rr'Ki~t of pu . i Thu ,t2 . >

to make changei, in spaon. io,; u rnoir "Y,, is d .q(viim nirn~ rmn'ts ,- 1r~r01;( , Wi
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MA K BUILDING AUTOMATION PRODUCTS

M\4000 ..A/

PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLER

- Refrigeration system control - Time and date
o HVAC economizer / control scheduling

enthalpy control o Direct digital control
- VAV control - PID control
- Boiler management * Optimum start / stop
* Chiller optimization • Sequenced start-up
* Photo-sensitive * Load cycling

lighting control * Power consumption
e Maintenance logging monitoring
* Status monitoring jvCrz * Demand limiting
e Alarm generation ! 3E]D0E:30]CC3 - Night setback .,

logging - On and off
* Data gathering and overrides of outputs

report generation - Local and remote
• Up to 48 outputs alarm generation
- 24 analog inputs - Graphing
o 24 digital inputs • Local keyboard display
* On-site data logging e Local RS232 port

0 IBM workstation

..

Reduced Energy Costs
English-Language Format
Inexpensive and Easy to Install.,.

* Extensive Management Report Capabilities
Maintenance Reporting
Self-contained

Solutions for Building Autoination.

C-97



48 DIGITAl OUTPUTS RMO1T. WVORKSTATION

Outputs can be maintained or pulsed. 0 IBM and Apple workstation.
Number of outputs can be sized • Auto-call feature.
to application. 0 Alarm receiving.
Relay logs generated for each output. a Remote programming. .
- Accumulated on time. 0 Remote monitoring.

Interval on time. - Remote override control. .,
Interval off time. * Graphing.
Event counter. 0 Windowed software.

- General-purpose event timer. 0 Color display.
4 300 / 1200 Baud communication.

24 ANALOG INPUTS,,-.
LOQGGI[NG A ND N O N IQRr I N G

0 Can display readings in eight different units. G N T O O
0 Supports all Margaux temperature, 0 32 user-defined logs. %

light-level, and dewpoint sensors. • Three types of logs:
* 0 - 5 VDC and 0 - 20 mA sensors, auto, manual, and free-form..

• Power consumption monitoring.
24 DIGITAL INPUTS

POWVE.R MONITORING
* Digital inputs are scanned once per second.
" Digital input 17 scanned • Three demand variables:

75 times per second instantaneous demand,
" Digital logs generated for each input, five-, and fifteen-minute sliding

- Accumulated on time. window demand.
Interval on timer. Daily and hourly logs of
Interval off timer. demand and consumption.
Event counter. * Programming language to
General-purpose timer. allow for demand control.

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE TIME AND DAY SCIIEDUI.E.

" Allows for flexible applications. * 16 time-of-day schedules with
* English-language format. 32 on / off events per schedule.
" Easily maintained. • 32-date schedules for Alternate or
* Programming can be made special days. --

application-specific. * Date ranges can be specified.
• Help prompts throughout system.
" Yes / no question-and-answer format DIMENSIONS

for easy access of information.
" Password protection. * 16 inches wide, 31 inches high,

5 inches deep.

F. E.C'RICAL

* 120VAC _0,,(K) 0 3,p.
" Recharge-able Nit .id h.ucry

back-up for 100 hlotrs ()f ni 'r'ury

OPtrONS and c1o .k ri(n._on

-64K logging memory -Modem. -l'p to 18 digital outputs in inurcilents of 12'
*Analog / digital inputs. oFront panel keyhoard.

MARC(AUX CON I1Rol S it,,C
,2890 NurTn F:r-t Siri1we

S an Jose CA 915134
Stutons for bjuildng automation (408) 942 0909
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* Expanded Capability for
Commercial, Retail and
Industrial Applications THE TEMP MISER n1 NETWORK

* Multi-drop for Distributed
Processing SYSTEM 1

MASTER -

" Priority Demand Control and T~ II

Scheduling
e Advanced Duty Cycling
" Boiler Reset and Chiller Control
" DDC for Valve and Damper TM IE

Control
" IBM-PC Interface for Remote2

Communications, Data Logging
and History Tracking S SE
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Inputs IBM-PC Communications
In addition to accommodating 16 analog signals for Whether you have one TEMP MISER It or a complete
temperature ard other variable input control, the TEMP- network of six, you only need one modein to access
MISER It can accept up to 16 additional digital inputs for any single unit. When accessing a TEMP MISER II within
timed override, digital alarm, load verify and basic a network system all communication goes through the
control functions. In a TEMP MISER 11 network system master Miser-Il. Security for access to a stand alone unit
one Miser is assigned to monitor and provide the out- or a TEMP-MISER II system is accomplished by the use
door temperature to the entire network. In addition all of an eight (8) digit password.
sensors have an enterable scale within the range of
- 999 to 9999, which allows the user a great deal of Product Specifications
flexibility in sensor selection. Operationl

Total system capabilities include 96 digital and 96 * 32-(,haracter AlphdiNumeric Display
analog inputs. * 16 Digital outputs per unit, 96 per system .0

u uputs * 16 Analog inputs per unit, 96 per system

* 16 Digital inputs per unit, 96 per system
Each TEMP-MISER It has 16 digital outputs. Standard * 2 Hour Battery backup
digital outputs utilize normal mechanical output relays 6 30-Date holiday scheduler, 365 day time clock
while DOC outputs use solid state relays.

Direct digital outputs consist of one of two types. In a Electrical ,
lime-based mode, one output maintains an ONIOFF Input Voltage: 120 VAC/60HZ or 240 VAC;50 HZ
ratio with a programmable time window. In a RAISE/ Power Consumption: 60 Watts (q 120 VAC
LOWER mode, two outputs operate as a set Both of
these types of outputs allow a feedback sensor from Circuit Protection: 2 A Fused Circuit on Input Po',er

the primary control loop. A reset control loop can also Output Relays: "\
be implemented to adjust the set point of the primary Mechanical: SPOT Dry Contact Isolation Relays
control based on an external sensor input, rated ((, 25 VAC/2 A

The total TEMP.MISER II network system has 96 digital -Solid State: 24 VAC so:-d state relay, - .- "

outputs available, capacity 1 5 A c r 24 VAC

Metering Mechanical

Two meter inputs are available on each Miser-It with a D(mensions: 16" x 22" x 4"

total system capability of 12 meter inputs. Meter one of (406CM x 558CM x 102CM)

one Miser-Il would be assigned as the demand meter. Weight: Operating - 25 pounts (11 3 KG)

Demand is therefore controlled for the entire system by Shipping .- 28 pounds (12 7 KG)
the assigned demand meter based on a user programmed Enclosure High impact, durable phenolic co.er.
priority of sheddable loads. metal base wall mount

Up to four (4) billing periods can be defined to handle Ambient Conditions 0-50" C

time of day billing and collect data for usage and 0 90%1. RH nun c,ntcn i,,ng

peaks respectively for each period.
System Network

History * Maximum System Cunfiguraton

The flexibility and capability of data acquisition and Six (6) Temp Miser II s

reporting functions for the TEMP MISER II has been • Communication Rale 240C BAUD
greatly expanded History of meter data. sensor data, • Communication InlIeface HS 485
load run times, load status and digital input data can * Maximum Distance to Fjmlhsi :,Fl'-r te
be gathered and viewed locally or printed in report form 2 000 ft.
with the optional communications package for IBM-PC * Wiring 3 wire 18 gauge
compatibe devices.

HEPHLSENIED BY

r."itc;oCo trol Systems inc.
the energy systems company
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
6579 Nurtr Sidney Place
Mdwaukee. Wisconsin 53209
4!4i351 0281
TWVX #910-262-3143

MCS Europe
Microl Systems Europe B V
Verbeekstraat 1
7491 XW Slad Delden
THE NETHERLANDS
PhoneL 05407 1018
TELEX 72260 MSE NL W4

Microl Systems Ltd.
87 Gurnards Ave.
Milton Keynes MK6 2 BW
ENGLAND
Phone 0908-667067
TELEX 826556 Sursec.

r71 L [ U_] rI El U I]uz ..--.
SL 101 (8'65)
cooy.,q 1m985 ty ,, ,oconr.oi S s i, i . ic C - 10 1
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MM-516~ 0

ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

El 10 k4.708MM 708

VALVES_ AIR CONDITION HEATERS

FANS SECURITY FIRE

LIGHTS TEMP MOTORS

MICRO-MIZER BUILDING AUTOMATION SYSTEMS
MM-516 THE ASSISTANT MANAGER THE MANAGER

I_ Li1 rz

STAND ALONE REMOTE MONITORING CENTRAL COMPUTER SYSTEM



MM-516 ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

CUSTOM DESIGN
The MM-516 Energy Management System is configured for your specific design to give
you maximum savings while maintaining total flexibility.

DYNAMIC SCHEDULING
You can schedule the use of a room, zone or building up to a year in advance. Just enter
the day, time and area... the rest is automatic. Your facility will save energy dollars by
remaining in set-back mode for all but the actual use times.

PERMANENT MEMORY
The MM-516 Energy Management System will never lose your program because it's
PERMANENTLY ETCHED on Read Only Memory (ROM) chips. And it has up to 87K .
RAM/ROM memory.

PERPETUAL CALENDAR CLOCK
The real time clock in the MM-516 knows the year, month, day and time down to 1/10 of a
second. This gives accurate control of your facility. The automatic adjustment for leap year
and daylight saving time makes this a truly automatic system. It includes 72 hour battery
back-up.

DIRECT WIRE
Any combination of 1,024 input/output points can be direct wired to control boilers,
chillers, lighting circuits and motor loads while detecting temperature, humidity and true
equipment status.

DDC-DIRECT DIGITAL CONTROL
Dedicated processing unit(s) execute control point adjustments. These units provide easy-
to-modify control sequences and increased system reliability.

OPTIONS: SPECIFICATIONS:
CENTRAL STATION SIZE: 18"H x 15"W x 5"D

REMOTE STATIONS INPUT VOLTAGE: 120v AC 60 Hz, 60 Watts

POWER LINE CARRIER OPERATING TEMPERATURE: 00 to 140°F

PRINTERS MEMORY: Up to 87K RAM/ROM

MODEMS INTERFACE: SERIAL RS-232D
INPUTS: Maximum 32 RPU's (Slaves)

Maximum 32 DGP's
Maximum 512 Analog ',.P

Maximum 512 Binary

OUTPUTS: Maximum 256 Analog (DDC)
Maximum 512 Binary

0 A1(]'1! P.D (1 ,;l

MM 0005-08 84
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REMOTE PROCESSING UNIT r

*u F

A G

I' 14 H

lL

" AD "' "Sas " ":":O""

-k 0 -

A. Manual ovriesiceL hne nlgdgtlcneso or

C.Soidstterla bar (/ bord J.R-2sralpr

4lb .•:.. :,

' M

A. Manual override switches H. 8 channel analog/digital conversion board

B. Solid state relays (1/0 relays) I . Sensor terminal strip (#6 screw) \'

C. Solid state relay board (1/0 board) J. RS-232 serial port

0. Load terminal strips (#6 screw) K. 72 Hour battery back-up
E. Load status indicators and override LED's L. Central processing unit board

F. D.C. power supply M. Multiplex cable connector-O

G. 120 VAC power in trminals N. Memory expansion rack

0007- 12.
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MM-101 BOARD Used in conjunction with Industry standard solid-state opti-
couplers. Output may be normally open or normally closed, 90-289 Vac, 3 Amp or 60-200
Vdc. 3 Amp. Input may be 90-280 Vac or 4-32 Vdc. Any combination of Inputs or Outputs.
Unit comes with 16 channels.

MM-301 BOARD Eight point analog to digital converter. Resolution is 8-bit. Variable
reference voltages allow use of temperature, humidity, and light intensity probes.

MULTIPLEX CABLE CONNECTOR ART/RC Master for serial transmission-
single wire, data I/O of 128 "slaves" using 3 #18 shielded cable.

BATTERY BACK-UP Nickel cadmium battery, with 100 mh of power. Each 16K of
memory has own battery which backs up memory and clock. _.4

CPU BOARD Powerful central processor is programmed in Basic for easy, user-
friendly programming. Self-diagnostic software allows for error free operation.

PERPETUAL CALENDAR CLOCK The real time clock in the MM-516 knows
the year, month, day and time down to 1/10 of a second. This gives accurate control of
your facility. The automatic adjustment for leap year and daylight saving time makes this a
truly automatic system. It includes 72 hour battery back-up.

SPECIFICATIONS:

SIZE: 18'H x 15"W x 5"D

INPUT VOLTAGE: 120v AC 60 Hz; 60 watts

OPERATING TEMPERATURE: -17 degrees to +70 degrees C.

MEMORY: Up to 87K RAM/ROM

INTERFACE: Serial RS-232D

DIGITAL INPUTS/OUTPUTS: 16 standard expandable to 64 points

ANALOG INPUTS: 8 standard expandable to 32 points

(313) 435-2210

C-106
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Rugged, Compact, Slim-line -

High-performance Ladder Diagram -

Type

N FEATURES
" Rugged construction. yet allows flexible mounting hi
" PROM writer function incorporated in Type

SCY-POR20E
" Continuity (trace) chtecking is possible
* Programs may be dumped onto any cassette tape
* Detectable connector for easy maintenance and

Inspection aw..

SAW'..

*AVAILABLE TYPES __

asification Components TyVe

RAM type CPU. 1/0 unit,
RAM typ Connecting cable J 20cm (7.874")l1. SCY-POR10E '

Battery, Mounting brackets
_________IL-thaped/Flat typel

RAM & ROM type CPU, 1/0 unit. ,,*

RAM & Connecting cable (2Ocm(7.874' 11. SCY-POR20E *
ROM type Battery, EPROM. Mounting

__________brackets (L-shaperd/Flat typel ______

N SPECIFICATIONS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Supply Valt"g 110/120/220/240 VAC. 50/60Hz

Posw consumption 55VA max.
Scan time 21msec max./M5 words
Programming capacity RAM: 258 words EPROM. 256 words x 4

Input: 20 points Output: 16 points Internal au ilary relay: 59 points
Number of input/output points Latching relay: 47 points Timer: 10 points (0.1 to 25.5 sec.)

Counter! 10 points I I to 255 counts)
Input specificatio No voltage contact input Inel e r 20pl OVDC )OmA)

Output form Relay (SPST.NO) contact output (no-voltage)
Output specifications Max. applicable loed: 30 VDC/250 VAC 2A, resistive load

___________________________ ___30 VOC/250 VAC 0.8A. induct ive load -

5 points f~elay No%. 59 -63)
a 59 Turns ON for I scan time when power is auplied

Number of special auxiliary relays a 60- generate 0 1 sec clock. V
61: generates, I sec clock.

a 62: Turns ON when the battery is abnormal.
0 63: Turns ON when the memory is abnorma!

NmeofseillthnreasI point (Relay No. 471 When relay No. 47 is set, all outputs are inhibited -
Numbr o spcia lathin reayand the output display goes out.

Memory protective function against power failure Status dta of respectiv laIngrly n onesbfr h oe alr
wre retained in the memory.

Memory failure (Sum check)
CPU failure (Watchdog timrer)
Battery failure (Battery not loaded, battery voltage drop) ~%i

Diagnostic functions Program check
" Coil duplication check
a END instruction check

t a Circuit error check (syritaE check)

C-108
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UPROGRAMMING EXAMPLES O3SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
0 LADDER DIAGRAM CPU

PROGRAMMING
00 01 02 0 

se

OUT~ p~~am nwna~y IZ O~'R~l ff PROM)

- I -- e 26M

TIMI

CODING I----

OP Sub OP Date

LD 00

AN 0011
OR OUT/I 01 --------- '0 Loft'
AND 0? J-C. ( Ao %
ANO-NOT- 03 Po~ 1 O.u a.
OUT010

LD OUTII 01L

TIM 2 2501
LD TIM/4 2ICpw p

OUT 02 NOTE Type SCY POR1OS (RAM typO) is not ptow~ded with~ a ~~ .ratp IEPROMI

[IFND; APPLICATIONS: 6
*Machine tools
*Printing pressesUDIMENSIONS (Unit. mrn(inch)I a Packing and packaging machines
*Industrial robots
*Food processing machines

100(3371* Conveyors--397 51 - - * Assembly lines
( 3Mi - 22715 937) - -- 9613 7801 -

.-1

3'4

' 2 i f I 2 0 8 7 )P

<11c
-1 0 -

72361 15 ~ 2361 3
0 980) liIte)

NOTE: DIMENSIONS SHOWN IN THIS CATALOG ARE IN UNITS OF MILLIMETERS, AND THOSE IN
PARENTHESES ARE IN INCHES.
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Operator-oriented Programmable
Controllor, with a Sequencer in a
Single Enclosure

E FEATURES
" Integrated program console for flexible program-4 L .

ming (both ladder diagram and sequence control -4

systems)
" Continuity (trace) checking possible
" RAM-type CPU and RAM- & ROM-type CPU

available4
" Built-in 24-hour clock for time control
* PROM writer function (RAM- & ROM-types CPU -. 0

only) 
L

*Programs may be dumped onto any cassette tap lit - .7J

*AVAILABLE TYPES___
ClegifictionspecficaionType

RA &OMtye Cassette I/F, PROM write: with 24-hour clock SCY-P5R1OE

- Cassette I/F. PROM writer with 24-hour clock SCY-PSRI30E

RAM (2 KI type CPU 48/48 V CYPR ,

RAM (0 KI type CPU 32/24 1/0 SCY-PSR3 1 E

ouvion

USPECIFICATIONS ESYSTEM CONFIGURATION
supply Voltag 110/120/220/240 VAC. 50/60Hz
Power Approx. 160VA %

Main control 8-bit microprocessor
element __________________C

Program memory CMOS RAM or EPROM
element

Programming Lader diagram and/or timing chart system L ________

system
Ladder diagram type:

Program capacity RAM. 2k words
EPROM. 2k words x 4

No. of

sencerstpseuncr
T im ng chLarsequencep3/sequencer)

output points Output 48 points max.

Input No-v0_oltage con tact -input
*specification Internal power supply: 20 VOC I OmA

Relay contact output (SPS r-NO1
Output 220 VAC/24 VOC 2A
specification OOMRON Model G3F Solid-state Relay

can also be used.) . FZ
16 Ladder diagram type: 38mspc/lk words

Scan time Step advance type: 500&ssec/step ____ __

contro',r + gmsec -

C -110 '-:
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7 *-O, -m I _ . . . . - Cat.No. P12-E3-2

fLPROGRAMMING EXAMPLES 03 DIMENSIONS (unit: mm(inch)]
*LADDER DIAGRAM PROGRAMMING -________

000 001 002 003 f-4- OP Date 1980.31 114144A11 -11 -jTT

AD 000 fl 6741m
AN0 000 084

00OR 060 M _ f fliJ~ IfJLM
0 AND 002 -- --

S50sec AN0-NOT 003 .4011__91-TI 017460i,18 1101 . . ..

OUT 050 480 a 891

LO 050
Bose TIM 01 _

TIM02 0
LD-TIM 01
TIM 02 I

LD.TIM 02 ( 9
OUT 051

END-
0 TIMING CHART PROGRAMMING

TIMING CHART
Process APPLICATIONS:

0 1 2 3 Machine tools
' '_____ _ 0 • Packing and packaging machines

start Button: PBS i Food processing machines
0 Printing presses(000) 0 Conveyors

I "';'';I I nv o
1

Input LS1 001) 0 Aseml lines;

MF (050)
Reverse Motor.
MR (051

ADRS S CON , 4

MF101 (050)5 0,1515[

0071 - 0027 02 AD - 000 001
Ot8 - - __00

3 0041 03 TI____ 070 0

0042 -0044 04 ON 03 0I ~ 0

00vereMt4or, , .

0(M9--, - O'S -

e, %

NOTE: DIMENSIONS SHOWN IN THIS CATALOG ARE IN UNITS OF MILLIMETERS. AND THOSE IN
PARENTHESES ARE IN INCHES.
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SAVERGY, ENERGY SYSTEMS, INC.
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SAVER GY@

With a SAVERGY®
Demand Controller
at work you can rest

S ,assured your elccric bills

will be Linder control.

- • +i - -...,m ""

,I 4 ...Ilk

FEATURES OF THE SC212 2. Digital Read-out- Displays 7. Priority-Flex progr.mming

instntaneous, average,ot peak gives .hice of Nirru.ill,, unlin-
The Savergy® SC212 (Demand demand for precise monitoring ited load control strategies

Controller) is the most technologically of power usage. (rotate, fixed, fixed-rotate
advanced demand controller on the 3. "Circuits ON" LED indicators combination, dual-rotate to
market today Savergy's highly soph- display ON/OFF load status. maximize adaptibility to load X.
isticated and reliable design offers 4 requirementsand environment.
today's homeowners features not Non volatile EPROM micro-

found in other demand controllers. processor memory - insures

The system's advanced control soft- retention oif all cont rol functions

ware makes the SC212 a truly intel- following any power loss. No ___________________

ligent demand controller to provide batt.ries required.
the user with increased comfort and 5. Over-Limit Alarm - ,ounds if
convenience as well as maximum ovcr demand sct-point Condi-
energy savings. Some of the advanced tion is imiinetit.
features are: 6 On/ Off Times - Programmable

0 Ito 15 inHilte MINIMIM ON
1. Control Points - Eight separate and OFF times on all eight

control points for maximum Cttrol piints for efficiency renergy utilization. Up to 16 and to protect heat-pun p air
controlled loads with Double- o,,nditioning loads or other . .
Pole Relays. motor loads.

pm Model SC-212
C-113 11



8. Demand Averaging Period of Options: For motor loads optional ILOADCONTROLSTRATEGIES
15, 30, and 60 minutes. low voltage mechanical pilot relays

may be specified. Expanded control The Savergy ®  SC I'12 is the most
9. Demand Range- Programmable of services up to 400 amps may be verstile residentialdemmandcontroller

to 40 or 80 KW for use on 200. accommodated upon special order. available. With Savergy's new ad-
amp or 400 amp electrical An additional option is available to vanced "Priority-Flex" programming
services. accommodate three phase service. algorithm, the user can assign up to 8

levels of priority, to up to 8 control
0.util ePower Supply: 115 Volts A.C., 0.2 points. This offers the user a choiceamp 0.

for Time-of-Demand rates and of unlimited load control strategies .. %-

connection to utility direct Outside Dimensions Specifications: allowing maximum adaptability to
control program receiver, timer, 12" x 8" x 4" NEMA 3R Surface household load requirements. These
or other activation device. Mount, or 15" x 12" x 4" NEMA I strategies, described below, include

Flush Mount. the Fixed Priority strategy, the Rotate
II. Custom distributed control sys- strategy, the Fixed-Rotate strategy,

temn strategies available. Cand Dual-Rotate strategy, in virtually

a Set back demand for ON- unlimited combinations. When the
peak. Display and Alarm: User set kilowatt user-set demand limit is exceeded, %
0 Set-up multiple of demand demand limit and actual kilowatt actual demand is reduced by turning
for OFF-peak. demand are displayed utilizing high off controlled loads according to the
0 Control disable for OFF- efficiency LEDs Actual demaind iay strategy selected. -'

For added flexibility and motor-peak. be displaed as itistant.mrieus, 15 loadde ion tl nl circuit
S Multiple set points for minute average, or peitk-dem.ind-ulad protection,all nmnimumits
ON/'OFF peak or summer/ since-reset for maximum flexibility t/re raifm l-
winter setting. in determining optimum energy use on/off times, ranging from I minute ,

patterns. The on/off condition of up to 15 minutes Load control straeies . ,.

____eght__separate__cir__its_____disptoaeighand minimum on/off tiises may be.by eight separcircuits n"is is d selected through the front panel ofThe avegy® C21 is esinedby ight Circuits On" status lights the Control/Display Unit. The four-
The Savergy4! C212 is designed for added monitoring convenience. A the C ontrolsa eie r

and manufactured to the highest solid state audio alarm and "Reduce primary load control strategies are:
quality standards in the industry today Demand" indication will activate
by Savergy Encrgy Systems, Inc., a when demand of uncontrolled loads ato
name synonymous with quality in exceeds user-set demand limit. The eight household circuits are turned
demand energy controls. From the display indication features variable on and off in order of priority from I
people who brought you the industry intensity for matching existing light- through 8 where loads switched by h'i.h
standard SCI 12 With SavergyO, you ing conditions. The audio alarm control circuit I have the highest
can be assured your electric bills will volume is adjustable to satisfy user priority.
be under control, requiremenis.

d Rotate Strategy: Under this strat-
Components: Includes Duralogic' egy, all eight control circuits are

assigned an equal but rotating priority,micro)processor memory, system de- %hc turn %f od eunily,-,
SC212 SYSTEM finition circuitry, control status display which turns off loads sequentially

circuitryadsldsevery 30 seconds as required to main-
RELAY UNIT transducer. sain demand below the limit. Unless

all rotating loads must be turned off,
Function: Performs power (deinand) the first load previously off is restored
signal conditioning and load switch- Outside Dimensions: 7-7/8 W x at the beginning of each 30 seconds
ing Supplies power to Control/Dis- 5-5/8" H interval.
play Unit. Wall Insert Dimensions: 7-1/8" W

x 5-1/8" H Fixed/RotteStrategy: Thisstrat-
Components: Power (demand) sig- egy combines aspects of the Fixed
nal conditioning circuitry (+5% Wall to Front Surface: I- Priority strategy and Rotate strategy
accuracy), load switching circuitry, such that up to 3 control circuits may
enclosed mechanical power relays Recessed Depth: 2" receive first, second, and third priori- -. '.

and Control/Display Unit power ties with the remainingtonrolcircuits
supply. assigned a lower rotating priority. ''."'

Capacity: Controls up to 240 amps 0 Dual Rotate: This strategy allows
at 25'C for 200 amp household service, for 2 or more groups of rotating +
A maximum of sixteen circuits using Manufactured by: loads For example, 3 loads could
either 115 or 2 30 volts may be con- SAVERGY, ENERGY SYSTEMS, INC. rotate among themselves as priority ,. .'.
nected thorugh standard combinations 1404 Webster Ave. and the remaining 5 loads could .' -,,
of single or double pole 25 or 30 amp Fort Collins, CO 80524 rotate among themselves as priority %
mechanical relays. 2. A. ?

r - \ .. _. " t"

FORT COLLINS. CO (303) 221-4200 .
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SEABOARD ENERGY SYSTEMS, INC.
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The Seaboard," System 90 is highly modular both in the number of points which can be %'4

monitored or controlled and in the specialized energy management/conrol subsystems
that can be employed. It can operate as a stand-alone system or as part of a distributed ,"% ,

network with up to 32 systems. A single System 90 can control or monitor 96 points, a System , Z A
90 network over 3000 points. ..7-.

Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) logic and Direct Digital Control (DDC) are
standard features of the system. As an option, the system can include dynamic color
graphics. data logging, and disc upload/download capabilities A real time clock and
battery backup are standard. Multiple lorminols can be itcluded so that the Sucaboard
System 90 can be operated from more than one location. A modem con permit access to
system data control from any telephone location with a portable terminal. A multilayered
operator !D code restricts entry to those with the necessary 'key." English language .,-.,
statements are used to command the system.

The modular Seaboard" system software includes:

Chiller Management/Control -provides for complete automation and control of a -d

chilled water plant with the option of automating the condenser water system.
Multiple chillers and multiple loops can be controlled.

Damper Control- pelirns mixed air con rol and reset tor conslant and voiablo air NIP-

volume systems. Mixed air temperature control, reset, and/or enthalpy-based
economizer operation is available. Duct averaging sensors are used to eliminate
errors due to stratification effects. -

Heat/Cool Reset--is designed to control and adjust sefpoint of chilled water, hot
water, and/or steam coils to achieve specific discharge air temperatures in a Zone or
zones. This subsystem uses outside air or key zone conditions and is programmable by
time of day. .'.
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Temperature-based Load Control-provides for peak demand load shedding, daily
tables for different energy management strategies based on time of day and day of
week, normal/setback temperature override, optimized start/slop, automatic adjust-
ment for daylight savings, degree day calculations, and special commands for
lighting control are standard.

Boiler Management/Control - is designed to manage and control multiple package
jackshaft fire tube or water tube boilers up to 800hp. There are three modules in the
subsystem:

Capacity Control -

Trim Control
Monitoring/Reporting,

Alarm/Status Reporting-provides digital alarms for N/O or N/C contact paints. A
unique 40-character message which can be changed from the console tells the
operator exactly what happened and what to do. Messages can be directed to
remote terminals based on time of day and day of week.

All of the System 90 subsystems employ extensive management reporting to keep the
user fully informed of plant operation. All Seaboard'" subsystems offer user defined tab!es.
choice of control sensors, and operational modes changeable throughout the day and/or
by control conditions. From the console, the user can change all parameters for all
subsystems in a tutorial fashion where the system asks the questions and the user provides
the answer. All subsystem interfaces assure safety and integrity of native controls. Z

A programmable controller can be an integral part of the System 90 to give total and
complete flexibility to the user.

Specification -A

Microprocessor: INTEL 8085A
System Memory: 64-128KB

Operating Voltage: 110/240 VAC 60Hz

Power Consumption: Max. 150 Watts

Output Relays: - Solid State OAC5A 3 Amps

Input Relays: Solid State IDC5, 25MA 3.32V DC
Analog Input: 4-20MA 24 V DC (Temperature. Relative

0-1000 ohms (eprtrRltv1000-2000 ohms Humidity. Pressure.
0-000 ohms Voltage, Frequency, "

0-100 ohms Current, etc.)
I -5v DC

Analog Output: 4-20 MA
Operating Ambient: 320 F to 1200 F 95% RH Non Condensing

RPrw.'rv,,n n': - - I Iinhl 24" 4P" Widlh, ?4" 36" n'' h. 9"

Weight: 25-45 lbs. approx.

For Additional Information:
Seaboard Energy Systems
4617 Pembroke Lake Circle
Virginia Beach, Virginia 23455
(804) 490-9261

...
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Standard four and eight channel MN . W(0 THU ,f SAT .otM ON ONDT

microprocessor based energy man- . o . • o • o

agement controllers SWITCH S M W CYL

Meet the powerful new generation
of four and eight channel controllers, f I I 17 [7 f-f [liii]
the offspring of Solidyne's successful [ t ] ] M M t ["
4000/8000 series. Their exciting new
features let you apply to smaller facil- pl1 It] I F-1 F 1 ECLF1
ities the latest energy management %
techniques previously reserved only Sealed mylar membrane keypad for pro-
for larger installations. With features gram entry and control interface.

like adaptive duty cycling, optimized
start, remote communication, etc., these
affordably priced controllers can truly
squeeze the last dollar of energy sav-
ings out of any installation while pro-
viding the fastest paybock in the 8090
industry. Microprocessor Analog Input Module

(Optional Device See back pa

p .

MOD 3. .
Auto Answer Modem .
300 8 oud 7 - "

I .1 '. .-

..............

ule. To interface between 4002 or 8002 I 1:.:1
controller and telephone modem MOD-3 "
(Novation J-Cat) installs inside cabinet. •............-
Provides remote interrogation and -{ " i: _
programming capabilities via Apple II or
IBM-PC computers. j .

Gel-Cel "-r - ; -

Rechargeable Baftery. Maintains memory ..........................
during power outage for up to 48 hours I
when fully charged. -- ---- • --.--

c-120
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Standard Features: 5 Automatic daylight savings change (may be elimi-
nated if not required).

1. Time-of-day scheduling of 4 or 8 loads 6. Minimum ON and minimum OFF times are pro-
2 Full range duty cycling, I to 127 minutes ON or grammable for each load.

OFF times. 7. Maximum OFF times can be programmed 'or loads
3. Staggered or "rotating load" duty cycling When under analog control

several loads are programmed to duty cycle 8 Relay output logic con be programmed to til open
together in this mode, the run times of these loads or closed
are automatically spread out evenly over the duty 9 Rechargeable battery maintains memory and clock
cycle period by the controller to maximize the during power failure
demand savings 10 Heavy duty locking steel cabinet

4. 365-day holiday programming 16 holidays con
be programmed, each lasting up to 127 daVs

J 3270
u'r"1Precision . .Precision Demand Control. Wan trans
nt2 DLrnond ducer For accurate demand control or ,,(,'

i"-oomonitoring based on current and voltage

sensing Requires current transformers,
one per phase of incoming service (not

801. ] "included) Requires one input on analog
. 1  80/1A module Mounts externally to 4002/8002

at incoming service
Size OD 7 3/4" x 4 1/4" x 1 1/4"

--I' - -".. .1 "-3282C
.7 0 Temperature Sensor. One required for eact .

-: ".- '" I analog input used to, temperature control
S............... ........ Sensor elern t may be reoved from se

"fi Iand mounted directly into existirg

1. . '. -thermostat or other enctosure
-" .? ""C - Size 2"x 2" x 1"

4/8 Channel Built-in Relay Outputs Cort.:'

ratings 5A resistie 24 VAC SP)II ! t I I -..L.
S........................... ON Override Terminals

"' x'u"" " ;;;~ J'fY 4Output Spade Terminals
" . 4 k;--1H. • 4

*24'" " 120VAC

i ......................... Power Line Filler

Removable Conduit Plate. (Top ,rt ,,
, - -: - - - " -.- torm of cnlhb .t) tO' erry, rc .. l: ,,

. o * ' 4.........,...o............ .. Of ... .. . ..

-. c - 12 1 7-



Options for the 4002/8002:

I. Two Analog Input Board. Model 8090 3 Kilowatthour accumulation. With the 5 Adoptive duty cycling provides a Ol

This low cost option allows demand control option installed on one continuosly varying duty cycle pattern
programming any of the loads to rm input channel, the controllers will Occu- that is determined by the changing lev -
ON or OFF in response to chosen levels mulate total kWh usage The occumula- els of one of the analog inputs (temper "i,
of either analog input The Iwo analog bon may be read out locally or remotely afure, demand, humidity, etc ) This
inputs will accept any analog input sig- over telephone lines using a computer assures maximum savings under all
nals from Solidyne sensors such as 4 Optimized start. This option saves conditions without loss of comfort
demand controls Model 3270, tempera energy by providing the required comfort 6 Remote Communication Model 8241
lure sensors Model 3282 or humidity level at the beginning of occupancy and This field installoble option allows
sensor Model 3293 not before Optimization is occom- any Model 4002 or 8002 to be pro-

2 Ptorilized Demand Control. Each load's plished using inside and outside tern groammed, interrogated, and monitored
shed level and dead bond con be pro- perature inputs via telephone by a remotely located
grammed computer (Apple II, IBM PC or others

compatible) using Soldyne Rcmute ,,,-.
Communication Software

Specifications:
Electrical Mechanical Operational
Input Voltage: 120VAC, 60 Hz (24 VAC Enclosure: Wall mounted heavy gauge Memory Capacity: 144 byles
and/or 50 Hz available Consult factory) steel housing Memory Requirement per Program Entry
Power Consumption: 24 Wats at 120 Finish: Beige textured baked enamel (Note that each entry can control any
VAC Dimensions: 13 3/4" x 9 1/2" x 3 3/4" combination at outputs on any cambna-
Output Relays: Each channel has SPDT Weight: 9 pounds hon of days of the week)
isolated relay contacts, rated 5 Amps ON 4 bytes
resistive at 24 VAC 2000 VA maximum Environmental OFF 4 bytes
oal on all relays Ambient Temperature Range: 32" to DUTY CYCLE 10 bytes N .
Cicuit Protection: Heat activated fuse in 120-F VARIABLE CYCLE 14 bytes
windings of input power transformer ANALOG CONTROL 11 bytes %
Wiring Connection: Knockouts for 1/2 and OPTIMUM START 10 bytes
3/4 inch conduit Connections mode to HOLIDAY 2 bytes
spade terminals and AC power terminal
block Batery Backup: Rechargeable battery

included provides 48-hour standby oper-
ation for clock memory "'
Clock Timing Accuracy: As accurate as
60 Hz line frequency On buttery stcrdby %'%
-- 00 1% ".,

Max kWh Accumulation (with derni;r)d
optiun) 8 digits

National: Eastern Regional: Order Entry: Telex. SCAWN
2207 Hammond Drive 516/567-3240 1-800/648-3980 70b612 SAVIES
3chaum3 rg,-IL0019 South Central Regional: Customer Service: Facsimile. I! I .

312/97-500501/664 1204 312/39-/78500 312,39 / 335631 ~
Western Regional Electronic Bulletin Board. C' I "
7 14/988 061 5 (Requires Access Code) EMt nRGY *

C..22312/39-1 347..
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ENERGY CONTROLLER

Solidyne's exciting third genera- FEATURES: FUNCTIONS:
lion of energy controllers has STANDARO
been enhanced to provide even A 32 load capability in increments of 4 or 8 LOAD CONTROL
moe features that let you apply relay outputs.
the most powerful energy man- STANDARD
ogemen techniques to a brood A 365 day programmabity for holidays. A T of day ON/OFF schedules.
spectrum of applications. Availo- A Automatic leap year and daylight savings
ble with 4 to 32 output chan- correction it desired Daylight savings dote A Temporary time 01 ay ON/OFF ;cher.dules. %"*--

nels. and up to 16 input progrummoble. A SecondsOn function for signaling pulsing, "%.,*"

channels, these controllers can A Reversible loud relay logic. etc.

provide sophisticated energy A Progrummobie relay slate when in failure A Automatic rotating load (sTaggered) duty

control fo( small, medium, and mode. C"Wti
large size buildings, and a A Programmable power failure indicator. OPTIONAL"
prices that allow on unusually A Minimum and maximum ON/OFF times can A Adoptive (self-adjusting, continuously vary- "
fcst poyback Modular design al- be specified ftor each load. ing) duty cycle cuntrolled by one of the
lows optional functions to be A Sequential load turn on and turn off. analog inputs (temperature, demand, pres-
added as needed. Programming sure, humidity, etc ) Winter/Summer
is simple and use" oriened, fol- A Automatic self-initialization after power switchover automatic.lowing the lo~mo of Solidyne' failure or on new time entry. A Analog controlled ON/OFF scheduling Any

first two generations of highly A 50 Hz or 60 Hz operation selectoble. analog con control any output(s) in a var"e-
rated controllers. A Security access code. ty of schedules. Winter/Summer switchover

A Switch programmable fail sate relay status. automatic.
SItch pA Adaptive (self-adjusting, variable) analog .'

OPTIONAL controlled function for chiller and boiler re- .
Analog Inputs' set, entholpy control. etc.

A 8 or 16 analog inputs. A Self-I earning optimum start/stop functions.
A Accepts utility demand pulse inputs with any Winter/Summer switihover automatic.

multiplier factor. A ON/OFF override input control.
A Analog inputs con be averaged (sliding A Multiple unit daisy chain capability for appli-

window) over a selectable time period cations that req, e more than 32 outputs
A Analog sensor readings can be converted and/or moie than 16 analog inputs.

and calibrated through keyboard
A Analog sensor readings are scanned and

displayed confinuousy. DTGAHRN
Power Line Cardt STANDARD
A Integrated 32 channel PLC capbiity (Re- A Run time of all outputs recorded up to %" ".

quires transmitter) 10,000 hours in one minute increments J.

Voice Prompt OPTIONAL (with override modules)

A Provides verbal help to the operator (Re- A Run time of all override inputs recorded up
" : : .quires speech module) to 10.000 hours in one minute nciements

S .. Remote Communication (Requires interlace OPTIONAL (with analog inputs)!: . . ." .," -module) A First eight (8) Onulog inp tS will rocord . .

A A Remote communication copobilty via phone maximum or mimum i, :',ngs for the past
for program entry, review, mnodtfictlion and 35 days %
for interrogating recorded data Progrcmma- A First two (2) analog inputs will record 48 "

1'fI--_- -- f 1 '_ble phone ring count to delay auto answer hour 15 minute aveiaged readings
A Diol Out capabilities fo scheduled o analog A kWh or other aonlog time accumul,hon for

C73alarm conditions oll 16 analog inputs up to 99.999 999
UL. j *i j I.. A Communication sofware available for APPLE

rtC. COR f9 t, and IBM PC computers%
'I i.'-. !-_A Direct serial printer hook up with print menu 'j'": g

A Security code to prevent tampering

" These ophons require addition of onalog input
module(s) plus appropriate sensors or other
accessories.
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K Mod-3 L M42 M3290 K. 3270
Auto Answer & Dial Out Remote CQmmtunicaflon Power Line Corder Transmitter. Precision Demand Control. Wail

Moderm, 300 Baud interface Module. For interfacing Provides 32 channels af PLC transducer For accurate demand
between Micromizer III and tele transmission to receivers ot control and monitoring based On ,

ph~one modemn MOD- 3. (Novation controlled equipment Mounts ex- current and voltage sensing Re
J-Col) Installs inside Micromizer tenal to Micromizer III at power quires current transformers one .

III cabinet Provides remote inter- distribuhion panel Connects to per pihose of incoming service
rogation and programming copa- Micromnizer IlI via 2 wire shiielded (nol included) Requires one in-
Wlty via APPLE 11 or IBM PC cable output connects to all 3 put on analog module Mounts
cormputer's Alarm Dial-Out to re- phases of power line PLC opief externally to Micromizer III at in-
mole monitor ing computer Plug- ales simultaneously with~ but in- coming service
in module 3241 required tar dependent at relay outputs Size OD 73/' x 41/.x 11/4'

Norisite printer output (Relay outputs not required) ID- 5 '/2 x 2" x 1 I.
Size. 6 f14'/412*x 1/2'k

. ........... . .* .'-

* intefaceModule

I %

0 ir
PoeAin ie

B- Remoabl Codilae(o

. M50 ~~~ ~ ~c R vriefntoPCoerd, e ovableCndiPate (fontp
hel to Prga mn rmtn, F 2S iob en fetra o or Li ey Siler srelmn

reiwadcamPu nmEgtCanl ea uptW coue lgi oue a boto fof c rabin =or ean

ule Bord Plg into__________ busi relm ntldrcl noe~tn

A. Programrwitchesn0.tutureuE pnononcBus. M85 thr. ~ a 3282er0nlour
tar option seeoyho ls . raig5 eitv.2v PTAoIe u Modules ( tox4). Temetue Seso xn 2eY

EA3.rvdsadiinlmm Mr iel-C e rrdemnl o Each provides 8 cnnls atidfromh nlg n.

hg e re for og rm i poptnghane Fou channe alo bysenos o diextea con- thrug 3283 1Snsrelmnt
rev ite nd r PlugR inmdRg hel eay Output tardislct closure)us Plug modle mayle enut freman Cont r d

ule A Stcarf Plugsin inobsiiniin dirl nto e;.tngl
SormftwaruntOupteotat 14 8 termn tat o d Ote loi mP!o*

343A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a Prvie addtina rnmem,. Hadwr vrietemnl o ahacet nust
Opton wi" require ra ar dilou e d e achhaned cl Fur cn njelOhe analog sensors, r c discrt (con-int ser.c 3283os

Ifd Mcon ieprer lcdl30 ea ori 320 8P, Relay Outpu oar isidf t o d ls resns ug iule Ginput De mno ntrol
plug ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ niiln in~ tol aocurI*,i seie 320otostr oe o h oirl' (n.avirt ie6 1'
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Micromizer III
Specifications

"tpt Voltage: 120 VAC, 50 or 60 Hi selectable (24 VAC
available Consult factory.)
Power Consumption: 24 Watts at 120 VAC
Output Relays: Each channel has SPOT isolated relay con-
locts, rated 5 Amps resistive at 24 VAC 2000 VA maxi-
mum total on all relays

Circuit Protection: Heat activated fuse in windings at input
power transtormer Line trninssprse yspecial
filter
Wiring Connection: Knockouts tot 12 and Y/. inch conduit
in removable plate Connections made to screw terminal
blocks
Mechanical -_____-

Enclosure: Walt mounted heavy gauge steel housing

Finish: Beige textured baked enamel

Dimensions: 13-Y." x 91/2" x 3-Y.
Weight: 15 pounds

Environmental _ ___

Ambient Temperature Range: 32' to 1 201F

Operational -__- - -

Memory Capacity: 4000 characters (bytes)

Battery Backup: R~echargeable batteries provide 8 days
standby operation tar clock and memory t

Clock Timing Accuracy; As accurate as 60 Hz line
frequency On battery standby. t 001%
Max. kWh Accumulation (with demand option): 8 digits%

*Specifications subject to change without notice

A

Solid yne S~nN
Z2SAVES *

Schaumburg. IL 60195 W d.
Telephone 312-397-8500 EC' :1 -.
Telex 705612 ENERGY %,* %

Pnnti-: n uSA h, n Ii',

by %~,CwAI*

reserv** i
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MICRO FIELD MULTIPLEXER PANEL
[H MODEL 5441

A 5400 CAMNET® BUILDING BLOCK
21 INPUT i OUTPUT POINTS

LK - OUTSTANDING FEATURES

-- -. Operates on a stand-alone basis as a control
and monitoring station

• No coax cable - inexpensive twisted pair wir-
;- "ing to input/output points

* Simple to operate with English commands
, Automatic monitor and control functions are

~~~~~ (( at fth ysea* . . ASCII RS232C communications with automatic
; () baud rate detection

* Automatic telephone answering and dialing for
remote capability using integral modem/dialer

II • Standard industrial interfaces for input/output
points
Monitors contact and transducer alarms with
user-programmable limits

* 8-day clock for day/date/time output control
with advance selection of daylight savings time

* Microprocessor-based design

DESIGNED FOR ENERGY MANAGEMENT, PLUS MAINTENANCE AND SECURITY MONITORING
ENERGY MANAGEMENT: Can be user programmed for:

1 (1) Separate time-of-day scheduling for each load and each day plus up to 15 %

holidays
, (2) Duty cycling in 5-minute increments of selected loads

(3) Night setback for winter or setup for summer
(4) Peak demand monitoring with load-shedding control
(5) Thermostatic equipment control capabilities
(6) Optimum Start
(7) Proportional analog outputs

MAINTENANCE MONITORING: Automatically:
(1) Reports equipment failures locally or remotely
(2) Maintains equipment runtime totals
(3) Provides notification of scheduled maintenance

* SECURITY MONITORING: Magnetic door switches, smoke alarms, and other contact closures can be
automatically monitored

TELEPHONE INTERFACE: Via the standard dial-up telephone network:
(1) Allows access from a remote terminal so that many 5441's can have a central con- ' "

trol station
(2) Provides for automatic alarm transmission to a remote maintenance facility with

I - workday and weekend phone number scheduling

SYSTEM ALARMS: Automatically repo:ts locally or remotely:
(1) Failures of equipment to go on or off

(2) Input measurements that are outside programmed limits
(3) Status change on alarm contact inputs
(4) Runtime limits exceeded
( 15) For after-hours alarms, a different phone number can be designated if desired
(6) Power failure alarm

• SYSTEM REPORTS: Can be manually initiated or automatically printed Out at user-programmed times for
data collection

"* SYSTEM SECURITY: A three level password system permits only authorized personnel to operate the 5441 %

;PA; .RTDN TECHNOLOGY, INC.
-CAMNET ] sobd,ary of sp rrTGN COrPOrATION

MAIN OFFICE 4901 Rockaway 111,41. S E. I Rio Rancho. Now Mexico f Phone (5051 892 5300 1 TWX 910 999 165?

pMAILING ADDRESS P 0 So. 1784I Aibw q.1u. N.. M*.ico 87103 a -

3M 5441.12,85 IN CANAOD aon of Canada Lid I Bo. S1251 London. Onliaro N6A 4N21 PHONE 519455 6320
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5441 with Power Supply and Battery Backup 5441 with Power Supply, Battery, and Modem/Dialer

.. . ...-- -- - - -- - -- ' - -- - - S PEC IFIC A TIO N S ...... . . ..

8-BINARY INPUTS: (1) Normally open or normally closed contact points.
(2) TTL compatible voltage levels (+ 5v) or open collector drivers.

8 BINARY OUTPUTS: Capacity to sink 100 milliamperes at up to 30 volts continuously.

4 ANALOG INPUTS: Selectable-
(1) 0-5 volts DC with an input impedence of 1000 ohms.
(2) 0-10 volts DC with an input impedence of 2000 ohms.
(3) 4-20 milliamp, ":s OC with an input impedence of 250 ohms.

I ANALOG OUTPUT: Selectable-
(1) 4-20 mi'",dmperes DC current sink into a load of up to 500 ohms.
(2) 2-1S volts DC into a load of 5,000 ohms or greater.

ANALOG ACCURACY: - 1% of full scale value.
POWER SUPPLY: 115 VAC, 0.3 Amps, to a wall plug-in transformer providing 20 VAC, 2 0 Amps to the unit,

24VDC, .5A available for binary output, analog output, and analog input transducers. 8
hr battery backup for computer; 4 hour with integral modem/dialer

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT: (1) Temperature: - 20"F to 120F (- 30C to 49"C).
(2) Humidity: 0-95% non-condensing.

COMMUNICATIONS: ASCII RS232C automatic selection for 110, 300, 1200, 2400 and 4800 baud For remote
communications via the direct distance dial telephone network, an optional Sparton- . -s

designed modem/dialer can be installed in the 5441 See photo above.
ENCLOSURE: Locking NEMA-1, 10.25" high x 10.25" wide x 4" deep.
WEIGHT. 7 5 pounds not including batteries.

____.. .._1

- .-. -. -ACTUATORS

MODEL 5441 tAAPSOU:::

MICRO FMP

J CONTACTS

A F.MOTIE " 0

r 5PTE IONCL Po
RCORDER T

L DATABASE j T _ N J
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Revised Nov., 1985

sY/Il1ill PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS
INTRODUCTION •.DI

GENERAL

Programmable controllers are used in a variety of applica- molding machine control and process control applications

tions to replace conventional control devices such as relays such as film, chemical, food, and petroleum.

and solid state logic. When compared with conventional
control means, programmable controllers (PC's) allow ease The SY/MAX designation is used to describe a family of ..

of installation, quick and efficient system modifications, programmable controller equipment. Family members in-

more functional capability, troubleshooting diagnostics and clude processors, input-output equipment, programmers

a high degree of reliability. Typical applications include au- and peripheral equipment developed to be interchangeable 5"s
tomated material handling, machine tool, and assembly ma- with other family members. Process control equipment is

chine control, wood and paper processing control, injection also part of the SY/MAX PC Family of devices.

;Aj

YIM M 30 bie COntroe, SY/MAX CR r Pro -

SYSTEM HARDWARE AND PROGRAMMING EQUIPMENT
The SY/MAX Programmable Controller Family consists of used to enter the user control program into the system hard-
two groups of equipment: I) system hardware and 2) pro- ware. Once the program is entered the programming equip- .
gramming equipment. System hardware is used to control ment can be used for monitoring, program alteration, or
the actual operation, while the programming equipment is message displays but is not required for systeni operation.

SYSTEM HARDWARE
System hardsware consists of a processor, one or more rack cate with external 1/0 control device, such as limit switch-
assemblies, power supplies, Input/Output modules, and va- es, motor starters, etc. S.stem hardvare mav also consist of
nous other modules that provide additional capabilities, a single Model 100 PC which incorporates all nccessary *

The rack assemblies and associated I/O modules communi- hardware in a single package.

PROGRAMMING EQUIPMENT
The SY/M.AX PC Family programming equipment consists for monitoring the operation of the %steni. A separate _

of either a Hand-lHeld, Standard CRT, Deluxe CRT, or Loader/Monitnr for monitoring and changing data or print- ".
IBMI programming package used during program entry or ing messages can also be ordeicd

SUPPORT LITERATURE
Support literature in the form of lechnical MNaiuals. and SY/M1.\X Progranmniabhe Controllei Faril.i
individual Instruction Bulletins is available for the

SY/MAX TECHNICAL MANUALS
SY/M..\X Programmable Controller Technical Manuals in- o,, Par No' .

dude a collection of Instruction Bulletins in a convenient I- Pwceso, Tec,,rzal M.,-,. r 0- -
ring binder format (see Instruction Bulletin table page 4 to - 80 0,0 o . , -

determine which Instruction Bulletins are included in each Mao., . s SM
Technical Manual). This for mat allos easy upd.ing of * L,.* , , *, '... , . . . '.,,, . .i. ..

technical manuals as new products and literature are e.,.n,,,.e

) introduced.
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Revse No, 98 ~YI~lK PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS
INTRODUCTION - Cont'd Il IaJ

P~5 al. Pral.

CA9Y toN~oi 50150 SM 605 Cat-orv Yip. Oe.~ pIko" S ' so, so SM 6Ss

SFM-301 Co araon.So,..0 SF50.30? Oooauos,,o 3105W21-20? 1

001 OEC POP C.nA0W, 309-2W0.0 SF50 307 Scofta 30694 292 0?2
C ~SF50 302 00100 l50 Sfo.. 3059-29002 1O F. AL 11 3115& 292 03'

a SWN302 for W058-9 25' Sf? SF5030? DEC 3069&2930?2

Oon-rWrVtaeo PnRt;I DEC 30596-292? M S 80 A

M7 t.." ,ntcno 8.1"'. -4 buronrcaly 0* pslr60 -- 3.11. . -Y chg Softw,. SFW3 11 XYC0&A O0aroix *o-
scolwo 30698 171-07

o,dual mistrki00 flms , a-a f w0 o a nW no.1g. bas Fti a c~tqnnte set. oW .O SFW-321 SYlMAX CirtrurahoS
Ce.~a ItO 00c M.." ll bron . Stit0r ltr ISM Pil,oral

V4%,ed wth POW=_4 W05,00J-,fh -h Class 8010 Type SPA-r100LHard .MWoy-
I=l:de n7 erst 8070 Type SIR 100 LaItOC7RJAWTpet'.R,..C

PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLER/PROCESSORS
GENERAL PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLER CAPABILITIES

All SY/MAX PC processors have the following capahilities: ter fencing, respond to communications fromt other proces-
relay logic, latch/unlatch relays, data transfer, timers, coun- sors, and 1/0 forcing. The table below indicates additional
ters, master control relay, synchronous shift register, data features oF SY/MAX PC processors.%
comparisons, bit read and control, transitional output, regis-

Model 300 Procesisor

Model 100 PC Standard F Oeluxe Model 500 Processor Model 700 Processor

Meorty Sie (Words) 420 'tOK. IK. 2K ____ 2K. 4K. SK SK. 16K.32K. 64K '5-

Men yeRAM or UJV PROM RAM RAM and/at RAM and/or RAM .rth
UV PROM UV PROM Buble Back-u~p

-Nominal Scan Rate (Per I K) 4Orns (12K) 30ors (Ladder) 2ms (Ladder) 1I 3rhs _(Ladd")l
10Cpct...... 40256 typincal over 2 000 over a000

O.gra (o voltages 120 VAC TTL to 240 VAC. 250 VDC rtL to 240 VAC. 250 VOC TTL to 240 VAC 250 VOC J

An"10YES YES YES

-Rroe10YES YES YES

Relay EctunialontS . .... . ...... 64 ?28 over 2.000 over 8.000

Storage Registers 38 96 2.000 6.00

-I YESro YES YES

Ostributed Control YE YES YES YES

Asyrnchron.u Slrr ________ 1 YES _YES YE S

MahIYES YES YE S

SquarRoo YES YE'S

Abs Value. Sine Cos,r-. Logl 0 . LN, (Y)" . YES

Prirnt lAlphj-Nurrrer cM-.,3.jrr) YESYS-E

intrate Co)mrnun,cat.,,s YESYYE

Run Mode Proya(,rrnrj YSYES YE,-

Scan ontrl YE

YES YES

Floahreg Point Marn YES

iVf J"

r7~rI~I I L%
SY/MAX P.Ir,1,l 100 S5'INI. A cn 3001 -- e,

P' ll cw't!' 1. 8F 0 M,,%i
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~1IJ /IdiPROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS
!sIlJA I PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLER/PROCESSORS

SY/MAX MODEL 100 PROGRAMMABLE SY/MAX MODEL 300 PROCESSOR
CONTROLLER The Model 300 processor is mounted into the

CPU slot of a digital I/O or rcgistcr rack as-
scmbly and is available in two vcrsions: Stan- 4
dard and Deluxe.

The Standard version can be supplied with
1/-K, I K or 2K RAM memory, tith 1/O capac-
ity of 256. The processor has 128 internal re-
la) equialcnts .aind 96, 4 digit storage registers
'for timers, counters, s)nchronous shift regis-
ters, and data storage. A single communica.
lion port is a~ailable for use Aith CRT or
lHand-lHeld programmer, loader/Monitor or ."-

L-oader/Recorder, or direct conneclion to a
Deluxe Model 300 or Model 500 protssor.

The front panel has a sccurity kc)sAitch to
select RUN, HALT, or DISABLED ()UT- ,
PUTS modes of operation. It also has five sta-
tus indicator lights.

The Deluxe processor includes all capabilities
of the Standard Processor plus the follow ing:
IK and 2K UV PROM Memory Versions,
Asynchronous shift register; 4 function math;

SY/MAX Model 100 Programmable Contolle PRINT (alpha-numeric message generation); SYJMAX
WRITE (enter data into other Proccssor)- m 3oe: 3

The SY/MAX Model 100 Programmablec READ (obtain data from other Processor);
completely self contained PC with integral processor, power adA (end rs d other
supply and I/O. There is a choice of a 20 I/O (12 inputs, 8 Processors). The Deluse processor proides

outputs) or 40 1/0 (24 inputs, 16 outputs) package. It can be

ordered with either 420 words of RAM memory with bat- two communication ports.

tery back-up or UV PROM Memory. The Model 100 PC is -cr,,oo Class T" e

capable of either vertical or horizontal mounting.'It's label St,daw, P,,Keso, .,,_m 1,2v RAM Memory 8020 SCP 311
is configured for vertical mounting. If horizontal mounting st~dald P -*tsho, wiR K RAM M mory 8020 SCP 312
is preferred order the optional Hori/ontal Label Set. For ....... ,..I 2K RAM M 9020 CP 313
minimum height the Model 100 PC may be mounted on it's Deluxe P - ,ll, l l( RAM .,."r-y "020 SLP-321
side. Order the Low Profile Mounting Bracket set. Du P.. oo %.. -,_ IK RAM ..,,oy 8020 SCP 32?

____________________________0__ u,~e P,- ,o-th~l 28. RAMO Vl.lOly 6.020 -, P 133
DPsrrploon* Class Type , PD,o,-s ., I, I K UV PIHUl M.nlory r _ .020 <.CP 332

Pfcgrrnmave Controller with 12 inputs. 8 Oulpuls. r-l-e F -,3 l-h 2 UV ' -405 Mrno y 8(20 C
O 

333
and 420 WO S RAM Memory 8020 fSP It - - , ,

_________ - - O01".- P.I, so, -.tn 18 RAM, K uv FPROM
Pogtatmmable Cunlrollfer -h 24 iniputs 16 OutputS Ve-or 8C20 CP 344

and 420 Ooids RAM Memory 8020 SCP-121 - -- 2- '
- - - - - -- , 300 Lt Kal A j20 8LK 310

P, ra-atle Ccnlol~le, Wt 12 Inputs 8 Outputs.
a'_d 420 W,,,dS UV PROM Memnory . oo8020 SCP- 112 a

P r a, --aol" ,l Contolle, w tl 24 Inputs 16 O lpu $ ts.
a40 420 A c", UV PROM Memoty 8020 SCP-122

Sp.,e Model IDO RAM Memory. Mod%,* boz0 SMM too
' ,,e Model 100 UV PROM Mmo, y Module 8020 SMM-t10
f lm , eBnon atery t , use i Model 100 4
PjA_ d~ Co.'-toti 8020 SMM- 11s
F u s e 8 ,1 t o , M ,t, d e l ' 0 0 1 0 F u s e s 8 0 2 0 S F 2 1 0L o P i fi l AM ou n ,1g Srac k e t Sol 80 20 S M B 12 0

Hom"mmtal I J~el Sol 8020 st-tA 1 30

All r m'eml tl o, 12 VAr ,mal.oai .,-, , c Aes,,. ... . ,,. .. ?,.
A lo, -,8r atmngS

It.
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/Ii'iA1PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS
IliI APPENDIX A 1 /0 SPECIFICATIONS & POWER SUPPLY LOADING -Cont'd%

PC Po~e,' Sipy Luad-flg Rack C(-.amty 2

Oo~,~ tOd 5. Dutly 100% outy("1am Typ 10 Voltt RatV Vol!!ge Opeaing Range OupteL046 7yl yl CRK DA JK 1i4 lgc'

802 SCP-1IXx_ 120 VAC 94 132 VAC 50160MI__ 2A NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

am____ 32 N NANA ISI I 0A4 x x X X X

s SI 32 ANA NA I50A I50- *

____ NC X A1A NA ?00mA 41000-A + - - X

___ SL-00NNA NA 00nAl 15O00-A NA NA NA NA NA %

____ ___ NA NA .COO' 2L,-,A - -_ _ _. - I _ _X

NA snod AWaMe

APPENDIX B - CLASS 8030 POWER SUPPLY SPECIFICATIONS Z1

For proper operation the correct power supply must be used on" at any givcn-tirne. Thc majority of .ipplitjtions fall
with a SY/MAX programmable controller system. flower into the 75% duty c)cle cattegory. With few eceptions a
supplies with an incoming voltage of 120 VAC, 240 VAC power supply rated at 64 1/0 %ill be able to handle 64 1/0.
and 24 VDC are available. Use the Table in Appendix A to Model 100 Programmaible Controllers and SY/MAX-20
calculate the total load the power supply will be required to Processors have integral power supplies and thus do not-
handle. A 75% duty cycle means that 75% of the 1/0 are need an external supply.

PoC KSuapply Type PSiO_ PS- 20 PS P30 Ps _ P40 f _ S50 P50P5-70

Inputl voltage Rang. 102 132 VAC *204 250 1 195 250 VAC 22 2oc

Apipo..mat* 110 Cap"ct I'. J 2 21 51264 12 SI? _ 26

Output Voltage Range 5 15-5 25 VOC o voC512-2 51 2 D 5 15-525 124 126 515-525 %S
lS2S 1416 st zvoc voc VOC VDC voc -

outlput C.*..nt Capaty, @~ 0-4C 4 1A 23A 2 2A 4A 12A 23A 2 2A 10A

Outpta1elacty4C 4% 9A 202 1ISA 4A I- 9A - 202 __1

O WpalCaetCapacq @ 50-60C 34 7A 17 4 1S A [ T 7 I7

*47 63 HzIs

APPENDIX C - PROGRAMMING EQUIPMENT, 1/0, AND PROCESSOR COMPATIBILITY
Pfocessors

Clss8020- C s 8020 -Class 8020- Cas82 C!s 11040
G'op Tls 

T
ype M~,tel 100 M tyw 300 kModel 500 Model 700 PCII 110 '

8010 SP 51201 2"i x x x sA x
CAT P'og--itn 8010 SPA 250 210 x x x x . x

8010 SP'A 00310 X X X X . x.
la.IldP-ganlag solo SPA-lOG X X X X NA

I adealMO.1,l(s 8010 SLM-100 X X x x NA

P- ss Co,o, 5a.oli 0040 PCMV 902 NA NA NA NA X
tadeA- aOlr t 801O SLR.10OC 110 x X x x K'a

UV P, rawa 8010 214 150 x x x NA NA

6010~r __PP.12 - ,,- X3 X4 X) XS (T ~t
_____________ 8010 PP-13 x x X XI Xi X~

Ito 8030 N1 A X x X X l'

X - Totle, CoImpat43e
NA NW PV4 Jkbla

* _ e : (71-s 8010 CRT as !.,lace

0CAM 60 'r' to,.e l -i -y -- ages

*Noia kd o- 74,1 00 i',t#.,s wetpoled

* 1,st be Sees I tN ' 2 6, ae ale. 'F W 1 00IS F-oe
IUSed .. If £A,.g hkllaf 1 0 a PC. -.. In ~/-a-g 1, 1,4' <1.4 - . d r.,-s 'ae

Q-peDCDMPRNY
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AT LAST 5 I 1
aeetsystem that controls KW 1

demand. allows you tdial in more " I LJ
1 - ....or less energy as needed w ith a E.. ri-

single control adjustment man t- ""
K J ages up to 16 loads, and is low cost.

Perfectly suited for controlling..-- . ,-i_
I j energy costs in: m "I

Office condominiums
Fast food chains ,. - ,, 2 . Z_ --. 7 .-- '.,

Restaurants El i 2V tF FI[r --1 o Retail establishments ' . - ' lit j- it -
- ~Convenience stores e-}.- ,,-

Light commercial /industrial ! ! , .-
Large residential 16~

I -J NO MORE monthly utilit bill L
surprises"' Control your electricity- .

costs to your budget! li
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SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The Energy Sentry Commercial Demnand Controller automatically dependant upon each C-rcutls relative Irriportance to business
controls peak kilowatt demand by temporarily deferring certain low function or comfiort Ent.rg Sientrr wtlault(natically defe( the IOst
priority circuits These non-critical circuits are deferred during the priority Circuit first, the NighreSt priority circuit is the :asl to be
time the critical business circuits are in use By deferring the non- deterred In turn, the highust priority Crril is the first to be rt-slured
critical circuits. KW demand charges are controlled to a and so on Energy Sentry s Logic module wvill only defer Cifcuits as Iz
predetermined absolute minimum Depending upon actual required to keep average K~W demnand from exceed-ing a preletler-
application, the most common circuits to be controlled by the Energy mined level
Sentry System are electrical heating. air conditioning. water All Energy Sentry inodels are equipped with a ',olate pr Grity
heaters, coolers, steam tables, bun warmers air compressor's. option (field selectable) which allcows up to 4 circuis to be rco-roiled ,

chillers, process heaters dryers battery chargers. air handlers, etc on an equal piurity basis Thus up to 4 controlled ( rcuils mray be
Alt circuits to be controlled are assigned a high to low priority value assigned equal oriority positions -

COMPONENTS

An Energy Sentry Commercial Demand Control system E Potential Transform(:rs ionly i_-quited for -urne rT ife
consists of the follcwtng system components applications)

F Options*
A Control Unit (4 to 16 circuits)*
8 Control Panel fAlpha FS or SC)* *Sne 5y-r C.. por t_- is iod~ d! -. s Wi*h-. F *.'gy
C Current Trarsformers 13 roquired for 3 phuise *ippl'cxt0ns) Set4ry fl '? '!:I C" t-,!1 f"S TCj 1~< '3 a . .'.-

D Watt Cnverter L r o i. 't ri.j 2ri ' ;-, r i e I

*SPECIFICATIONS

CURRENT TRANSFORMERS

MECHANICAL FEATURES AND BENEFITS _
Faclr ippi~cation Three required e Current Trasommner
Type Ring (standard) oviring may ne _(,rfgLred to

Split ioptional) readily adapt cunirol unit to
S :es a,adale Standard - 1 /' 10 2h OD0 mull pie service entrancc5

up to 500 MCMI or multple crc.I nreaer

Iaige 3 1 D 4',, 00D panels
ELECTRICAL

Aat us avalianle 200 5 4005.

WATT CONVERTER

MECHANICAL FEATURES AND BENEFITS

0,r e-s ons 7'. x4 S.- x 3/2, e T~he .salt C _",rier apt5

14 screw type :.1e F' e.-gy Sift y !o tree . 2

ELECTRICAL p~ e~eP

) ol'age nput 120V

* Maa XUtout 2 OV DC

POTENTIAL TRANSFORMERS

MECHANICAL FEATURES AND BENEFITS

*:4r.~m ,sc'eovype 1c, ' - ,,,. t

ELECTRICAL n ~it. 'frem

'n.~t 10tage 40V or 217V 11
Cm pIut Vcltage 120V AC-

STANDARD CONTROL RANGES

0 30 KW
0 60 KW

ORDERING INFORMATION FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT:
See 'Energy Sentry Commercial Oerrnrd Controler
ns 1 llfif and Eet-cticai Survey Formn for details
Fur iurther nform7aton call or Nnfie lOG Incorporated -

i'2'ridny ZOC, Incorporated n if" Cr< v.i s''-.1. e ni

- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . . . . . .- .* .* .* .a- - - -- - - ' * . *
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CONTROL UNIT

MECHANICAL FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Standard Contirol Points - Cornpatible with all types of

Model 8 4 felays/8 control points electric healting and cooling
Model 12 6 1 clays/ 12 contriol points systems______________
Model 16 8 relaysil 6 control points RerjmbsSePinevn-

Enclosure Size (dependent upon relay configuration) atler power outage A Vt

Model 8 12-x 12* x 4 of 12 *A 18- xr 4 Remiovable component .

model 12 12? 18'x 4'sub &usembly tot easy I- J 'i 'L
Model 16 12'x 24'x 4' 1nlour ironigt. 4 AE

Enclosure TypO Indoor Surface NEMA 1 e liidustr ial quality relays '
Optional flush cover assure lung term reliabilityI~
Outdoor rain light NEMA 3 *tt Cor-tbewt l tlt

Relas Nomaly cl~edcontrol ,ystemns and load

EL CTRCALDouble pole-single throw management systems

Pc)Aet Ruured 115 voits t rO0n. 60 hZ t ~ ~ h

15 Adttb !nao)irum1r

ru.,ay Contacts Max 30 airip branCh cirCuits

Cocutry All ,oihd state ?J

CMOS Logic

Sheddinrg 'PqUence Priority or rot aterpliority
(field selectable) Z~

Environment Opeiratung Temperatures

'Put Meisuiement Single Phase, 240V, 60Hz --- v- j
Cumpressor Protection 5 minute delay ; c~.

(teld selectable)

Warr~anty 3 year ited -

CURRENT TRANSFORMERS

MECHANICAL FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Each dOPicatrion Two f Quired *Current Tranrsformner wirng
Type Ring may be configured to readily

Dimensions adapt control unit to multipie
TyeA Standard-" I' D x 2 114 0 D service entrances or multil e.

Type ~circuit broaker panels ____

Laug to I5 MCMIDx) 380Type 8 (up to 250 MCM) -(up to 00 MCM
Type C Er-Large.- 3 *I D x 4 r(2' 00

ELECTRICAL
R~irr os Twe dvai',ible S~lidardl and double

ratio
i.r,'Imutiment ange 1-11 lpof)ed 200 amps (standard) or

4~r0 irpi o olrafro)
AciuraCy t 10%

REMOTE RELAY UNITS- - -

MECHANICAL FEATURES AND BENEFITS ~l ~
D .ose TC, J,) Co r a, at r,,note incahons * A~jvvA, ads to be 1~

CS ,e ze 12 rr 12 x 4 S.~r ldce NE MA I I fiat ru-ole
P-Rn Fur lrrrally rjrnismd r(loiblo pole loa~n

ryge !hiow 24V D C
P, ay Contacts Max 30 amp baric) c ircuits
Pr wer jpld Uy Crlo Unit 1

Cl-,ass 2) 1kj
Interconer-rr- ions tor

Control Unit Up to t00 feet .
I 8 gu~ige wirie

CONTROL CA OLE (not shown) I ~--
MECHANICAL FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Number ot Conductors 15 *Allows standardized color
Wire Size 2 Conductors. 16 AWG Stranded coding for control panel -%I

3 Conductors. 2? AWG. Solid control unit infer connectrons
Insulatioin Each wire 010 PVC.

Jacket 030 PVC C 3
UL Style 2464 300V C 3

P,.. fir
%Z~2 QV 1%A1
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CONTROL PANELS

ALPHA SERIES-LED BAR GRAPH DISPLAY FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Dimensions 6 3/8 h x 5 5/a8 w x 1 314'd e Status lights indicate when
Mounting Surface loads are being managed

(Mounting hardware supp'ied) * Unique display eases user
Elecrica Conectons 1 Cntro wirs ( relys)understanding of household f

ElctialCnncios 15 Control wires (8 relays) power demand
Maximum distance from 1Cotlwie 8ray)* Easy Set Point adjustment
control panel to control 10'ihaalbecbein 2 K increments up to
unit 10 ihaalbecbeKW (2 KW increments

~~~~Powe r Supplied by control unitabv10W .

(Class 2) * Hinged decoratve cover

Stus Lights one per control relay protects against accidental
Dernxnd Setting Rang(e 3 to 30 KW (standard) cagsi e on

6 to KW dupl ralo *Convenient surface
Displayed Dem'and Range 0 5 to 30 KW (standard)

1to 60 KW (with CTomontin
ratio CT s)

Ove r-limit Indicator Visual and audible
Z~~c 34;.vw w. .4p Display

Set Point LED point highlighted.%
Average Demand LED moving bar graph
instantaneous Demand LED moving bar graph
Set Point Indicator Manualty adjustable linear

potentiometer behind decorative
cover 4%

Audible Tone Variable switched (loud. soft, off)
Test Button Verifies, audible over-limit function

% l
ES SERIES-STATUS LIGHT DISPLAY FEATURES AND BENEFITS %

DimenLins 6 31 h x 5 51 w x 1 3/4 'd * Status tights indicate when
Moirflrrg Surface loads are being managedI

(mounting hardware supplied) *Simple display provides
E~ci~clConeto 11 Control wires (4 relays) necessary user informationJ E'etricl Conrectoii~ 15 Control wires 18 relays) *Easy Set Point Adjustmen r

----1Maximurri distance from in 1 KW increments
control panel to * Hinged decorative cove, .
control unit t00' with availabie cable protects against accidenltal
Power Supplied by conrilol unoi changes inr Set Point

(Clas~i 2) * Convonrie'" sui3acp

Status Lights One per Control iefay mour-ting

Demand Setning Range 2 to 30 KW ltandaral
-4 to060 KW (wilt, do,;ble 'ati oCT st

'P Ai Over-!irrit lndjc~j!ur Visual ,3nid Aucfb!ie
Se! Point Indicaini Manual adl 1 nitme't

Aud' - Tone Va.rO" 'ch " ~nr;oil off)

Test Bin,)r Verile .auirdio ver iti fuuio

SC SERIES-SELF CONTAINED, NO DISPLAY FEATURES AND BENEFITS *,'.

hi-'' (b,, '

Slan';- Ligni Ori.,, co "F t6o N,'

DernrA-- Se''n. 1O vr 2 to 25 1KW utility al ' 1"

*- SeIP ' '

C-140Lw-- Aut..' 'I, c-i
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SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Energy Sentry Systems are suitable for use in all electric Each Energy Sentry System has been designed to
homes, apartments, condominiums, and small commer- automatically manage peak kilowatt demand It constantly w,

cial buildings. Energy Sentry models are fully compatable measures total power consumption and maintains a pre-
with all types of electric heating and cooling systems in- determined demand level by temporarily defering certain
cluding. Heat pump, baseboard, air conditioners, electric loads. An Energy Sentry System consists of a control unit, a
furnaces, boilers, and all radiant heat. control panel and a set of current transformers,

CONTROL

LOAD CONTROL SEQUENCE PANEL 4a

The Energy Sentry sheds the least critical load first when it senses CONTROL LOAO
that the average total power consumption is about to exceed the CABLE CENE -
demand set point. As necessary, additional loads are sequentially - L
shed to prevent the metereddemand fromexceeding thedemand C i _

limit set point. The last load to be shed wil be restored first, the first CONTROL !,0I
load to be shed will be restored last. UNIT j
The total power consumption is continuously averaged over the . 2 -
metering period Since the controller sheds loads only when the 2,
average demand reaches the set point, it is possible to operate 2 .14loads that are greater than the demand setting during a portion of ., 4
the metering period. - -r

When operating in the Heat Balancer mode, the controller rotates OAIC .
the first two relays every three minutes to avoid prolonged shed i. * .
periods of loads on the first off relay. This operation can be -_ J,(0LISTED
selected by lumper option in the control unit. TO LOADS

ORDERING INFORMATION
1 Specify Control Panel (Alpha. ES. SC).
2 Specify Control Unit Model (4. 6. 8, 16).
3 Specify Enclosure Type (I-Indoor, R-Raintight)
4 Soecty Non-Standard Optons

EXAMPLE. Control Panel Control Unit Enclosure TyDe Options

Alpha 8 I Specify

STANDARD MODEL CHART
Model Control Relays Standard Enclosure Shipping

Circuits Current Dimensions Weight
Transformers

Aiioha 81 8 4 DPST Type A 12" x 18- x 4' 23

Alpha 161 16 8 DPST Type A 12- x 24' x 4" 29

ES81 8 4 DPST TypeA 12'" x 18"x 4" 23

ES 161 16 8 DPST Type A 12" x 24" x 4' 29 -- o'

SC 41 4 2 DPST Type A 12 x 12" x 4" 18

SC61 6 3 DPST Type A 12" x 12"x 4' 19

SOI 8 4 DPST TypeA 12 x 18 x4 20

Contact factory for order information on non-standard models.

OPTIONS
* Pa nigh enclnsure .pecity (R) * PefnofP buzzer pdrlel, pecJy OB3P)

N Non siandafd current transformers, specify (6), (C). (2x) * Flush cover for flush rnou lr ng of c.f1r,)1 in Ir . j if F
R Remote relay units, speciy (RM8I * Control cable av,,adbe 3gthS 35 b6 1U0 .50

Warranty: 3-year limited -. see Owners' Manual for details. .',

i FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT

k4ANiiFACr,,,PF. 4 SVP4EAGEriCS IN4TERNATIONAL, INC. LqIl i' QC 'i P- i Af ,
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TOSHI11A/ HOUSTON
INTERNATIONAL CORPORA-iON

EX20/40/40H SERIES PROGRAMMABLE
CONTROLLER

1 77X0CB

I,?2 3
own-1191

EX200PR

Ctmtrolling~*B@ you poe sese hnee eoeJm ,eg rgese qec n lpfo
-)SHIBA/*-STO- EX 204/0Hsre

.%t (i tutosavi~befin ih iecinc~n

Of~~~ ~ ~ ~ Pn r-lial Cotolr.T i-rgam al ii rcnrl

co tole s ~ccd uie frai al o trlPoga trw i y itr , cu R M O
, Ntrns kit 20 o 12 ponts f 1/. POM M DUL

Exmso unt .nb cnetdt ~kL-' l

" C nwa m r nes r ra si ld e n m e o /-p it 8ti to 120o ints).

di~~wram form. ,1111*'~,lg t\'i~tuntcnb o m dwt
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TOSHIBA/HOUSTON
IrrrERNATIONAL CORPORATION

EX20/40/40H SERIES FUNCTIONAL
SPECIFICATION S
Main unit specifications EX20/40/40H

ITEM ____E0

PROESSNG EXECUTION ____STORED PROGRAM. CYCLIC SCAN SYSTEM
SYSTEM _____ __ INTERPRE TER (SOFTWARE)BIPRCSO
EXECUTIONj
TIME (AVE) 6O0is/step ___6Opsistep _ _ 3p.s/steD

MEOY TYPE CMO RAM (BATTERYBACK UP)/EPROM VF'PROM
______SIZE 510steps 1022 steps 10 l22 steps

INPUT/ MINIMUM 12 INPUT + 8OUTPUT 24 INPUT +16 OUTPUT 24 INPU T+ 16 OUTPUT
OUTPUT M AXIMUM ___ 24 INPUT+ 16 OUTPUT 48 INPUT +32 OUTPUT 72 INPujT + 48 OUTPUT -

CONTACT -- 4- . - -- *--

OUTPUT .

COIL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

STEP ---. -

SEOUENCE N/

TIMER I -t 8(1999 9S) T~ I' 1(01- 9999-.) 64(0L1 -999 .9

INSTRUCTION COUNTER 3 < (1 -9999) - )-.16(1 -9999) -(C )- .64(1 - 9999)
INTERNAL 128pont
OUTPUT COIL 64p'l 2 ons128 points

CLCEh 64 poinrts 128 points )128 pools1

FUNCIONI MSTERCONROL MASTER CONTROL, JUMP, FLIP-FLOP.
FUNCTION__ MASTRCOTRO SHIFT REGISTER, STEP SEQUENCER

OTHERS jEND END EN

SELFDIANOSS__________ ____POWER, RUN, ERROR. ALARM. (PROM)

Input specification%

Type of Input
DescriptionDrCntc

OyCnat120VAC 24Vr)f-

Rated Voitagp __ N/A 85-1 32VAC 20 4 26 4V[UC

Input Current t0mA l0mA IornA

ODelay 7 5msi 15ms 7 5m&s

DOI'0elay t5ms t5rns 15mi

"On'Voltage Junctfrn Cb,,e 75V 16V

Oft Votage Junction Open 25V 5v

Wi' 1rj VcO 19. 1500VAC I milute

Output specifications

Type Relay output Triac oul>t rr l

Rated voltarge 115230VAC, 24VDC too-t120VAC 241.1C

Rated current 2A IA IA

Maximum surge 6A. I OOms 30A 30m, ItOA 20mn
current

Saturaton vota3ge 2V (nma m,,) 2V I ~r.
On delay 15rrrs 0 tin;i 0 3mT,;

Oft delay Ioins IorrS ton"; N~
Wttrrtard V01iuje t500"Ac t u ,,

TOS6HIIBA /H0USTO3N
INYTERNAT*O)NAL C011PORATION 13131 WVF-"T LI7T TLF YCmk 401 frlC r I~~N )r-, 7 A 1/1 1-Ill.?l %
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TOSHIA/HOUSTON
INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION

EX20/40/40H SERIES
PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

BASIC UNIT 115/230V AC POWER SUPPLY

Type 10 Input Output Order No L s! Pf,ce

Dry Contact Relay EX20 MCRB5 $ 490
Dry Contact 120VACTriac EX20 MCAB5 $ 614 00
Dry Contact 24V DC Transistor EX20 MCDB5 $ 54600

EX20 12,'8 120V AC Relay Fx20 MAR85 S -,80 00
120VAC 120VAC Trac [X20 MAAB5 $ 71800

24V DC Relay EX20 MDR85 $ 195 00
24V DC 24V DC Transistor. EX20 _MDD65 $ '.r0 00 -

Dry Contact Reiay EX40 MCR85 $ 160 00 r
Dry Contact 120V AC Triac FX40 MCAB5 $1024 00
Dry Contact ?4V DC Trns stor FX40 MCD)15 $ 862 00

EX40 24/16 12OVAC Re'ay F 40 MA H R 5 S P 4 00
120V AC 1,10V AC Tr,aC FX40 MAA,35 $IC384 00

24V DC Relay F x40 'MUhik5 S i34 00
24V DC 24V DC Twans,slor Fx40 MD)UB5 S 817 00 _

DryContact Relay EX.10H MCRB5 S'04800
Dry Contact 120V AC Triac EX40H MCAB5 S 1306 00
Dry Contact 24V DC Transistor FX40H MCDB(5 $1 80 00 ,

EX40H 24/16 120V AC Relay EX40H MARB5 $ 20 00
120V AC 120V AC Triac EX40H MAAB5 $1340 00

24V DC Relay EX40H MDRB5 S 180 00
24V DC 24V DC Transistor EX40H -MDDB5 $108800 '

NOTE F(,r2K RAM M. ,l EX4H- M('RC5, .C Pr,,r..mnrrr EX20D4OPRG ind Prom EX2040R\I64 lil PROM. irred).

BASIC UNIT 24V DC POWER SUPPLY
Type _ O Input _ Output Model No. _ List Price

EX20 128 Dry Contact Relay EX20-MCRB6 S540 00
24V DC Transistor EX20-MCD86 S591 00

EX40 24 16 Dry Contact Relay EX40-MCRB6 $78000
____ 24VDC Tr.ansistor EX40-MCDB6 S840 00

EX40H 24.16 Dry Contact Relay EX40H-MCRB6 51 06000
24V DC Transistor EX40H-MCDB6 / S1 280 00

NOTES "Sve T , U'.,ers' s,\ niial fir Ill, i.able I/C (,,nfi iramns
inirs havc PROM WRITER ad LEIROM ERASE FUNCTION

Cnacr Marketing

...... .....

- 1I----- -----.. . . .- -- ~

.........................................................................

. . . . . . . . -............ -

EX20MCRB5 EX40MCAB5 EX40HMCRB6

TOSHIBA/HOUSTON

INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 13131 WST LII [ TtE Y ORK H3UJST ON. I EXA S 9 3"41 1 H002J31 -141'
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Introducing Tracer'" the latest addition to the Trane fanily of Teprteco enadcnrl
HVAC systen) controls This microprocessor -based system can Tepatrco entdcorl
save enough energy to pay for itsel i n as lttle as two years In order to ensure m aximum occupant comfort, Tracer

Tracer works by controllng your buiding's biggest energy computerized control provides equipnment cycling with automnatic
consumer the heating and air conditionig equipint, for tenmperature override That is, cycling wil be reduced or stopped
maximum savings yet comfortable operation, depending on whether room temperatures fall outside preset ,

Even better, the Tracer computerized control panel is brought to prmort cyllsSitming t ategi s tegesoko eetnh

you by Trane. the samne people who design and build HVAC prercligsatis

equipment. It only makes sense - -the more you know about%
HVAC, the better you'll be at controlling if Demand limiting

Look at the ways Tracer computerized control can save you .

money7

Scheduling

fj

• ~r.- v-'

HVA sste cntrlsTh~ mcroroessr-ase sstSicn cemandr chargenstyaty contfo r asmch s

sae noghenrg t py orAtel percetlea oyer nt of o enrgy baill, ths euean sv out Tra c nt"

~~~7J , Tracer wrsb ~toln orbd~gsbgeteeg computerized control ives ou peicngtiv deatndh ', .
consmertheheahg ad aicodiho~ngequimen, fo teprmat antriipats, lding cticl beded pok Wtoped--

EvetheetTracer Tcontrol paneled ostiol snal peakouis tohprtertoylingustatetiempl,,,

dranouchrae time inclue lunhe whor eeig and oidHAys
Althughsut.tin nitaks offcanse donte manualyu itsw otim
HCou. and better yoeloked uot buingaheuigOptium limtingr.t-stop."

programt the wy Tracer co tze otrol panelavwillupromp.,ly shut do"u,

Th raecnro ael- chdligprga proidetur Segne operain tooharlys andirunltooccong Tor ase cuch pu50 .-"e..-

strttptiesfr aclao a igh-a cyleItalocntol, hoeergy oits door an use youre a~n~id -

auoaialyacut for lep year . asrddylgt dtrriires ther os effcit at and hmcslp tiesa wihut s '

indeed conrole d oto ea veh z one rdciv e~a~d, :"'

Dutygrmtht ncyclingldngeecnc ean p~s he ",.- ,,

Ph.ra e onrl;a e s, 'es Ye k b u oo u tsm l ,,.,""

Dut ng turns HVA teq aen on aed of u rng
drmn ed edsoo ruc sora ing ard hin ass en-e by nitnctly eni re

C~~~nS~~rnTrce co a~yvrokdBtbyuigashdhg Otm utei cotrolsto g-ive- yo..rdciv lfa

ergyavn Th eracer em llows eht cnnw nel sen T et int o rits

patn fe a seed tn forasve cal oits tasisunt lA to r. pt nisdTracer od s timsdinilud oaiu proectio times for ac gegs etfn il n r ng T r ou Tra,-Althoughcshuttincounits ofo ceap bear doe ay man ay it deemns h ot fiintsatan tpeswtou o,
sawngs time sacrific~~~~Opium comfrtTrae ponptr tp loalw [:r

piofemuiphe ightetbdk also aaiet control of eah shut 'd-o

an stop basedo "worst~ i~ise Coiito 148-,1unt(--,

D u ty c y c lin g", - '.

Night setback, """
Duty cycling turns HVAC equipment on arid off during 7, .
predetermined periods to reduce operating time and increase Tracerrnight setback snves energy by mnnmabcalItl c,(r, ,,2'h(j 'o .-
energy savings The flexible Tracer system allows eight cycle a nighttime teniperatur, sottirg Thib sot point i',orride's thu' '[ :

patterns for each load And to help aIssure equipment safety, daytne selling for every lenid Unit , opt,r,- to riwi! wi, th-'" "

Tracer provides minirl"1-1W on arid off protection timers for ea1ch nighttime setting until rnorning wairm up or cool dn,.', Trac ,,-%%.
piece of equipment night setbdick al-o allov,w n(lopoi)(1t,rit col~nrol of 0, (ch .'W, ,-.,t'

TH rR, P. C,,k,,, , ..... C- 148 ;"--7
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Advanced alarm system tells an operator
when a problem occurred.

2 .The Tracer self-prompting display with
- ~ ~ ~ menu forrrrdtt/rg irn Engfish eds/ly ivalks

ill'i 10;4-, rs-iJ !!Eu: rELECT_ operators through system programming.

r The easy-to-use Tracer Aeybuard !c-ads
7. operators step-by-step through system_;...D oprtr step:.

-. programs, yet featores the cphtyto by-
0 4 5 6 ass programs arid mnore quickly a~ccessV a 4J6-J -- 5 .. specific data.1j 1 21 3 "-P~

7 -Indicator fights tell operators whether

programs are running properly or if
processes are hung up or halted.

Not only is Trane dedicated to giving you the best energy control Look how easily the Tracer control panel leads opur lOrs through
programs, we're committed to making Tracer'" computerized system programming.
control easy to use.

Proof is the Tracer control panel's self-prompting display with T_.i', -  " .
menu formatting in English. It walks operators step-by-step . .. ... .. .___ ......... ... .. . "
through system programs. And as users become more
experienced, this advanced system lets them bypass menus to -- - , ,
more quickly access specific data. " ,

Tracer software is organized into user-friendly menu formats.
Some example menu listings include:

" Building Status-- tells users the status of each load such _77

as what is on or off, what energy management strategy is

applied, or what the temperature is. I .'tv - .I$ i1.- fl i 7::4 ' "

* Reports -- prints program reports on CRT or printer.

" Schedule, Duty Cycle and Demand Limit -- these menus
provide ready access to parameters needed for each
strategy in addition to editing of the information. Communication package tailored for effective human

interface

To access menus, users simply press MENU' then NEXT' Once Depending on the user's preference, the Tracer control panel can
landingon the right menu, operators press SELECT From here, be connected to a CRT. printerand orcassette tape player And it
the NEXT' and 'SELECT' keys lead users to the proper function features capacity for remote communication via telephone.
within the menu. The PREVIOUS' key, meanwhile, allows
operators to back up in case they passed their desired location or Both the CRT and printer offer remote capabilities for input and W'
need to access previous menus. output Only a printer provides hard copy reporls for storage

retrieval Examples include energy reports as well as data trend,
Later, as users learn where specific functions are located, they building status and alarm summary. A cassette player,
need only press the number designating how many steps away meanwhile, acts as a data storage computer memory backup
the function is, followed by NEXT'. For instance, '6 NEXT' would system.
instantly take users to the sixth menu. The PREVIOUS' key
works the same way.

C- 149
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After-hours flexibility Optional Boolean Processing customizes HVAC control

Tracers normal scheduled program can be overridden via a Boolean Processing overrides normal program functions and
remote-timed override switch. This allows occupants using the adapts them to unanticipated circumstances.
building during after-hour or setback times to simply turn
equipment or lights on or off with the flip of a switch. More For instance, let's say an operator wanted to control parking lot
importantly, the Tracer control panel doesn't forget. After a lights to minimize energy consumption yet provide security
specific time it will automatically turn the equipment or lights back Normally the building is unoccupied after 8 pm and the lights are
to the normal mode turned off. However. lights should remain on if people are in the

building. Using Boolean Processing, the parking lot lights can be -_ - ,

An alarm.with problem-solving feedback controlled by monitoring two separate conditions -- time and
equipment override switches Therefore, if someone is in the
building after 8 pm, the parking lot lights will remain on .. ,,

The Tracer control panel's advanced alarm system tells an
operator when and where a problem occurred. This detailed
summary eliminates the need to look up error messages. -.0
Problems can be easily corrected - without paging through Software and hardware you can depend on
software codes

The Tracer control panel arrives at your building completely
If desired, the Tracer alarm can be wired to a warning horn and/or factory checked - from components to subassembly . - .
indicated on a remote CRT or printer The alarms are determined configuration to full run test. This thorough check helps ensure
by the operator - you decide what parameters to monitor, smooth installation and more dependable operation In addition,

the Tracer control panel features battery backup to keep
Trouble-shooting made easy programs intact in case of power loss for up to 48 hours

Smart Tracer self-diagnostic capabilities quickly tell operators Flexibility to buy for today and add for tomorrow
where a problem is When the panel is first turned on, system -

cards are immediately checked for healthy program memory and The flexible Tracer system lets you buy what you need, rather , .
linkages - RAM and ROM Indicator lights flash if cards check than make you purchase capacity you can't use The
out No light means the card needs replacing arrangement is simple. Control points are purchased in

increments of 0, 8 or 16 while analog and binary input points are
During operation self-diagnostics continue. Panel lights for purchased in allotments of 0, 4, 8, 12 or 16 - just so the total of
ALARM, PROGRAM and 'RUN' indicate operation is fine via each is no more than 16.-.-' "
flashing A constant light, on the other hand, means the process is
hur.g up while no light means the process is halted. If the latter This modular design approach lets you add capacity as you need
two occur, the operator simply turns off the unit, opens the panel it. Just order the necessary additional cards, insert into place and,
then turns the unit on to check system cards in seconds, you've expanded your system's capabhilites

*1'1

- i _'." ..d: l t ; .; ,,
-j -r

- .. a/ ;-!.t

The Tracer control panel's flexible internal structure lets you easily replace and add system cards

C-150
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Facilitec Control's MP-128 is both a menu-driven energy
management system and a programmable controller for .
building automation. Its uniqueness is that combination - - -

- the combining of all the accepted EMS strategies %
together with a proprietary controls programming
language called Versitec'". ",
The prewritlen EMS strategies, which come with the
panel's 112K of ROM, have English prorPiS for thei
selection of operating parameters Versilec'" allows ,
additional control programs, operating within the 128K of
RAM provided, to implement virtually any control I
sequence the user can logically describe. %
The MP-128 also comes with prewritten PID control .. . ..-
firmware for Direct Digital Control. . -i,

Choosing the MP-128 avoids the choice between an
EMS or a programmable controller - you get both, at a F
fair price for either. " -%-,

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS: .
A. Energy Management:
Pre-programmed algorithms resident in firmware. e
• Demand monitoring with Load Shedding Control.
* Temperaure Compensated Duty Cycling. R .. ......
" Night/Weekend Setback with Optimum Start/Slop. :"'.... "
* Enthalpy Control. '.

" Timed Events with built-in Real Time Clock. •
" Virtually unlimited controls strategy with Versilec'", a ,',- ,

powerful, built-in programming language. SyandmHistors
B. Direct Digital Control: L Printed records of iipoiant .rfuriatun can be
Versilec'" set point commands and Slave Panel stand manually or automatcaly printed at unr dcfined
alone PID make Direct Digital Control affordable, and intervals.
easy to implement. " Ample RAM provided for user defined hsloris and
* Transducer Control.RAfousrcnuhtrs u
* Floating Point Control. logs using English prompts.

" Status reports in English by panel or by logicallyC. Facilities Management: related groups
Ass sts the facilities manager in riany otherwise time- G. Telephone Interface:
consuming chores. Standard Da-Up Telephone Lnes,
* Control of lighting, hot valer, etc with Timed Events S Allows access from a remoe ocaon
* Monitoring of temperatures, pressures, door switches, Alsc fm ro ot

smoke detectors, etc. FEATURES:
0 Keep track ooff hours energy use of tenants. U 128K of RAM; 112K of ROM, providing all the
D. Maintenance Management: widely accepted energy management
Helps make Preventive Maintenance the rule, rather than strategies prewritten in firmware.the exception.r, -t cep tion r Direct digital control of variable air handling
" Prints notification reports of scheduled mnaintenance. systems, cold decks, mixed air, etc." Reports impending equipment failures.
" Maintains equipment run-time and/or count totalization. U DOC implemented through stand alone Slave
E. System Alarms: Panels utilizing their own PID firmware.
Built-in screens, files, and reports. N VersitecT" - An extremely powerful on-line
N Provides single phase protection for critical 3 phase user oriented programming language.

loads
N Analog Inputs outside users specified limits and times. U Real time multitasking operating system. .
* Relational alarms using digital input and digital owtput Q Power failure protection: Battery backed-up

comparisons. real time clock; Battery backed-up RAM;
" Digital Input (switch closure) for unauthorized change Auto-restore from bubble memory module. ,

of state. C-152
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Faiie" MPI SA-18Sre uctoa-lc ui

Oprain Eniomn 0 emertue Cto,-

N umdiy 5 RH, Incon -cond nsin

C .AfJ -

one for'. futur Matr oMatromuiato

rO - RS32 Potfu urnl nue w o uueapiain

A2Z

16 Digta Inputs 0 Sourc votg supplie

Facilitec'" MP/SA-128 Series functonal block diegram. o.u
MP-i 28 MASTER PANEL SPECIFICATIONS: '-

Operating Environment: U Temperature: 0 C to ,0 C

r Humidily 95% RH, non-condensing
Communications: U] 2 - RS422 Pods, one for Master to Slave communcaf on,

one for future Master to Master communication
6 - R232C Ports, four currently in use, two for future applications

I/O Configuration ""-..
16 Digital Inputs: 8 Source voltage supplied

• Optically isolated
16 Digital Outputs: • 300 MA at 12 volts suppli d for ach output

U Software Selectable:Normally open

Normalty closed -"
Alternator t-
• Transducer/DOG with 100 mllisecond resoluton
Floating point/pulse width modulation at 100 millisecond resolution
Analog output by pulse width modulation16 Analog Inputs: U ± 2% of full scale ;

• 12 bit resolution
* 4-20 MA
O 8 ranges from 0-0.100 volts to 0-10 volts
U Current source provided to read resistance devices* Voltage source provided to read IC Temperature Transducers

Demand Meter Input: U One pulse nilhator input for power demand monitoring -_

Overrides: U Three position toggle switches for each load "

Enclosure: • Locking NEMA - 1 type, 18!,"x15"x4''
Weight: 13 pounds

MP-128 POWER SUPPLIES:-
Input Power:. U 115/230 VAC t 10%/, 47.440 HZ (UL, CSA. VDE)

c-153

Power Consumption: % 230 Wafts, max.
Overload Protection: U Input fuse protected "

*Operating Environment: U Temnperature 0 C to 70 C
* Humidity: 95%/ RH, non-condensing A.,

enclosures: U 18",x 15".x 4"'; 12,, x FXrii -.

Weight: * 30 pounds, 10 pounds

Ra.'tci, NC 27Y,12

919/782-2367
The technicai contents Of this document. whiie accurate as of the date ot pubicaior. are subject to change w~thout notice

C-153
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TIheTMS480E is the full-function, stand- Modularity means theTlMS480E. is co i )in-
alone energy management system which has ical-not only to acquire but also to install, e.en
created a change in the standards by which in retrofit silations. A double twisted pair con--:
other systems are measured. necting the MCU to each RSU allows h.lis to

be wired to the nearest RSU, which may be
Superiority Through Modularity installed up to 1,000 feet a from the NI(U.

TheTMS480E ib l__ _ ___Tugh thciNiS4NOE
modular in both con- I _,l1J: offers pOer lie .vrier
cept anid construction. -- . -. :I-t as .n ' ptlfl, [l1 Ill.1il -0

As a result, you can - PTF itall.iti it is tin-

tailor a system to stit - 7T__.j, ;ccsarv SNllcc the
your current needs, no ___-ic uiu t(SLJ pr /1 ics I d

more and no less, and T1 - 05= -- I- - - trenleldlms is fst.1 I atitn
retain the option of U 2: -- -- flexibility.

e n d: m 1: --
expanding your system 2: ---- :.50:Abund: t-Inpu-s
should your needs ___12__16__ 20_Abundant Inputs
change. "-"---4 THI_ 0 1:4 F' A total of 80 analog

Load capacities can [H inputs are included with--.'
be increased in incre- - SET FilT a coinplhterNS4,0E

ments of four, to a 0 25 S9 is -a .12 5 t.) s sten -16 in the XC1I -
maximum of sixteen ,- and 16 in each addi- C
loads in the Master Control Unit (MCU). Then, tional RSU. Plus, four digital hiputs for demnd
by combining Ip to four Remote Satellite Units control are built into every NICU. Thcsc inputs ..

(RSU), each adding another four to sixteen are not options. They're
loads, the total system capacity expands to included and ready for
eighty loads. you to use.

you can create a highly

sophistica1ted programwith a broad assort-
mcnt of variaibles using
theVl-INIS4S)E's unique
crisp full-dot nmatrix
display.

The sclf-prompting
screen makes pr igramn-
tiing a cinch. Even a
novice O~perato r can

becolne an expert pro-
grammcr in a few
miin utes.
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Run vs. Program tune your systemn. For the current day, you can
S The Security of your system program is pre- read total KWH, peak demand (KW), tempera-

served by key-switch access, but theTMS480E tures (outside and inside), and the stat-us of
still can provide vital information without the loads in override during the peak. In addition,A

S key, while in the run mode. Look closer. you can determine current day high and low
You can determine the Current status Of all temperatures and their times, both inside and

inputs anid outputs, read ________________________ outside.
Sreal time status of KW 1H1_'T-lFT [IEIU: By continuing to press
S demand, and exercise the :J - S-iL L I T :- ~ the "Next"~ key, the same

option of overriding anly 2~.information is displayed
load for a iilted time R 'LL I t ir 12 for each day for the last 30
through the keypad. In - days. As a result, You canl
the run mode, you can azL. : IS easily make informled pro-
still review all schedules . ,- I~T:6 ,1:6 , gramming decisions.

.~in Your system. T1= FT 2:0 = SE F iT 09:30 it- Graphic histories are
To alter or edit a SChed- 1 i- 01 8Fi 9~ N also displayed. You can

K: ule, switch the key to the 2 2~ 11 Wi, 00321 access 24-hour demand
programi mode. Then, by im M;- 1*~ 1 ,1hitgas o h last 3

simply advancing to the days, read hou rl y tern-
esired screen and posi- id- 1 2 4 -FMH- 12 peratUres (both outsideand inie fo the lat3

%~ning the cursor i e red-usrneahof8 inuts) for the last 30
proper position, you canl make a desird cha~nge days, and obtain comprehensive temperature

iny u por m I' ht i pehours. It's easy to identify the cauISes of energyA

Vital Hi-stories conlsumlptionI and Judge the extent of requiredi

TheTMIS48OE provides a we%,althi of his1- remedies.
'.trcal documnentation which y'ou need to fine The11se exclUSIVe feltre ar1 viabeol

with tiheTMIS4SOE.

Options and More.
Remote conununi111cationS is available usn111g aii

c ~ ~ I IM PC computer system alonlg With our pow-
erful remnote communications software package.
One-way and twvo-way power line carrier arc

-available, and an array- of teniperatire senso,(rs

-. 81 - When YOU take a closer look, it's easy to see-
Er4b ,5 Ell!iI why thcTMIS4SOE is rapidly becomintg the

%_L_4__ vr stanlda rd by whI Ch j
~ - other energy manl-[

compared. ~[1L

Triangle MirS) Jtc l 11C
-8600 jct Cor

Railcigh o rt C~rh~ -1
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Programmltiing is ompetip sing thou muctti control and'i~~7'I~~iitc M ;~binking cursor which prompilts the u~scr to
cltcr crror-frLCc ISrogr.mtis.*flcsc fitictions can

-v e a s s o makc thc sIMVICC sp)Crator Into .1n cxlpert in inuhltes.

P Fr F M M~IfEU, OniC a r Wtry ksey is switched to the program mode, a mnia
E EiTE E 3Eppears. Simply press the numbeor issociatcd wA.ith thc dc-sired func-

1:Aii1..1II, tion. As showsn, the user has a full variety of functions front sclicdules
3- C1 1- llt UTS E I; .ICE aid] Iiolidays to dcind liminug, aloi ng with anassirt incrnt of

By pressing Numbecr I a new menu appeairs that allows the user selec- - ;HE:_LE3:: lEI 1:
tions %%hic:h include a daily repeat schedule, a icnpcrature initiated 1 46l1.7 1111 EmTS S-OFT. ;Tmf.T (HEKT)
scdule,amid optimuim start and stop. 2 "1;tE TIME 5-sl'-T. T; T CL

f i '- t i IC IE C 1-F . t Ii

.1-0 IJ- -:l~i)H T8: 3D 9 The curN.Ir promipts the user iii enter correct daii ioiily. Fiiire ssccklv%LI, i tt:lti? US5: 31 l s.hcdtilUS 'A itli teumperiture coiMipUmisated ditst csJini' .ii he enteredlT I-i C ,CLE I I .u::3a -,FF:25 h T _80F n one c step . By u sin g th e c u rso r iiii nil k css C d i 'ii ig is th e eai est.1 7m T~ a FLr IJEII THU FRIa
-F I .0-151:0l ,FF=05 tiT 10 F fiow ruin of all.

nie ioptimumi strt o-rip pr -grans uset the ursor to pr..mipt eitries Et:21 Sii tJ2 TEITI =65
of start'stop timiics needed to re.ich the tart teiprairs Thi r- 1;1: T:go 11 Ilsa l a '
dimnional oniatrix ani hase. c.ither fixed tunes or cart be totally self- 10] 025 G135 OSS 01011 I21

ED' D3D 90 0 1 1 90slearning. 0 O 3 0 [G ES

3 [EIULE TMI17TS: KOiE :2 F- The inipu initiated schedule alliisss the user the ability to ci iii l
01-1):) I:LkrI: na F loads based uIn tcniperaruire rathcr than time or dunand. Fhis Lreamtes

T ,- :L IiN)::IB 1 17=11 HfT UGa r m a y u secful and itno s atise applications, including alloiing the

Mhe Y\IS44I:Iotl.1 miS seMIA iioff liniting programs to present 4E I M :E. NI

shotcsc-,Iliing of Ii.idls Fir den1mid ho,,d scdinmg, "m\ iinum oiff tinies llil'J- I :G
kan also be spc, ified. Illl 1 1 = : D5 -

lMf::rIuH OFF: 1: aa

LI:j IITF: Demiand loaid shedding is siiiple to program and extireimly flexible
5- ~2 I 52 5 5' 5 5 51 in design si ruetgy,. With 64 lciads t apible (if being shed, thcsrca

Ei - 2 13 1 5 S r ES E prigramn both a fos f-it'n" iid'or a riotatioiial st ritcgy to uinit
E_ GE CO ga 00 00 an 00 0 demaind. -Multile~ demna ~nd set piiits nm also be entered.

Speci fications
NI %tt~r Control Unit Il I- to 12 YE 'd.rd MI is ccILancotus:T Pr,;'tli

C U ,) 4'.' T.,;ljTITc l rri i11-i

F 'Ai.t 1-1 .1,., R.us 1r r n 1 , i ) 4n N I'...... p, -

,n,

Rciot S 'icllt Unit i- md t, mga Tii,li rIIn, 5.?.m
1,1 2r~ fih ' ...... uT, Ju ni'l...ln

~~~~-- ~ ~ ~ ( S~ U)r~ngc 1crS tmI

12'. ) 41 esyCE Yrut Prgimmn bh) -('ao!n !71 j Id JJI
JI IT c 1't gtl 3-58ir'9'8.26
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